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of Africa's top tourist destinations.
This is attributed to the existence of outstanding
Zambia is

one

natural attractions, the peace

and tranquillity
prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
who arc a "go ahead" and warm people.
Certainly, Zambia has every right to be proud of its
natural heritage of great waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and
the wealth of its wildlife
every
and

roaming the vast sanctuaries and

effort has been made

unspoilt

nature

the basis of Zambia's
tourist market

Tourism is

to preserve

the tranquillity

of such tourist "gems" which form
particular appeal to the world

today.

playing a significant role in projecting the

image of Zambia to overseas countries, and is now

attracting

a

much w'ider circle of visitors from all

world who visit Zambia for its natural

completely unspoilt wildlife
Zambia is the
Zaire and the
2 500 km

Zambia's

to

over

the

beauty and its

areas.

birthplace of two

African rivers, the
Zambezi, the latter threading its way for

the Indian Ocean

great

embracing en

route two

of

outstanding features, the majestic and world

famous Victoria Falls and the

vast

man-made lake of

Kariba.
A visit to Zambia is very

e.xciting and

an

adventure that is

unforgettable. But what of the country’ itself and where
are

these unique attractions

that combine to offer the

holiday of a lifetime?
For the

answ er to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
contact

anyone

of our

v;
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EDITORIAL

The

THIS ISSUE of SAPEM is devoted to

Vol. 6, No. 2

Spectre of Militarisation

analysis of the spectre of
by implication, its relation to
the militarisation that developed pari passu w ith the Cold War and,
in part, as also a reflection of US (military) hegemony in the “new
world order”. With regardtothelatter.Samir Amin's account herein

today offer the guarantee of security in a world of military and
technological hegemony. The Gulf War and the plight of Iraq herein
refers. But the most pertinent question raised by Nkiwane is w hether
apartheid South Africa remains a valid excuse for the kind and levels

is frank and factual in its characterisation of US militarism in the

Botswana

current

reference to Botswana's militarisation programme nor to the border
dispute betweeen Botswana and Namibia). But one other
consideration might be applicable here, if we accept as e.ssentially a
myth the expectation that militarisation can constitute a basis for
national security. For example, it is doubtful that Botswana's current
quest for military prowess and prominence could be based on any
serious security considerations in a sub-region wherein her
neighbours — particularly South Africa which, as Nkiwane states,
has inter alia a nuclear capability — are so pow erful. The more likely
outcome is that such a development will fuel the spiral of
militarisation in the sub-region. On the the other hand, even w ith such
an infinitely superior
military capability, the South African state is

an

militarisation in Southern Africa; and

era.

It

points to an almost total global “economic, political and military
hegemony” on the part of the US; “the only power to have organised
its military command on such a planetary scale (encircling the
Soviet-China bloc)”:
The geopolitics of the US planetary military command is a real
geopolitics, and not merely a geostrategy. By this I mean that
the tasks assigned to different regional commands are defined
in relation to specific conceptualizations of the political nature
ofthe threat, which varyfrom one region to the next. (Ibid, p.I3)

Accordingly, the various “regional commands”: the Home
represented by the US-Canada-!Vlexico axis — which

Command—as

extends to the Caribbean and Central America; the Atlantic
Command: which is divided into the North Atlantic

(covering Western
Europe and encompassing the Maghreb,* Turkey, Israel and
Syria/Lebanon): and the South Atlantic (covering most of
Sub-Saharan Africa, about which the US has up to now

France and South Africa); the

relied on
Pacific Command, covering not only

the entire Indian and Pacific Oceans but also “the human and

industrial concentrations” of

.lapan, Korea, Taiwan, South East

Asia. Australia, and the Indian sub-continent; and the Central

Command, representing an “extremely sensitive” area that
comprises the Middle East up to Pakistan, the Nile Valley and the
Horn of Africa.
Samir Amin's account is

important in that it is also a poignant
of modern day imperialism and throws into
sharp focus the inherent danger of militarisation even in this so-called
pmt-ColdWarera. For, the temptation up to now has been to conclude
that the post-Co/d War would usher in a period of de-militarisation,
peace and tranquility.
This is why Nkiwane's account on “Military Developments in
Southern Africa” ties in so well with the theme that he has so ably
helped to project. He has demonstrated the extent to which
militarisation in the sub-region has surpassed by far the principle that
defence forces constitute an indispensable expression of national
sovereignty and territorial integrity. For defence forces are now more
vital and indispen.sable for the maintenance and preservation of
governments in power, for the suppression of opposition groups, and
sometimes even for the appropriation of pow er, in the form of military
regime.s. This is an issue to be considered also in the light of the fact
that no amount of militarisation on the part of a small nation can
reminder of the .spectre

2

of militarisation that such countries
are

embarking

upon.

Zimbabwe, Angola and
(Incidentally, Nkiwane makes no
as

in decline; a clear testimony

that even the strongest imperial army
political pressure of the dow ntrodden
and oppressed. In the end, the best form of security is political and
economic Justice; and conversely, we must accept that peace remains
largely illusory in a world so characterised by such gross inequalities.
now

cannot forever withstand the

But to return to

our theme, it should be of some significance for the
.sub-region the fact that Botswana has, to the .surprise of many
observers and analysts, embarked on a major militarisation
programme and has already begun to flex its little muscle again.st one
of its neighbours, namely Namibia (see herein the articles by Maluwa

_and the statement by Namibia's Foreign Minister). What conclusions
might

draw from this? If we acknowledge and accept Samir
analy.si.s, then there could be some correlation between
Botswana's militarisation programme — which is being supported
and buttressed by the US — and the US desire to either replace a
(declining) apartheid state that has been hitherto the centre of its
regional command in the South .Atlantic; develop a counterpoise to
what might become an “unreliable” South African State under a
Black government; or simply increase and enhance its leverage in a
sub-region w herein its role was more a reflection of the Cold War than
of real hegemony w hen compared to the pervasive influence of the
U.K. in Southern Africa. Clearly, it is an incomplete analysis that
relates militarisation in Southern Africa solely to the spectre of the
apartheid state. We need to look beyond even post-apartheid; at the
extent to which the spectre of militarisation in the sub-region is also
largely a reflection of the hegemonic interests of those w ho currently
not only supervise our world but also manufacture and .sell the
military hardware that accounts for such a large chunk of the budgets
(see tables in the text) of developing countries.*
we

Amin's
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APLA Meets South African Police

The Food Situation in Southern Africa

Muhammed Shahazz

Sandy Kuwali

REPRESENTATIVES OF the Azanian

SOUTHERN AFRICAN countries

People’s Lilseration Army
(APLA — The military wing of the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania)
and the Police and PrisonsCivil Rights Union (POPCRU) held two days
of talks in Harare. Zimbabwe, from September 26-27, 1992, during
which they discussed issues related to APLA guerilla activities and
POPCRU’s concern regarding those activities.
The six-member APLA delegation was led by the guerilla army’s
Chief Political Commissar, Mr Romero Daniels, and included Chief of

Staff. Mr Barney Mzolo as well as the

Director of Military Intelligence,
Publicity and Information, the Director of CofnmunicaSignals, and another member of the APLA High Command.

the Director of

tions and
The

four-member

POPCRU

delegation was
by the union’s president, Mr Gregory Rockled

mem-

munique

were

having been held in
.

The PAC

formally
POPCRU

Romero

guerilla army
recognised

as

source additional food from South Africa. Emergenfood relief programmes in many of the countries are hampering efforts to build up stocks.
Prospects for a good rainy season are indicated. But production of
bumper crop yields are not good as shortages of seed and other inputs
have reared their ugly heads in most SADC member countries. For example in Zimbabwe, commercial farmers, while complaining about inadequate loans for inputs, are expected to rise to the occasion and increase maize production especially with the 80 percent increase in the
price of maize to Z$900 per tonne.

cy

a

“very friendly and cordial
atmosphere

Daniels, APIA’S Political Com-

igj (/ig six-member delegation

"a progres-

Communal and resettlement farmers however,

sive union and undertook to exclude POPCRU members in its attacks
on

the

security forces but pledged to maintain its operations against the
regime”, said the joint communique is-

structures of the settler-colonial

sued at the end of the talks.
The APLA and POPCRU

delegations seriously examined the issue
security forces should be restructured and
agreed in principle that they should be community-based.

of how future South African

It

was

agreed, however, that continuous consultation between the two

sides should take
such

place to discu.ss details of the mechanism
security forces.

The

to

establish

guerilla and the police union set

mission made up

up a four-member joint comof two merhbers from each side to maintain the com-

munication line between them and to meet
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states.

month) but could

joint com"frank, con-

structive and fruitful” and
as

Reeling from the effects of the worst drought in living memory.
Development Community (SADC) member countries
had, by end of September, imported 2.21 million tonnes of cereal consisting of 1.4 million tonnes of commercial imports and 810,000 tonnes
of aid pledges, which is about 38 percent of the region’s requirement for
the 1992/93 marketing year of 7.75 million tonnes.
Only 27 percent of the total donor pledges of food aid totalling 3.01
million tonnes had arrived at the end of September, a quarterly bulletin
of the SADC food security unit published at the end of October, said.
Southern African

It says that Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Zambia had food levels
to last two months while Swaziland was also low on food reserves (one

a

as

season.

SADC bulletin

The talLs, held at the re-

PÖPCRU,

imports and donor-pledged food aid, dwinand affecting preparations for the coming rainy

supply situation in a number of SADC countries
precarious. Stocks are critically low in most countries. By the
end of September, cereal stocks in Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Malawi
were only equivalent to between two and five weeks consumption”, the

South Africa Police (SAP).

of

reserves

“The internal food

active member of the

described in

dling national

remains

ber, Mr Solomon Maila, an

quest

deliveries of commercial

Apart from firm commitments from donors, deliveries are bedevilled
congestions, lack of wagons on corridor-routes and internal
transport bottlenecks and storage. The rainy season will compound the
operating difficulties of both ports and land corridors.

Secretary, Mr Peter
Nkuna; Deputy Secretary
(National), Zwilenkosi
Mdletshe and Union

experiencing acute food

shortages as governments try to cope with the problems of slow rate of

with port

and included General

man,

are

as

often

as

necessary.»

are

in

a worse

situa-

tion in terms of

procuring seeds and fertilisers. Plans to distribute seed
packs to 800,000 small-scale farmers is behind schedule due to shortage
of seeds and transport. Farmers in Angola, Malawi, Namibia. Tanzania
and Zambia are also facing input shortages.
Far war-weary

Angola, it is the war more than drought which has put
country's relief food assistance. Only 133,000 tonnes of
cereal inputs, or 11 percent of consumption requirements have arrived
in Luanda, by end of September. The food security situation is critical
as logistical problems affect the movement of maize and other grains to
the provinces. The successful elections—though contested — and timely rains and also seed availability, could ensure a good harvest next year.
Food aid deliveries to Botswana is progressing well and on schedule.
By end of September, 134,000 tonnes for cereals had been delivered!
a

strain

on

the

3
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♦

Distribution of food

to

needy people is also going on well. If favourable
planted hectarage will be

rainfall conditions obtain, normal levels of

1

achieved.

Lesotho’s deficit of 280,000 tonnes is expected to be fully covered
by imports, although only 39,000 tonnes have so far been delivered.
Good rainfall has started and seed stocks are adequate.
Malawi’s food security situation is critical. Only 25 percent of its
food import needs had arrived by end of September. Only 540,000 tonnes of its total requirements have been confirmed, leaving an import gap
of 456,000 tonnes unfilled. Its reserves are depleted. Drought-induced
malnutrition leading to deaths among children has been reported by the
press. A seed aid programme could help small-scale farmers with seeds
for the

new season.

At its first press

conference, Aford said the group would: “campaign
openly through peaceful and lawful means for democratic reform” and
in particular the holding of a national referendum to determine whether
Malawians want a multi-party or single-party system of government.
Chakufwa Chihana, Malawi’s most
ner

prominent democracy campaig-

and trade unionist, is Chairman of its interim committee. Detained

for four-months since

April 6 for calling for democratic change and betrights in Malawi, Chihana is now facing three counts of
charges in the High Court.

human

ter

seditious

Other members of his committee
Nthambala

are

former educationist,

Augustine

(Vice Chairman); formercivil servant and now farmer, Denis

Nkwasi

(Secretary); University Dean of Faculty of Law, McNight
(Vice Secretary); former Secretary to the President and
Cabinet, Justin Malewezi (Treasurer); businessman, Odinga Chifi (Vice
Machika

Mozambique is at present a humanitarian nightmare. A combination
the civil war, had led to repiorts of mass starvation among
an estimated 3.1 million drought-affected and war-displaced Mozambicans. Only 361,000 tonnes of food aid pledges, or 40 percent of total
pledges was distributed by end of September. As in Malawi, the food
security situation is critical with severe internal distribution problems
even with the signing of the peace accord on October 4.
Namibia’s food situation was satisfactory by September as was the
delivery of imported food.
of drought and

Imports of food aid are slow in coming in Swaziland. This has affected the government’s supplementary feeding programme. But
prospects for a good yield next year are fair.
Current import plans for Tanzania are of 91,000 tonnes of cereals, ineluding 27,000 tonnes of food aid. Lack of foreign exchange inhibits
commercial imports of rice and wheat. Internal transport is also a
problem in the distribution of maize to the regions.
By September, Zambia had secured 979,000 tonnes of cereals, ineluding 740,000 in donor pledges. Some improvements in the national
food security situation have been recorded. Good rainfall is anticipated.
Zimbabwe had imported 1.02 million tonnes of cereals by the end of
September of which 973,000 tonnes is maize of which 882,000 tonnes
has been bought commercially. Current maize and wheat stocks are
equivalent to only three and two weeks supply respectively. A total of
5.4 million Zimbabweans applied for drought relief assistance by September.
Government

bungling and mismanagement of food reserves, lack of
long-term planning and inefficiency of civil servants and their political
bosses contributed to the damage that the drought has inflicted on the
region. Have governments learnt a lesson? Only the yields of the next
season

will tell.

Treasurer); human rights lawyer, Harry Chiume, (Publicity Secretary
and

Legal Advisor); former civil servant, James Jimbe (Organising
Secretary); with Committee members, the Reverend Aaron Longwe,

George Dexter, Simon Pamdule, Rodwell Munyenyembe (former
Secretary-General of the MCP and cabinet minister) and Morton
Mughozho.
On October 18, a
to

hold

a

day after President Banda announced the decision

referendum, the United Democratic Front (UDF) pressure

formally announced. Its interim committee is full of former
politicians. There are two former Secretary-Generals of the MCP and

group was

six cabinet ministers.
With Muluzi

as

interim chairman, other members are Chakakala

Chizinga, a former finance minister (First Vice Chairman); neurosurgeon. Dr George Mtafu (Second Vice Chairman); businessman, Harry
Thomson (Secretary); former diplomat, R. Katenga-Kaunda (Vice
Secretary); lawyer, Collins Chizumula (Treasurer); businessman, James
Makhumula (Vice Treasurer); medical practitioner, Charles Kuhumbe
(Vice Publicity Secretary) and lawyer, Arthur Makhalira (Vice Organising Secretary).
Committee members are lawyer, Wenham Nakanga and
businessman, Joseph Kubwalo; Isaac Kaunda, Zililo Chibambo, Isaac
Kachigunda, Sam Mpasa, Reverend Dumbo Lemani, Shaibu Ali Itemu
and Steve Kazembe.
The third pressure group which is dominated by church leaders and
lawyers is the Public Affairs Committee. It came out in the open on October 8
tee on

soon

after President Banda announced

a

Presidential Commit-

Democracy to spearhead discussions with the various

pressure

groups.

MALAWI

While Aford’s platform

is more clearly articulated, that of democratic

reform, UDF has initially been formed as a response to the national

Lilongwe: Opposition Politics in Malawi
MALAWI’S POLITICAL spectrum

continues to expand

as new pres-

groups — formal opposition parties are still banned — are being
formed. The latest is the United Democracy Front headed by former
sure

Malawi

Congress Party (MCP) Secretary-General and cabinet minister,

Bakili Muluzi.

Opposition politics in Malawi crossed the Rubicon

on

September 21
first
and

with the emergence of the Alliance for Democracy (Aford), the
broad-based opposition pressure group to come out in the open
demand democratic

4

change inside the country.

referendum and later “mount

a

crusade for the establishment of

a

genuinely democratic government in Malawi”. PAC has a more open
agenda in taking urgent steps “to halt the deteriorating political and
economic situation in the country”.
Observers in Malawi believe that the formation of these pressure

is a healthy sign of political maturity. One or two more are expected. After the referendum — if it is held at all — these pressure groups
could transform into political parties. Then the battle will be on which
party has new ideas and policies to raise the standard of living of
Malawians. Tourism is another potential foreign exchange earner in
which foreign investor interest is being cultivated. ♦
groups
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It is not clear what role Orton played
but it

ORTON CHIRWA

clear that he

was

in the formation of the party,

reluctantly assumed leadership of the

party, and was quite at pains to demonstrate that his leadership

Thandika Mkandawire

was

only interim and that the central preoccupation of the party

was

to

get Banda and all the detainees in jail released.

Under his
THE NEWS of Chirwa’s death in Banda’s

jail shocked and

angered all freedom-loving Malawians. His confinement in jail,
sometimes in chains, was
anger at

decent rest

count

was not

able to

of anger and shame;

provide

one

of its finest sons

place to retire in his older years. This is not

of the life and times of Orton Chirwa. Such

have to await better times. It is
a

a source

the continued violation of human rights in Malawi and

shame that Malawi
a

always

will

episode during which I had the privilege of meeting and
a personal tribute to the man.
Orton and Vera Chirwa were abducted by Malawian

24, 1981. Both
for treason in

were

sent to

out

if the “natives”

a

where Chirwa’s offices

were

As

a

in

an

old

building in Limbe

my

school certificate

exams

in

Malawian

deported from the then Southern
Rhodesia,

trial in the

was

running

wanted to find out how

it turned out, a whole

a

magazine and 1

one

could

help. As

generation of post-

secondary school leavers living in Blantyre wanted to do the same. And so there
all

we

trial instead.

were

—

the Chikwakwas, Kazem-

iH bes, Phombeyas, Kahumbes, Msukus,
Tsamwas, Mwalilungus and many others
duplicating, binding, mailing Malawi
News after working hours.

result of international and nation-

al pressures

were

located. I first went to the offices

that Aleke Banda, a young

December

against the Banda regime and put that
on

the nationalist

only a few days after my arrival in Blantyre 1 had heard

able to turn the tables

dastardly regime

were

Party immediately after

1959 and

Region Traditional Court. The
itself was a travesty ofjustice and the

Chirwas

for or against

by the racist Federal government.

The first offices of the MCP

Southern
trial

were

general. The commission would have a free hand to
opinion of the “natives” about continued

sentenced to death

1983, after

very

the desired

domination

of the

by the

boycott of the Monkton Commission which had been

find

leaders in

merely a personal recollection of

working with Chirwa. It is also
on

effective

an ac-

brief

authorities from Zambia

the MCP under these conditions was demonstrated

concoct

an account

leadership, the party grew despite the State of Emer-

which banned all public gatherings. The effectiveness of

gency

from human rights and

—

church groups,
committed to

the death sentences were
life imprisonment by the

“Death-President” Dr Banda

on

The

June 30,

1984.
The

reaching the general public and they

Days of the Struggle

proved a formidable weapon in the struggle against colonial rule. We usually

The late Orton Chirwa

Those who knew Chirwa in the
the

days of

struggle for independence used to endearingly call him

“No.l ”. He

was

the first

dent of the Malawi

worked late into the

lawyer in the country, the first Presi-

1959, when the colonial government declared the state of

emergency
wa,

and banned

any

nationalist political activities, Chir-

together with thousands of Malawians

Presumably because of his status
because of protests
was

released from

night.
Chirwa

—

The Man

Congress Party(MCP), the first Minister of
From time to time, Chirwa would walk in to talk to us. Chir-

Justice, the first Malawian Queen’s Council (MCP) etc.
In

cyclostyled Malawi News and the
were the only legal means of

circulars

as

was

detained.

the only African lawyer and

from the lawyers outside Malawi, Chirwa
prison earlier than other detainees, and he

resumed his

practice. He was at the time the only African out of
detention engaged in so-called “liberal professions”. Materially, therefore, he was relatively independent of the colonial state.
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wa was a
was
a

great pedagogue and loved a good argument. Everyone

surprisingly at

self-educated

education

ease

man,

with him. Chirwa

having acquired

he

never

And when Banda
most

large extent

was an

obviously learned

exuded the arrogance that was so typical of the

few who had education those

wa

was to a

significant part of his

by correspondence. He inspired everyone of us on the

importance of reading and although he
man,

a

was

days.

released from

graciously handed

over

jail in early 1960, Chir-

the presidency to Banda. And

5
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he seemed relieved. He had

ing him,

more

whole range

prison uniform. Banda could hardly disguise his uneasiness with

awaitof them relating to intimidation, sedition or riota

of legal

cases

five young men
the surgery,

Chirwa’s conviction that law could be used against
colonial rule. One case that upset him most was the imprisonment of a whole bunch of under-aged youths from Dedza on “intimidation charges”.
ing. It

was

On the
troduce

Banda,

as

of the movement. We

motley

crew

relationship between Banda and Chirwa

Chirwa himself felt that Banda

Malawi

the

ever.

youths that had been running the day-to-day affairs of
party. Banda was definitely not amused by the crowd he saw.

Only Aleke Banda was immediately accepted by Banda. But
even he had to undergo intense dress transformation. From the

Malawi

khaki shirt, trousers and sandals that were his trademark, he had

trials

suit! Orton Chirwa found all this

days,

one ran

Chirwa defended

quite amusing.

me on two

were

a

was

but

apparently surprised British journalists. The colonial regime
forced to set up a Southwork Commission of Inquiry to investigate on policy brutality. We were later to appear before the
was

Inquiry with Chirwa as our legal advisor. Later,
me and six other colleagues against charges of

Chirwa defended

running to the kitchen, there

tween

her and her husband that

her for

having such

a

ting the building

on

had talked the crowd into set-

fire. The only evidence the state produced
Up to this day, I am convinced

that of one African detective.

that it

was

the colonial authorities who committed the

that is another story.

We lost

on

the first round and

arson.

But

were sen-

tenced to 18 months
months

imprisonment with hard labour. Three
later, all but Jomo Chikwakwa were released after a bril-

liant

performance by Chirwa in court. Jomo was released later
after an appeal to the then Federal Court in Salisbury. At that
time, Herbert Chitepo was Chirwa’s representative on all cases
going to the Federal court. Immediately
wa

took the five of

us to

release, ChirWe were still in our

upon our

Banda’s surgery.

was

us

this constant dialogue be-

quite amusing. One envied
good teacher and she could never conceal
was

.

her

pride

over

that.
The

Struggle Continues

And so, “No. 1 ” has died in Banda’s bloodied hands. Last year
there

was an

international

campaign by lawyers

eluded Banda’s address which I

was

that the

studying law by correspondence. And between her serving
and

Chirwa.

we

was on, so

forum for fighting colonial mle.
skillfully used the courts to make his political

house. The

that

Emergency

one

rioting and sedition after the setting on fire of Chester Katsonga’s
were

the least sycophantic, if

Being at the Chirwas for meals was quite an experience. Vera
to be permanently attending lectures in law. She was

Emergency. We somehow got out of that one

charges

was

seemed

which had accompanied Macmillan reported
police brutality which was a daily affair in the colonies,

Commission of

and not

points.

riotous

because the press
about the

little bit pompous

large numbers of people charged with rioting, in-

Orton Chirwa

during Harold Macmillan’s visit to Nyasaland.
accused of unlawful assembly and riotous behaviour

under the State of

“my

Congress Party could not hold public rallies. Political
became one way of talking to the public. A number of tri-

cally volatile and provided

demonstration
We

was an uneasy

timidation, illegal gathering, etc. This made these cases politi-

occasions. The first occasion

of jail following

Congress Party, Chirwa

als included

into trouble with the law quite often.

when he and Sacrani got us out

was a

Most of the time, the State of

Riots and Demonstrations
In those

left

respectful of the party’s constitution. And of the leaders of the

of rather ruggedly

dressed

to wear a

we

boys’’, he always addressed Orton Chirwa as “Mister Chirwa’’.

if to show off the veritable foot-soldiers
were a

When

For one, while Banda addressed other Ministers as

one.

day of Banda’s release, Chirwa proudly took us to in-

us to

surgery.

of amusement.

ness a source

The

in prison uniforms in his

Chirwa laughed. He seemed to find Banda's stuffi-

on

behalf of

requested to write Banda. The appeal incopied in my address book with
the intention of writing Banda an appeal letter. I never got around
to doing that, I could not find words with which 1 could express
to

People

were

Banda how I felt. I could not decide whether it

callous heart

or to

his senile mind that

one

was to

would

Banda’s

appeal. The

whole endeavour seerhed useless.
I cannot
eats

imagine how Banda sleeps at night and even how he

given the nauseating things he has done to the people of

Malawi, to “No. 1” and his wife. The greatest honour we can
pay

“No. 1” is to continue to struggle until that monstrous rule

of Banda is overthrown. ♦

Secretary of the Council for
Development of Economic and Social Research in Africa
(CODESRIA) based in Dakar, Senegal
Thandika Mkandawire is the Executive
the
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escalated, and uncertainty about the ultimate

MILITARY DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTHERN

of the

success

sink

AFRICA

In the

tion

policy of destabilisation began to

'\n?
of the Frontline States, destabilisa-

case

costly as well. South Africa’s atdestroyed life and property in several of
the countries in the sub-region. Generally, South
Africa cho.se military and economic targets for
destruction. These included bridges, military
bases, guerilla bases and civilian targets. In an
attempt to defend themselves, the Frontline
States increased their defence budgets
astronomically, to levels far beyond their ability
to pay for them. That is, these states got themselves into debt in order to procure arms for their
defence against South Africa. In doing so,
development and other priority sectors suffered.
All this was a recipe for the vicious circles of
protests by the people, political instability,
repression by the governments and regional inwas

very

tacks

Solomon M. Nkiwane

security.

Background to Militarism in Southern
Africa
In Southern Africa, there has

always been a
policies of
South Africa, pre-independence Zimbabwe, preindependence Angola, pre-independence
Mozambique and Namibia, on one hand, and
militarisation on the other. In a 1981 Report by
the Secretary-Genera! of the United Nations, it
was stated that the “defence
policy of the
Republic of South Africa is one of upholding the
apartheid system by military force”.
While independence was achieved relatively
peacefully in Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland,
close correlation between the racist

The policy

ofapartheid turned South Africa into a virtual camp

THE END of the Cold War is

likely to
manifest itself in dramatic changes and transforIllations in inter-state relations, at the global as
well as at regional levels. The purpose of this artide is to examine military developments in
Southern Africa in the period beginning with the
collapse of the Soviet Union to the present. Admittedly. the selected period may be rather short
for the discernment ofitny significant trends, but
hopefully, it is sufficient to begin the task of
monitoring the process and direction of policy
fomiulations ;uid prioritisation by the different
countries in the sub-region, with respect to
regional security and development.
most

During the period of the Cold War, Southern
Africa, as it was true of the other regions of the
w'orld, had its share of Superpower competitive
intervention.' Inter-state relations among its ten
'y
political units" were also very much affected and
conditioned by the wars of liberation that were
being waged then in Angola, Mozambique,
Namibia and Zimbabwe. Immediately following the independence of Angola and Mozambique,

civil

wars

started in those

which al.so contributed

to

Saffm November. 1992

two

tension and

countries

security in I

Pic:Afrapix
3

the

sub-region.' The situations were exacerbated by the intrusion of outside forces, including South Africa, which supported either side in
the internal conflicts.

Zimbabwe’s

independence in 1980 complinewly independent state decided to join the Frontline
States'^on the side of the liberation forces against
cated the situation further, as that

South Africa. On the other side, to South Africa,
which

was by far the most powerful state in the
sub-region, this shift in the balance of forces in
the region was intolerable. Thus, in response to
all these developments. South Africa embarked
on a
policy of intervention and destabilisation,
whose outcome was further heightened tension

and militarism in the

sub-region.'**

though

very

was a neces¬

costly undertaking. It

stretched its human and material
timum levels. Its

resources to

op-

military establishment, the

South African Defence Force (SADF), was

spread very thin as the area to be defended or
destabilised had increased, especially after the
loss of Rhodesia in
costs at

home

as

1980.*’ Tliere

well,

as

.struggle to dislodge the Portuguese from 500
years of brutal exploitation and plunder of the
people and the territories of Angola and Mozambique. This was also true in Zimbabwe where it
took 13 years of a bloody war to put an end to
racist

pretensions and entrenchment of

privileges in that country, by the combined
onslaught of the Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU) and the Zimbabwe African

People’s Union (ZAPU). It was only two years
in 1990, when Namibians finally liberated
their country from South Africa, after three
decades of a violent struggle, in which the
Namibians had the blessing and support of the
ago,

For South Africa, destabilisation
sary,

Zambia and Malawi, it took a violent liberation

were

political

casualties of the

war

international

community.'**

In all these four cases, it became neceji-sary
for the nationalists to procure anns from outside,
and inside Africa in order to
the

people. This

arm

themselves and

directly in

response to the
escalation of the armed resistance to liberation
was

7
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Military Expenditures, Armed Forces, GNP, Central

Government Expenditures and Population, 1979-1989

Central

Miilitary Expenditures (ME)

Government

Mellon Dollars

(GNP)

(CGE)

Million Dollars

Million DoHars

Product

Forces

Armed Forces

Expenditures

Gross Natonal
Armed

ME^NP

ME/CGE

GNP Per

1000

Capita

Constant 1969

People

Content 1%9
Dollars

ME Per

People

Capita

per

Currertt

Contant 1989

Thousands

Current

ConsUmt1989

Constant 1989

MiNions

%

%

DoHars

Soldiers

NA

NA

47

2046

3292

NA

6.5

NA

NA

NA

7.2

507

1979

NA

NA

47

2360

3477

NA

6.8

NA

NA

NA

6.9

512

1980

NA

NA

53

2534

3406

NA

7.0

NA

NA

NA

7.6

490

1981

NA

NA

54

2843

3591

2729 E

7.1

NA

NA

NA

7.6

505

1982

535 E

651 E

54

3037

3693

2264 E

7.3

17.6

28.6

90

7.4

509

1983

NA

NA

60 E

3799

4454

NA

7.4

NA

NA

NA

8.1

602

1984

NA

NA

66E

4018

4575

NA

7.6

NA

NA

NA

8.7

604

1985

1127E

1250 E

70 E

4710

5227

NA

7.7

23.9

NA

161

9.0

674

1986
1987

NA

NA

74 E

5581

6003

NA

7.9

NA

NA

NA

9.4

759

NA

NA

107

5861

6101

3322 E

8.1

NA

NA

NA

13.2

754

1988

NA

NA

107

6031

6031

NA

8.3

NA

NA

NA

12.9

727

1989

22

36

2

475

764

360

0.9

4.7

9.9

41

2.3

883

1979

24

35

3

603

888

411

0.9

3.9

8.5

39

3.3

984

1980

26

34

3

752

1011

437

0.9

3.4

7.9

37

3.2

1079

1981

24

30

3

799

1010

527

1.0

3.0

5.8

32

3.1

1046

1982

28

34

3

1001'

1217

553

1.0

2.8

6.2

34

3.0

1223

1983

38

45

3

1193

1399

748

1.0

32

6.0

43

2.9

1364

1984

38

43

3

1272

1448

743

1.1

3.0

5.8

41

2.8

1369

1985

54

60

4

1475

1637

812

1.1

3.7

7.4

55

3.7

1502

1986

102

110

4

1626

1749

1013

1.1

6.3

10.9

98

3.6

1557

1987

115

119

4

1844

1920

1138

1.2

6.2

10.5

103

3.5

1660

1988

62 E

62 E

6

2188

2188

1035 E

1.2

2.8

6.0

52

5.0

1838

1989

47

75

30

835E

1343 E

NA

11.8

5.6

NA

6

2.5

114

1979

57

84

30

934

1376

303

12.1

6.1

27.8

7

2.5

114

1980

72

97

30

1023

1375

327

12.4

7.1

29.7

8

2.4

111

1981

72

91

30

1030

1301

312

12.8

7.0

29.1

7

2.4

102

1982

NA

NA

32

922

1122

NA

13.1

NA

NA

NA

2.4

86

1983

NA

NA

34

990

1161

NA

13.4

NA

NA

NA

2.5

86

1984

68

77

35

919

1046

204E

13.8

7.4

38.0

6

2.5

76

1985

NA

NA

65

941

1045

NA

14.1

NA

NA

NA

4.6

74

1986

74

79

65

918

988

230

14.1

8.0

34.6

6

4.6

70

1987

96

65

961

1000

236

14.0

9.6

40.7

4.6

71

92

7

1988

107

107

65

1106

1106

NA

14.2

9.7

NA

8

4.6

78

1989

324 E

520 E

14

2451

3940

1395

5.5

13.2

37.3

95

2.6

720

1979

607E

15

2812

4144

1985

5.6

14.7

30.6

108

2.7

736

1980

412E

NA

17

3446

4632

1751

5.8

NA

NA

NA

2.9

796

1981

NA

3470

4382

1995

6.0

7.5

16.5

2.6

726

260 E

16

54

1982

328 E
NA

16

3462

4210

1519

6.3

NA

NA

2.5

670

NA

NA

1983

3486

4087

1403

6.5

6.7

19.6

42

2.5

626

Year

Angola

Botswana

■

Mozambique

Zambia

1984

235 E

276 E

16

NA

16

3624

4126

1721

6.8

NA

NA

2.4

610

NA

NA

1985

3459

3839

2148

7.0

NA

NA

NA

2.4

545

-

1986

NA

NA

17

NA

17

3722

4003

1668

7.3

NA

NA

2.3

546

NA

NA

1987

109 E

17

4330

4507

1381

7.6

2.4

7.9

2.2

593

105 E

14

1988

65 E

17

4655

4655

770

7.9

1.4

8.4

2.2

591

65 E

8

1989

38

2349

3776

1234

7.0

6.7

20.5

36

540

158

254

5.4

1979

94

2849

4197

1491

7.3

8.8

24.9

575

371

12.9

252

51

1980

74

3469

4663

1504

7.6

6.2

19.2

616

289

9.8

215

38

1981

307

50

3743

4728

1963

7.8

6.5

15.6

6.4

606

243

39

1982

46

3942

4794

1807

8.1

6.3

16.7

594

302

5.7

248

37

1983

46

4050

4748

2109

8.4

6.7

15.0

568

316

5.5

269

38

1984

46

4411

5021

2101

8.7

6.0

14.4

580

303

5.3

266

35

1985

45

4634

5142

2110

9.0

6.4

15.6

37

573

1986

330

5.0

297

45

4747

5105

2389

9.3

7.6

16.1

4.8

547

1987

386

41

359

5275

5491

2467

9.7

6.7

15.0

38

566

1988

369

45

4.6

355

5742

5742

2580

10.1

6.7

15.0

38

1989

51

571

386

5.1

386

Zimbabwe

Source: US Arms Control

8

and Disarmament Agency
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South Africa: Arms Transfer Deliveries and Total Trade, 1979-1989
AflMS IMPORTS

ARMS EXPORTS

Million doHars
Year

Current

TOTAL IMPORTS

MiHion dollars

Constant 1989

Current

TOTAL EXPORTS

MiHion dollars

Constant 1969

Current

ARMS IMPORTS

Million dollars

Constant 1989

Current

Total

ARMS EXPORTS

Total Imports

Imports

Constant 1989

%

%

29570

0.2

0.3

37840

0

0

28040

0

.1

22490

.1

.1

22630

.1

0

20340

.1

.1

18810

.2

.5

20480

.2

.1

25320

.3

.3

22430

.1

.3

22220

.5

0

nuclear weapons

themselves.''^

As Jaster has

succinctly put it:
There is

no

doubt that South

the technical
14

Africa has
capacity to make nuclear

weapons.

Therefore, to begin to appreciate the
dynamics of military developments in Southern
Africa at the present, it is important to understand its social, economic, and political roots as
well. From South Africa’s point of view, the
military and the possession of sophisticated
weapons, including nuclear weapons, is necessary in order to preserve the Republic of South
Africa, which has always been a target, not only
of the African National Congress and the PanAfricanist Congress (PAC), but of the rest of
Africa. As the 1981 United Nations Report coneluded. South Africans,

might try to justify the acquisition of
nuclear weapons as a last resort to attempt to preserve white supremacy by intimidating neighbouring states}^

Concomitantly, a militarily strong South
always been necessary in order to

Africa has
Pic: Zimbabwe Min. of Information

The

build-up and upgrading ofthe defenceforces in the sub-region
Africa’s threats

was a

direct response to South

maintain its

policy of apartheid, and in the
the superiority of the

process, serve to preserve
White man over the Black

man

in South Africa,

if not the whole of Africa. A

by the White Rhodesians, the Portuguese and
South Africans.

Regarding South Africa, the question of
always revolved around the
policy of apartheid, the survival and preservation of the myth of White superiority over the
Black man. It was also looked upon as an inmilitarism has

surance

that South Africa would

the hands of the Black

African Government

never

fall into

majority. As a 1977 South
White Paper menacingly

put it:
the principle
tion

to

ofthe right ofthe White naself-determination is not subject to

discussion.''

Sapem November, 1992

In

preparation, the South Africans turned
South Africa into a virtual armed camp. All
White South Africans, including high school
children, were required to undergo training in
the use of firearms as a preparation for the final
showdown with the Africans, if
come to

that,

so

much

so

ever

it

was to

that South Africa had

embark upon

its own arms production industry. Consequently, the Republic of South
Africa has become one of the major Third World
12
producers of sophisticated weapons of war.
to

In fact. South Africa is
the 12

or so

Third World

now

included among
that have the

states

nuclear weapons’ technological capability,

if not

powerful South
being able to support
opposition groups in the neighbouring countries
who dared to challenge their governments. This
Africa also

was

based

itself

saw

on

as

South Africa’s belief that the

newly independent states in the whole of Africa
were communist, or fronts for the Society Communist revolution. This
sence,

was

the basis, and es-

of the policies of “total strategy” and des-

tabilisation.
On the other hand, the

post-colonial states of
perhaps with the possible exception of Malawi, Botswana and Swaziland,
have always regarded their defence forces as indispensable for the preservation of their
Southern Africa,

9
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necessarily deprived themselves of the
opportunities to embark upon meaningful social
and economic development.

sovereign independence and territorial integrity.
In principle, though, this is also a statement, and
an attribute, of independent statehood. Even
during times of peace, it is a fact that states find
it necessary to have defence forces. Even the
most peaceful states in the world, including
long-standing neutral states such as Switzer-

countries

land, have defence forces.

state

It is also true, however, that defence
have been used

forces

political leaders in
Africa as instruments for the preservation and
maintenance of the government in power. In
several cases, the army has been used to suppress any opposition or challenges to the ruling
political party. Most prominently, of course,
African armies have actively participated in
politics, and in many cases, have taken over
power from civilian leaders, and served as rulers
by

some

themselves.
It is, nevertheless, true

that the build-up and

upgrading of the defence forces of the postcolonial states in Southern Africa have been

response to the threat that South
posed in the sub-region for these states.
It was a matter of these states taking the necessary precautions, and manifestly taking the
re.sponsibility for their own defence.
It needs to be stated, however, that these

primarily in
Africa

military developments have had economic consequences as well. The post-colonial states of
Southern Africa can hardly afford the costs of
the escalating spiral of the arms race in the subregion. While South Africa is able to produce a
large proportion of its own conventional
weapons,'^ the other states in the sub-region
have to rely on imported arms from the world’s
arms producers and suppliers.'^ For instance, in
the period 1985-1989, South Africa’s total
military expenditure was $17,109 billion, while
the other states in the sub-region, excluding
Namibia, together spent $7,185 billion as
military expenditures. While this $7.185 billion
worth of arms for these post-colonial states came
from outside the sub-region, in fact, from outside Africa, South Africa’s imports of arms in the
same

period only totalled $ 185 million — about
military expenditure. Simply,

1.2% of its total

this meant that most of South Africa’s aims, to

South Africa and Militarism in
Southern Africa
South Africa is

in Southern Africa, and one of the three

military giants in Africa, including Nigeria and
Egypt. The most recent available figures show
that South Africa has an active army of 707,000
(including citizen forces, reserves and commandos) as compared to 289,750 for all the other

10

By doing so, these poor

or other Third World arms producers.
Significant Third World producers of major
arms now, excluding South Africa, are Brazil,

countries

producers in the Third World is, however, increasing fast."' Purchasing arms from these altemative sources will not be easy, as these arms
may turn out to

be

very

expensive.

Also, the timing of the end of the Cold War
could not have been more fortuitous. It occurred
at

the time when Namibia

was

getting its inde-

overshadows the other states in the

in several other

sub-region
19
militarily relevant respects.

It is this state of affairs which makes the other
states in

the

sub-region

very nervous.

Over and

above. South Africa has been involved in the

development of nuclear weapons.**^ Even the littie that is known about that nuclear programme,
it is enough to send shivers throughout the subregion, and to create apprehensions among the
other states. The question that needs to be asked
and answered is: What is the purpose of this
nuclear programme in South Africa? If it is for
peaceful purposes, as South Africa claims, why
is it being pursued so secretively? The other
states in the sub-region cannot be blamed for
suspecting that the primary aim of the nuclear
project in South Africa is to use it for hegemonic
purposes in the whole African continent. In fact,
the whole international community has been so
concerned about the development of nuclear

weapons by South Africa that in 1977 the United
Nations Security Council unanimously passed a

imposing an arms embargo against
Republic of South Africa.^'
As long as South Africa has, in possession,
this nuclear umbrella, there will always be
suspicion among the other states that South
Africa intends to use these weapons one day.
This makes it very difficult for the other states
to even begin to think in terms of reducing their
defence forces, let alone entertaining any ideas
resolution
the

of disarmament.

The

Collapse of the Soviet Union

The effects of the

collapse of the Soviet

have been felt acutely in
Southern Africa. First, this has implied the eventual drying up of an important source of arms for
the region. It means that those countries in
Southern Africa that relied upon the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe for weapons, such as
Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe, will now

of weapons.

* These alter-

will either be the Western

South Africa also

produced in South Africa.
Of necessity, the imported arms are very expensive for the developing states of Southern
Africa. It boils down to the question of these underdeveloped countries diverting large chunks
ment

sources

I o

Southern African countries.

Union, and the disintegration of the whole

of their much-needed revenue for the procure-

native

'2P
sources.

Israel, India and China. The list of weapons

militarily the most powerful

locally

the tune of $16,834 billion, were

have to find alternative

ii*»'

Soviet bloc system,

PiciAPN

The

collapse of the Soviet Union meant an
drying up of an important source of
arms for the region
eventual

pendence, and when South Africa’s military had
been weakened and just when the Cuban forces
were withdrawing from Angola. It is probably
no

accident that serious peace

negotiations in

Angola and Mozambique followed immediately after these momentous developments in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The

protagonists in the conflicts in Southern Africa
probably had seen the writing on the wall, which
made them more amenable to compromise. In
particular, the involvement of the United Nations in the subsequent negotiations for the independence of Namibia was a critical factor in
the shaping of events to come in Southern
Africa.
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Towards

a

Africa

significant developments in
the
the
with the assistance of the

military

area in Southern Africa was
defeat of the South African army in 1987 by

Angolan

army,
Cubans.^'* The sudden realisation that young
White South Africans were actually dying in in-

creasing numbers for a dubious cause, forced the
White population and government of South
Africa to re-think their whole military strategy
and foreign policy, but particularly as it related
to their neighbouring states.
It so happened that this defeat of the South
Africans by Angola occurred in the period of
Gorbachev’s glasnot and perestroika in the
Soviet Union. There was increasing evidence
then that the United States, and the

Botswana

sub-region has
regrouping, and con-

Defence Force within South Africa,

without any

reduction in numbers, or chanin policy direction, it will only mean it
having returned to the threatening status
quo of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.
ges

2.

That, South Africa’s nuclear threat is total-

ly eliminated. This would require that
South Africa signs, and then adheres to, the
1%8 Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), and
agrees'to endorse the Nuclear Free-Zone
Declaration for Africa.
3.

That, the total elimination of apartheid in
the

Republic of South Africa be matched,
simultaneously, by the establishment of a

there. These have included the release of Nelson

non-racial democratic South Africa.

Mandela from 27 years of imprisonment in
Robin Island, as well as the release of many

If these minimum conditions cannot be met,

expectations of

arms control and disannament
in Southern Africa are bound to be frustrated.

others; the unbanning of the African National

Congress, the Pan-Africanist Congress and
other opposition political parties in South
Africa; the abrogation or repeal of apartheid

Notes
1.

See, Solomon M. Nkiwane, “Intervention in
Southern Africa”, in Karen E. Feste

laws; the return of South African exiles; and,

importantly, the beginning of the peace
process of negotiations for the establishment of
non-racial democratic South Africa.

(ed),
York:

American-Soviet Intervention (New

most

2.

Conclusion

Taylor and Francis, 1990).
The ten states constituting the subordinate international system of Southern Africa are: Angola,
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,
Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and

Developments in Southern Africa since the
end of the Cold War have pointed towards the
possible de-escalation of militarism, and the
contraction of military activities of the SADF
from the sub-region, back to South Africa. These
developments portend the possible establishment of a climate or regime of peace and
security in the sub-region in the 1990s. The advantages coming out of this, should include the
release of funds and energies for development
purposes. With the changed nature of the international system, such an environment in the subregion may be the only chance for the initiation

result, Namibia became inde-

March 21, 1990.
The next important milestone in the
downward spiral in militarism in Southern
Africa, was the initiation of the peace process in
Angola and Mozambique. The Republic of
South Africa had been deeply involved in the
two fronts: heavily involved in logistical and
military assistance to UNITA in Angola, and
covertly involved on the side of RENAMO in
Mozambique.

Angola

a

solidation, of the bartered South African

area of military significance are the
developments in South Africa itself.
Since the replacement of P.W. Botha by F.W. de
Klerk as President of the Republic of South
Africa, breathtaking changes have taken place

on

Supplief/
Recipient

merely been

not

Another

a

That, the removal and reduction of the
SADF from the rest of the

dramatic

opportunity was the independence
of Namibia. In the negotiations for the independence of Namibia, South Africa’s stand
hinged on the withdrawal of Cuban troops from
Angola. With the certainty of the withdrawal of
the Cuban troops from Angola, South Africa had
no problems in going along with the negotiations, and preparations for the independence of

Arms Transfer

I.

sub-region.

Soviet Union

cooperation and

But, for such positive developments to

transportation routes. Hopefully,
and Mozambique will result in
of more funds into economic
development in the individual countries of the

the past.
The first

pendent

materialise, three conditions have to be met:

ridor and other

beginning to cooperate more on several
fronts, including on the issues of regional conflicts. From then on, the Republic of South
Africa could no longer automatically count on
the United States, and the West in general, to
support its confrontational ventures in Southern
Africa. So, the time seemed opportune for the
Republic of South Africa to make a break with

a

that had

peace in Angola
the channelling

were

Namibia. As

regional security measures,
collective self-reliance.

always been there, due to South Africa’s
military intervention in the two countries. South
Africa will also have no excuse to go around butlying those countries because SWAPO, the ANC
and PAC are no longer operating from those
countries. Peace in Mozambique will also
enable Zimbabwe to remove its large contingent
of troops in that country, which was deployed
there ostensibly to protect the vital Beira Cor-

One of the most

the

peace to Angola and Mozambique
vital for peace and security in Southern
Africa as a whole. It would reduce the tension

of

was

Bringing

Durable Peace in Southern

Zimbabwe.
3.

The

Organisation ofAfrican Unity, consisting of

all the states in the continent of Africa are, ac-

4.

cording to the United Nations Charter (Art. 52),
a region. In this study, therefore, we will generally refer to Southern Africa as a sub-region, although the two concepts (region and sub-region)
tend to be used interchangeably.
The Frontline States are six in number: Angola,
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.

5.

It is debatable when

exactly South Africa’s despolicy began to be implemented,
after the independence of Angola and

tabilisation
whether

Deliveries, Cumulative 1985-1989 by Major Supplier and Recipient Country (in Millions of Current Dollars)
Soviet

United

West

Other

Other

Middle

Other

Latin

T«al*

Union**

States

France

Kingdom

China

Germany

Warsaw Pact

Europe

East

East Asia

America

Others

6000

5500

0

80

0

0

0

150

110

0

0

150

10

45

0

30

5

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

United

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20

0

0

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mozambique

850

825

0

5

5

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

10

South Africa

185

0

5

0

0

0

30

0

0

150

0

0

0

80

60

5

0

0

0

0

5

0

10

0

0

0

210

0

0

0

0

110

0

10

30

0

0

60

0

Lesotho
T

Malawi

Zambia
Zimbabwe

♦

Source: US Arms Control and Disarmament
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Mozambique in 1975,

or after the independence
of Zimbabwe in 1980. See, S.M. Nkiwane Des-

US MILITARISM IN THE NEW WORLD

tahilisation in Southern

Africa: A Historical
Perspective, (Halifax, Canada: Dalhousie
University Monograph: Working Paper No. 13,
1988) P.35)
6.

7.

Rhodesia

was officially proclaimed the
sovereign independent state of Zimbabwe on
April 18, 1980.

For the first time,

war

casualties included young

White South Africans in
This shook the White

increasing numbers.
community of South

Africa.
8.

See, South Africa's Plan and Capability in the
Nuclear Field. (New York: United Nations,

9.

Report by the Secretary-General, 1981) p.34.
The Unilateral Declaration of Independence
(VDI) of November II, 1965 by Ian Smith’s
Rhodesia Front Party, was considered by the
Africans of Zimbabwe the ultimate insult and

provocation. It
to

10.
11.

12.

gave

them

no

option but to fight

Independent on March 21, 1990.
White Paper on Defense, (Pretorial: GovernPrinter, 1977).

See, Steven E. Miller, “Arms and the Third

Indigenous Weapons Production”, PSIS
Number 3, December 1980,

Occasional Papers,
P.21.

See, South

Africa’s Plan and Capacity in the
Op Cit. P.36. See also, Robert S,
Jaster, South Africa's Narrowing Security Op-

Nuclear Field,

tions, (London: International Institute for

21.

Strategic Studies, Adelphi Papers, Number 159,
1980), pp. 27-80.
Ibid, p.37
See, Steven E. Miller, Op.cit.
See, World Military Expenditures and Arms
Transfer, Op.Cit, p. 131.
The Military Balance 1991-1992, (London: Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies, 1992).
See, World Military Expenditures and Arms
Transfers. Op. Cit, pp. 36-131.
See, the United Nations Secretary-General's
Report, Op Cit. For a good analysis of South
Africa’s Nuclear programme and it’s implications for African security, see, Michelo A. Flournoy and Kurt Campbell,“South Africa’s Bomb:
A Military Option?”, Orbis, Vol.32, Number 3,
Summer, 1988, pp. 385-401.
United Nations Security Council Resolution 418

22.

The

15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

HEGEMONIES APPEAR

(1977)

alike. The

23.

,

24.

(New York: United Nations Institute for DisarResearch, 1991), p.83*

mament

12

a

one

that the Bush administration

chose to

uphold by the Gulf War (JanuaryFebruary 1991) is essentially a hegemony which
relies on the deployment of military force, since
it is well known that

on

the economic front the

of

humanity, who are its necessary victims.
Generally connected to the aspiration of the
principal core to impose its “global ” hegemony,
this utopia provokes, as a result of various forintensification of conflicts between

ces, an

Here I

am arguing against the theses
proposed by the defenders of such hegemony,
cores.

United States

such

main

according to whom hegemony creates stability
by establishing respect for the rules of the game.
This is an ideological justification for hegemony
which obviously ignores the fact that the mles
in question are acceptable only to those who
benefit from them. In addition, history proves,
to the contrary, that hegemony is always of short
duration precisely because it engenders permanent instability.
Those responsible for political decisionmaking in the United States have proven themselves perfectly aware of the nature and importance of the resistances that their project of
unifying the world by the market under US
auspices would encounter. Contrary to the
smooth rhetoric of the champions of the “new
world order” based on law and justice, the
American establishment decided to inaugurate
this new period with a war. The US had to prove

no longer sees
eye to eye with its
competitors (primarily Japan and Germany) on immediate post-war positions.

In

article

an

published in Monthly Review

(summer issue 1991) entitled “The Real Stakes
in the Gulf War,” I hoped to

demonstrate that the
importance nor
of merely regional significance. It was, on the
contrary, a major event of our times: it was the
signal that the “post-war” period — marked by
the East-West conflict in which bipolarity based
on military and
ideological, rather than on
economic power balanced the two superpowers
is well and truly over, and that we face a new
was

neither of minor

—

historical

era.

The New
How

Utopia

characterise this

new period,
1989-1991) by the collapse of
only the “socialist” systems of the East, but
can

we

ushered in (as of
not

also of ‘ ‘the

Bangung era” (195 5-1975) of rising
aspirations by the Southern countries for independence? In my view, this period should be
characterised, at least in its initial phase, by a
new attempt to impose unification on the world
by and through the “market”. This liberal
utopian vision is fundamentally, in fact, a reactionary one, insofar as it can only aggravate
global polarisation: it will necessarily lead to the
deployment of a “savage” form of capitalism
throughout the peripheries of the world system
—

only qualification here is that Zimbabwe did
not get any arms from the Soviet Union, although it did receive some of its arms from the
Eastern European bloc countries.
See, Strategic Survey. 1976, (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies
1977),
p.22, and, Steven E. Mille, Arms and the Third
World: Indigenous Weapons Producers, Op. Cit.
Africa, Disarmament and Security, Proceedings
of the Conference ofAfrican Research Institutes

historically in

succession of forms; these forms are not all

Gulf War

Ibid

World:

14.

Samir Amin

the end, for the liberation of their country.

The

ment

13.

ORDER

the countries of the East, of the semi-in-

dustrialised South, indeed three quarters
world
a capitalism, which, although

of the
it will
take specific form in accordance with diverse
conditions in the peripheries, will always be intolerable and unacceptable to the vast majority
of the working classes who live there.
This reactionary utopia has never been able
to be realised, except for the shortest periods of
time, because it always engendered an intensification of the revolts against it by the majority
—

the

(i)

as

the American liberal, Robert Keohane,

following:
that the new world order would be imposed
on

the

peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin
violence, pure and simple, with
threat of genocide as a decisive factor;

America by
the

(ii)

that with the demonstration of the supe-

riority of American

weapons, the former
Soviet Union had lost its military

credibility;
(iii) that Europe and Japan, despite advances in
their ability to compete at economic and
financial levels, were ultimately
and
ces.

vulnerable
dependent on the American armed forIn this sense, the Gulf War was a world

the North, commanded

by the
(subordinating Europe and
Japan) against the South — played out
regionally. On these grounds, the United
war

—

United States

States conducted

a war

“for oil and Israel”

to the detriment of the Third World

(espedaily the Arab countries), the former
USSR, Europe, and Japan.
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The Unites States has a

planetary concep-

global economic, political and
military hegemony. The US is the only power to
have organised its military command on such a
planetary scale (encircling the Soviet-China
bloc). The USSR never had — and the former
USSR does not have
an analogous ambition;
tuali.sation of its

—

counter-strategies of
developing outposts beyond its borders. The
geopolitics of the US planetary military comit

only had the defensive

geopolitics, and not merely a
geostrategy. By this I mean that the tasks assigned to different regional commands are
defined in relation to specific conceptualisations
of the political nature of the threat, which vary
from one region to the next.
mand is

a

real

US

assassination of President Allende in Chile).

continue to

For the United States, the

choice between

democracy and dictatorship is
upon
ment,

which

one

is capable, at a

based purely
particular mo-

of best serving the interests

American

of North

capital expansion south of the Rio

The Home Command
The Home Command

(US-Canada-

Mexico), which extends to the

Carib-

bean and Central America, must

NATO, which,

needed to realise domination
has not even been the object of any a priori sy stematisation. In spite of the current (and perhaps
only conjectural) rhetoric sympathetic to
“democracy,” the United States has expressed
no regrets for its former support of military dietatorships (and, of course. President Bush himself, today the apostle of democracy, played an
important role in the 1973 CIA overthrow and

The form of power

be

capable of intervening, massively if
necessary, since the backyard of the
United States (Mexico, Central
America, the Caribbean) must remain
absolutely politically dependent on
Washington. Cuba, in this regard, is
only provisionally tolerated because of
the Soviet-American equilibrium (and
this is therefore susceptible to changes

♦

uses

as we

♦

know, was

legitimated by the “spectre” of communism
through Cold War ideological strategy. We must
recall, however, that the Cold War was initiated
by the US and not, as Western propaganda has
long maintained (and continues to mairrtain), by
Stalin.
And what is the situation

today? It is hard to

Republics of the former USSR
harbour aggressive designs towards

believe that the

is out
question; on the contrary, new military
and political “functions” have been envisaged
for it (interventions in the Arab, Iranian, and
African Third World, for example). Under
NATO auspices, the American
presence (in Europe) is reinforced by
an impressive array of continental
bases, which are the objects of the
famous “sharing” (the military burden) issue. It is also under these
auspices that the debate over the extension of “Sea Power” by a continental military force assumes its full

Europe. Nevertheless, dissolving NATO
of the

dimensions.

A

There is

no

analogous debate con-

cerning the South Atlantic region,
which depends on the Atlantic
Command’s exclusive reliance

on

Sub-Saharan Africa
that will favour the United States). The
(with
the
exception
of the Horn of
Pic:AP
interventions in Grenada, Panama and
Africa)
is
the
responsibility
of this
The “new world order” is being imposed by violence anddemonstrain Nicaragua demonstrate how real the
command. As with South America, no
lion of the superiority of American weapons
concept of American “security” in the
“danger” is foreseen here; the United
region is, even if, clearly, the scale of
States has not even developed a rapid
intervention required in these cases
deployment strategy specifically
Grande. Moreover, the United States reserves
remained modest.
designed for this region. The US counts on two
the “right” to intervene militarily if the situation
For Mexico, as for all of South America,
allies to carry out this task: France and South
should warrant it. The most recent pretext for fuAmerican strategy is founded on the hypothesis
Africa. Interventions by French paratroops in
ture justification of possible interventions is the
that the US alliance with the ruling classes in
order to re-establish some dictator in difficulty
“war on drugs" (as if this traffic were not fed by
those countries is solid and durable: no
(Mobutu for example), or Joining forces against
demand within the United States, and as if the
“revolution” is foreseen in the region. The
“Arab expansionism” (Libya in Chad), fall
war on drugs could be effectively combatted by
military means of intervention for the Southern
under this rubric..
something other than an internal struggle against
Command (responsible for South America) are
Far more dangerous, to all appearances, were
this evil).
therefore minimal. This does not mean that the
United States foresees no interventions on

continent, which, since the
Monroe Doctrine in

maritime strategy.

this

proclamation of the

1832, is considered to

“belong” to the United States. On the contrary,

right to intrude
in local politics. “Political” methods — organisation of coups d'etat, political assassinations, etc
appear to be sufficient for now.
Even during the era of Guevarrist guerrillas in
the l%0s and 1970s (extending through today
in Peru), the US did not appear unduly anxious.
the US

reserves

the permanent

—
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The Atlantic Command
The Atlantic Command is
the North and South

itself divided into

Atlantic. The former region

military concentration. It covers Western Europe and includes the
two extensions of the Maghreb and the region
is the focus of maximum US

encompassing
Turkey, Israel and
Syria/Lebanon. Here the US squared off with the
Soviet concentration reinforced by the Warsaw
Pact, until its demise in 1991. In this region, the

the radicalisations of the

Angolan and Mozamregimes (and more moderately, those of
Zimbabwe and Madagascar) over the course of
bican

fifteen years

(1975-1990), and the military sup-

port offered to them by the USSR and Cuba. But,
at the time, the United States was content to in-

through the agency of South Africa. The
destabilisation undertaken by this means proved

tervene

to

be effective, and the

these

probable evolution of

regimes, after the accord of Nkomati for

Mozambique (1983), and the departure from
13
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than before, by virtue of the fact
revolutionary movement in Southeast
Asia could potentially mobilise huge masses of
people. In the Philippines, where, meanwhile,
the United States has given itself the “right” to
nerable

now

that any

intervene, whenever it wants, the US has been

with supporting the Marcos
Aquino regimes. But what would
happen if the peoples of, say, Indonesia,
Thailand, or India were to rise up against the sy scontent

up to now

and then the

tern?

The Central Command
The Central Command

extremely
Pakistan,
the Nile Valley, and the Horn of Africa. This
command is doubtless a product of a maritime
conception of the region (the Red Sea and the
Gulf, spaces locked in by the Suez Canal, the
Gulf of Aden, and the Straights of Hormuz), and
the mutual imbrication of all problems in the
region implies strict cooperation with the
European command (and thus with NATO),
especially as Israel relies upon the latter. With
its vital oil resources, the instability of its
regimes, and the potential virulence of Arab and
Iranian nationalism, the region has been
sensitive

Ptc:

In Sub-Saharan

Africa, the US

was content to

possible interventions either by rapid deployment or for a longer-term military strategy. In
this situation. Indian neutrality does not con-

Angola of Cuban troops (completed in 1991), is
no longer a source of concern. In addition, these
victories permitted the United States to envisage
letting go" ofthe Apartheid extremists in South
Africa in order to support a neo-colonial compromise solution capable of stabilising the entire
region. White South African “Nationalists”
(such as De Klerk) had the intelligence to understand that they risked bearing the brunt of any
compromise, so they forestalled it by pulling the
rug from under their associates, the country’s
“liberal” anglophones.
"

stitute

covers

the

a

centrations of

again

we

largest

the American alliance, since it is cornered be-

con-

over

the eventual

extension of “Sea Power”

by a continental
military force. In this region, the United States
can count on "antipodal England" (Australia
and New Zealand), and on the loyalty of Japan
(but until when?), Korea and Taiwan (not-

withstanding the complications of the recogniBeijing), ASEAN, whose members (the
Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia) share the
American credo
all this reinforced by powerfill .American bases (Okinawa, the Philippines.
Diego Garcia) which could logically support

States feels that, in the
other

—

I

—

even

if the

Moscow'. Under these conditions, the United

tion of

14

the Soviet Union

Republics
of the fonner USSR are no longer considered to
be a real danger (the Kurile islands are still an
important factor) — Korea, where there is no
love lost for Japan and which is furthermore a
potential economic rival, even if it remains in
second place — and China, which one hardly
imagines as accepting Japanese leadership, and
which could always effect a rapprochement v/ith
tween

Japan. Korea, Taiwan, Southeast
find the debate

unidimensional vision like that of South

Japan is the foremost economic and financial
competitor of the United States; it is capable of
restoring its military power in the blink of an
eye, and has developed its own sphere of influence in Southeast Asia. But American political strategy is ba.sed on the plausible hypothesis
that Japan has no alternative, but submission to

Asia. Australia, and the Indian subcontinent.
Here

troublesome “hole” in the American

America and black Africa.

geographical and most densely populated area
of all: not only the entire Indian and Pacific
Oceans, but also the human and industrial

a

military network. It is certainly understood that
the geopolitics of the region are no less complex
that those of Europe, and cannot be reduced to

The Pacific Command
The Pacific Command

Afrapix

intervene through the agency of South Africa

■

case

of real "need”

—

declared

—

covers an

the Middle East up to

like Central America and the Carib-

bean, like
to

the

Europe itself — of “vital” importance
United States. Here the unconditional ally

is Israel, to which the US has been linked since
the early

1980s through a multi-dimensional and
integrated alliance. All of the other countries,
even the most traditionally submissive ones
(such as Saudi Arabia), are but provisional allies
(Washington will never forget how the Shah of
Iran, considered unshakable, lost his throne).
The Gulf War demonstrated that in this

region
already pre-disposed
towards the use of large-scale means of interventhe United States

was

tion.
American military strategy clearly supports a
political agenda. Like all hegemonic powers, the
United States favours the status quo. On this
view, the American establishment is completely
secure in the idea that the status quo consists in
guaranteeing a “favourable climate for free
enterprise” (obviously foreign trade). Until now,
this freedom did not. by definition, exist in the
East, from which derived their designation
“Satanic,” as they violated — through their effective delinking — this “natural” order.

in

Struggles in the Third World

words, if a revolutionary situation were to

develop in Southeast Asia — it would be able to
intervene and count on Japanese support. Yet
American strategy here remains so.mew hat vul-

area:

The

hegemony of the United States necessarily implies the exercise of its dominance over the
w

hole Third World. There is

no

doubt, however.
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the East-West conflict partially
struggle, which has
led the peoples of the Third World to rebel
regularly against the peripheralisation imposed
upon them by capitali.sm; and, indeed, has led
them into conflict with the metropolis of the
core: fatally and most importantly, with the
hegemonic power itself.

the Europeans nor the Japanese have ever dared
to openly oppose these interventions; they are
almost associated with them, and, notably, have

under way. It is most likely
materials will resume its

intensity insofar

these resources will become

more

used their votes at the IMF or the World
Bank to challenge Washington’s will. The
Europeans have even aligned EEC politics to accord with the policies of these institutions in

not

fact that the USSR constituted (and that

might argue that the Third World is
more and more “marginal” in the world system,
whether as purveyor of raw materials or as a
market for commodity exports and capital investments. Doubtlessly, technological development, on the one hand, and the importance of the

that for 40 years

concealed this fundamental

It is
the

a

Republics of the former USSR, especially

Russia, still constitute) the sole power able to

militarily challenge the United States. In addition, the Soviet Union’s “actually existing
socialism”, whatever its real social content, and
whatever the limits which led it to its demise,
seemed to offer

alternative to the

peoples of
political support (and, at
times, the military support) that Moscow exan

the Third World. The

never

Africa.

Still,

resources

Australia,

on

reduced the

of North America and

the other hand, have temporarily

importance of the Third World share

in the world system.

However,

we cannot

race

and

for raw
as

more rare,

only due to the exponentially wasteful

“cancer” of Western consumerism, but also due
to

the

development of

new

industrialisation

programmes in the peripheries. The struggle for
access to these resources, then, is far from over.
In the

one

mineral

that the

ces,

struggle to control the planet’s resourthe United States has a decisive advantage

over

both

Europe and Japan, not only because it
pre-eminent military power, such

is the world’s
that

no

real intervention in the Third World could

be carried out without it, as we have

already
Europe (excluding the
former Soviet Union) and Japan are themselves
seriously lacking in the natural resources needed
for their respective economies. For example.
seen,

but also because

tended to national liberation movements

only
opinion.
The developed capitalist cores are all, for the
peoples of the peripheries, “natural” enemies.
That these cores compete at the level of the
world market does not negate their fundamental
alliance against Third World revolts, which are
reinforced this

all considered

“dangerous” because they

ques-

capitalist world system. This is all
the more striking insofar as the East-West conflict has brought Western Europe and Japan in
tion the very

line behind the United States.

US Intervention

Indeed, for the United States, the Third World
is

politically stormy

a

area

(la "zone des

tempctes") erupting into “tempests” which are
evidently not long-lasting — although they may
be grouped together at temporarily coincident
times

—

menace to

but which constitute

the

a

continual

capitalist world system, of which

the United States considers itself supreme

final analysis, Europe and
fundamentally allies of the US who
share with it a common concern for protecting
this capitalist world order. Their disputes with

PiC'AP

Israeli tankers

pulling out of West Beirut in preparation for the landing of US marines

guarantor. In the

Japan

are

the United States thus remain within the narrow

limits of trade

competition. By contrast, NorthSouth conflicts always assume a political
dimension, which is often expressed violently;
as a result, Washington’s interventions in the
Third World

are too numerous

There is not

African,

or

to count.

single country of the American,
Asian continents where the United
a

States has not intervened
coup

d'etat, direct

by either subversion, a
indirect military action, or
(often implemented through

or

economic pressure
the “international” institutions under US direction

—

the World Bank and the IMF). Neither
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their

a

dependence on energy sources, particularly on oil from the Gulf, i.s, and will remain fora
long time, considerable, even if they are successful in decreasing this dependence in relative
temis. In seizing control — militarily — of this
region in the recent Gulf War, the United States

But the Third World will

has demonstrated to its rival-allies that it is per-

deduce from this fact that the Third World will
forever remain

simply

“marginal”. The popular idea is
It is wrong, first of all. becau.se

wrong.
the relative decrease of the Third World’s share

in the world market is attributed to the advent of

depression which has prevailed since 1970.
regain its decisive position if there is a long and sustained recovery. And
while there is no danger of severing raw
materials shortages in the hypothetical case of a
localised conflict (thanks to, among other factors, the huge strategic stockpiles of raw
materials in the United States), that is not to say
that this situation of plenty can be maintained
once

a

strong new expansionist recovery

is

fectly aware of the benefits of the leverage it has
its disposal.

at

The Soviet Union also understood the vul-

nerability of Europe and Japan and it is not
beyond speculation (as I have proposed in some
of my earlier writings) that some of the Soviet
interventions in the Third World had

as

their

principal goal, the demoastralion of this vul15
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nerability to Europe and Japan in order to bring
them to negotiate on other grounds. In this way.
the natural resource deficiencies of Europe and
Japan could have been filled with a serious rapprochement between Europe and the Soviet

hind it, the
core,

hegemony of the entire capitalist

Only the archaic regimes of the Arabian penin-

operates by means of social and political

sula (Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, and the Emirates)

alliance with the
World. At the

ruling classes in the Third
moment, this political com-

pradorisation is almost universal, and the

num-

Union (a “common house” which one can find

ber of countries which resist it

that the threat
appeared in
Washington’s dreams as its worst nightmare.
Contrary to popular media opinion, the
strategic American decision to emphasise the
importance of maintaining and reinforcing a
“favourable fiolitical climate for free trade” in

fingers of one hand (Cuba, Vietnam...).
larger picture, the United States does
not believe that Latin America, in its entirety,
will challenge the world system. This is because
the local ruling bourgeoisie are sufficiently
powerful to contain the popular uprisings that
are bound to explode; these bourgeoisie share a
strong common interest with the dominant
global capitalist system. Similarly, the United

everywhere). It is for this
of the construction of

the Third World belies
the latter is in

no

way

a

reason

“Eurasia”

an

acute awareness that

marginal. In proportion to

the de-escalation of the East-West conflict (at
least in

its

on

can

be counted

the

In the

exceptions to this rule. Here I remind you
an object lesson
in the American political consciousness. This
American (and Western) opinion of the Arab
are

that the fall of the Shah remains

countries and Iran is
cause

it

Without
to

the

artificial construct, bean

effective reality.

doubt, Zionism exploits this situation
the hilt in its attempt to create an atmosphere
a

of real hatred towards Arabs, and Moslems in

general,

on

the part of Westerners.

The United States is
“Oriental”

“uneasy” about other
peoples, especially those of the In-

dian subcontinent and of South and East Asia.

Indeed, here, the local bourgeoisie seem to have

military

everything in hand, at

dimension), and insofar
as

no

corresponds to

least for the time

disputes

being, despite the

among
Western nations remain

defeat in Sri Lanka,

economic, with everyone
(more or less faithfully)

civil war; the emerg-

which

playing by the “rules of
game” in order to

India (a

avoid the risk of violent

political confrontation
(or military confrontaas

was

the

thrown into

ing irredentism in
revealing example of which is the

the

tion,

was

Sikhs); the democratic

uprisings in Korea;
and the long-term par-

case

throughout the history of
capitalism until 1945),

tisan warfare in the

the US/Third World

economic

assumes
struggle
primary importance.

these Asian countries

Philippines.

The

success

of

within the framework

The fatal

of

development in this regard will
intensify the number of

peripheral
capitalism, despite the
abovenamed

motivations for confron-

tation, not
of Third

problems, lends a cerPic.AP
tain stability to the
only because
Arab countries are considered dangerous by the US on account oftheir anti-Western nationalism
World inprevailing power

dustrialisation. but still

structure.

States believes that the sub-Saharan .African

because “intermediate” powers can
henceforth become militarily “dangerous,”

countries

which is to say,

chronic

more

sea

capable of threatening those very

and air communication routes which

ensure

the

global hegemony of the United States. It appears that Iraq was considered one of this type,
and that this argument convinced the Pentagon
of the necessity of destroying Iraq’s military and
industrial potential well before Iraq invaded
Kuwait on the second of August. 1990. What
will the United States do in analogous situations
with respect to, for instance, Iran, orany country
in the Third World?

Problem Areas

Certainly, this is no short-term menace,
precisely because American hegemony, and, be¬
16

are too weak, so that, in spite of their
instability, they could not raise themselves to the level of
potentially dangerous “intermediate powers.” It does not seem as though
their Judgement about post-Apartheid South
Africa has forced them to modify this general
view of the region.

By contrast, the Arab countries and Iran are
"necessarily” dangerous on account

considered

of the virulence of their anti-Western
nationalism and the

inability of the local hourgeoisie (who are friendly with the US) to overcome these popular feelings, which constrain the
bourgeoisie to either undying nationalist
rhetoric or to evasive demagogic side-stepping.

less, the United States has

Neverthe-

placed more
than partial confidence in their local allies, often
suspecting them of being anti-Western
nationalists at heart, especially insofar as Islam
never

dominates certain of these Asian countries, and
their cultures

are strong and resist Westernisaundoubtedly a cultural factor, but
we would be remiss if we ignored the importance that this factor holds in strategic perceptions; Orientals can always be treated as

tion. This is

enemies. The United States has inherited the old

Eurocentric view of the “two-faced Oriental

despot...”

Popular Uprisings
The

importance of the Third World for
hegemonic strategy is at the origin of

American

S.^PEM November, 1992
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long standing military debate about the “appropriate level of intervention.” The United
States now has 40 long years of experience with
diverse forms of long-term interventions, the
a

results of which

are

mixed. Intervention has had

undisputed success each time that it has only involved organising a coup d'etat or a rapid
military operation against a small country. It is
difficult to count the number of coups d'état on
the list, beginning from the restoration of the
Shah of Iran in 1952 and the overthrow of the
Arbenz
the

regime in Guatemala in 1954. Among
most recent military interventions of this

sort, we must

The

recall the

in Grenada (1983).

ones

of such coups

has been
facilitated by the fact that some of the victim
regimes were unable to maintain popular support after the populism on which they were initially based had been exhausted (Indonesia
1966, Ghana 1966, Egypt 1970, etc...) The Gulf
War demonstrated that success is also relatively
easy (even when the operation becomes extremely costly) if the conflict remains within the
limits of “conventional” warfare (army against
army, without popular mobilisation for combat).
By contrast, those interventions which were integrated into the general East-West conflict have
success

resulted in
War is

an

a

stalemate. The

case

of the Korean

illustration. The fact remains that each

time the local power in a Third World country
which benefited from popular support fell vietim to American
to

Western

aggression (or more generally,
aggression), the results of interven-

tion have not favoured the United States.
It is

evidently the classic

of Vietnam
profoundly on the
American consciousness that it acquired the
symptomatic name, “the Vietnam syndrome,”
so profoundly that the first words that Bush uttered on the day after his victory over Iraq were
dedicated to that theme (“We have finally freed
ourselves of the Vietnam syndrome!” he
declared). But it is also the case of Cuba (the
shameful retreat forced upon the US after the
Bay of Pigs in 1961), of the (abortive) rescue
mission for the American embassy in Iran in
1979, and of the intervention in Libya in the
same year. Afghanistan can also be considered a
case in point insofar as the Afghan regime —
despite the withdrawal of Soviet support —
proved capable of repulsing the Islamic
“Mujahedin” backed by the CIA. Up to a certain point, it is also the case of Nicaragua, El Salvador. Angola, and Mozambique, despite the
which has inscribed itself

case

so

electoral defeat of the Sandinistas and the
erosion of the MPLA and of Frelimo. For these
enemies

designated by the Americans are not
definitively defeated, and their reactionary ad¬
Sapem November. 1992

versaries in the pay of Washington (UNITA and
Rename among others) have not attained even a
minimum

measure

of

legitimacy in their

own

countries.
The United States, then, is not

“invincible”,

and the resistance of the Third World

peoples is
hegemonic project.
The debates of the US military have always
been pre-occupied with the irresolvable contradiction of imperialism: how to effectively
combat popular uprisings of peoples in the
periphery against systems which are necessarily unacceptable to them. The lesson of failure —
primarily in Vietnam, certainly, but elsewhere as
well
seems to have convinced the
political
strategists that it is best to strike before a popular
alternative has the time to crystalise. The political and ideological conjuncture in the Third
World is certainly not menacing to the US: the
failures of radical populist nationalism of the
1960s and the collapse of “actually existing
socialism” have not given way to a new popular
national alternative which could respond to the
challenge of our times. On the contrary, they
have cleared the way for backward-looking
ipasséistes) movements (religious fundamenthe Achilles' heel of its

—

talisms, chauvinistic ethnocentrisms, etc) which
serve to weaken the potential of the majority of
humanity — the peoples of the Third World.

Low

Intensity Warfare

It is from these developments that the current
flood of fashionable anti-Third World ideologies

derive, perpetuating the impression of the

“marginalisation” of their historic role. It is also
logic which drove the Pentagon to rewarm
its theory of “low intensity warfare,” which has
as its goal, the prolongation of actual Third
World weaknesses. This is achieved by encouraging backward-looking movements and
by the US aligning itself with regional conflicts
in order to “let the situation spoil” for as long as
possible. In this light, we can understand the
game of Saudi Arabia — Washington’s faithful
ally — in financing the very Islamic fundamentalist movements which are presented by the
Western media as fundamentally enemies of the
this

West!
The Western encouragement

which helped
Iran-Iraq War can also be seen within
this rubric. The strategy of incubating these low
intensity conflicts has also been used to destabilise progressive regimes of differing degrees
in Nicaragua, Angola, Mozambique and
Ethiopia. Here, the method has been to support
the enemies of these regimes: the Contras,
UNITA and Rename, the Eritrean and Tigrean
sustain the

♦

separatists. We must recognise that this strategy
yielded results, and can continue to yield
them as long as popular national forces remain
handicapped by the imprecision of their own
projects and by ideological confusion. But what
will happen on the day when these limits are surmounted, especially if it occurs in a country of
has

considerable size?

Up to now, the Pentagon has not envisioned
the “technical” possibility of long-term military
intervention except

in two countries: Mexico
Philippines. Everywhere else the spectre
of a “dirty war”, which would be difficult to
make politically palatable, seems to have
paralysed American decision-making. The fact
and the

remains that conventional
the Gulf

is

war—

like the

one

in

longer considered a “low-intensity war,” and it demonstrates that the United
States can surely transcend the limits of this
—

no

schema in whatever direction it deems
sary, a
scent

neces-

possibility which verges on a rapid detowards genocide. As the Gulf War

demonstrated, the desire of the American army
to avoid a ground war led directly to a concepition of war which

implies the complete destruc-

tion of the enemy country and its population,
even if it is not a direct threat to American

security.
From the

equilibrium of the terror founded on
passed to the systematic mobilisation of disequilibrium! In the
Third World, we would be wrong to underestimate this danger and to exclude the genocide
option, of which, unfortunately, the history of
the West offers us numerous examples. I would
add that powerful lobbies operating in the
nuclear deterrence, we have

United States in favour of the “conventional
war” option want to abandon what they consider
to be the illusion of administering “low inten-

sity conflicts.” The economic and financial interests of the military-industrial complex require
that priority be given to sophisticated weapons,
while low-intensity wars demand reinforcement
of more traditional armed forces.
In any case,

insofar

the conflicts in the
they are, certainly destabilising, but not only threatening, the
hegemony of the United States will not feel challenged by them. As some American politico has
said: “disorder is boring; it does not constitute
as

Thi rd World remain what

a

threat.”
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THE RECENT
Namibia

over

dispute between Botswana and
ownership of the Sidudu

territorial

(or Kasikili) Island, located in the Chobe River,

have come as something of a surprise to
people, not only in the two States concemed but elsewhere in the region as well.' To
the casual observer, the spectacle of two apparently friendly neighbours threatening to fall
out over contested sovereignty over an uninhabited island which is, in any case, submerged
under water during a certain period of the year
may

most

seemed somewhat ludicrous, if not farcical.

The

importance attached by nations to terownership needs little demonstration or
emphasis. As was once observed by one writer
in a study on boundary problems, a little over 20
years ago, as the value of land increases, the need
for greater precision in determining the extent of
one’s territory becomes more apparent; when
land is plentiful, or comparatively worthless in
economic terms, less attention need be paid to
the establishment of precise boundaries. But in
reality, as the same writer went on to observe,
even relatively useless territory may be the subject of, or an adjunct to, international disagreement, as was amply demonstrated in the Rann of
Kutch dispute between India and Pakistan.^
Lord Curzon was quite correct, then, when he
observed almost a century ago, that boundaries
ritorial

Pic.Ziana

President Ketumile Masire ofBotswana was the

first head of state to visit Namibia

soon

after its

independence
the razor’s

edge on which had suspended the
war or peace, of life or death
to nations, and that Just as the protection of the
home is the most vital care of the private citizen,
so the integrity of her borders is the condition of

are

modem issues of

existence of the

State.^
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In fact, the recent

dispute over the Sidudu Is-

land has its roots in the colonial arrangement

embodied in

than a cenof the major European powers
of the time. Great Britain and Germany: the
Anglo-German Agreement of July 1890.“*
Moreover, disputes, both between the local ina

treaty concluded more

tury ago by two

effect

Commissioner for South Africa issued
Proclamation
over

some

considerable examination,

and the aim of this discussion is to

relief some of the

more

temational law that

are

bring into
important aspects of inrelevant to the dispute.

The Berlin Conference
It is fashionable to describe the Berlin Con-

ference of 1884-85

as

laying the groundwork for

the colonial ‘Scramble for Africa’. But, as a mat-

of historical fact, the actual territorial

partialready been underway
by the time the conference was convened on
ter

tion of the continent had

November 14,1884 at the

invitation of Chancel-

lor Bismarck of

Germany. The Berlin Conference was concluded on February 26, 1885
with the signing of a treaty, styled the General
Act of the Conference of Berlin, which, inter

alia, set out the procedural requirements to be
observed

by any European power taking possession of territory on the coasts of Africa, or estab-

lishing a protectorate there. Under Article 34,
any such occupying power was required to
notify the other signatory powers of such occupation or establishment of protectorate: Artide 35, on the otherhand, stipulated that the signatory powers “recognise the obligation to ensure the establishment of authority in the regions
occupied by them on the coasts of the African
continent sufficient to protect existing rights
and, as the case may be, freedom of trade and of
transit under the conditions agreed upon.”^
The Berlin Act, and in particular Articles 34
and 35 which formed its core, can thus be seen

institutionalisation of the
territory on the African continent; under this treaty, the European powers in
as

having involved

an

process of acquiring

Sapem November, 1992

still in

Germany that
under British
protection. On September 30, 1885, the High

concerning territorial ownership of the island are not wholly new either. The apparent uncertainty currently professed by some parties
with regard to the exact location of the boundary in this section of the Chobe River first
emerged fairly soon after the conclusion of the
1890 Agreement. The historian and intemational lawyer already familiar with this piece of
colonial history may thus be tempted to dismiss
the present dispute with a sense of deja vu. but
that would be to import into what is still a significant problem of international law and relations an unwarranted element of cynicism. The
issue deserves

was

no

progress. Great Britain informed
Bechuanaland had been placed

habitants and the colonial authorities themselves,

definite provisions as to the eastern
boundary of the German Zambezi territory. The Imperial Government
presume that the Government of Great
Britain will agree to the eastern hound-

agreed amongst themselves that effective
occupation was to be the norm. Thus, in January
1885, while the Berlin Conference

certain

22 South

The

declaring

areas

a

ofthe German territory beingformed
line cwring in pom the thalweg of
Chohe to that of the Zambezi up

aiy

a

hy

British Protectorate

a

the

of Bechuanaland south of the

stream to

latitude.^

the point where

the Katimo Molilo

Anglo-German Agreement of 1890

♦

that river meets

Rapids!^

This

July 1, 1890.^ To begin with, by this
Agreement South West Africa (Deutsch-Sudweslafrika) was recognised as a German sphere
of influence. More specifically, in relation to the

interpretation of the actual location of
boundary in the river would present no difficulty in those portions where there is only one
channel of the river. The problem here, however,
is that the phrase adopted in the 1980 Agreement
(“the centre of the main channel”) might require
a preliminary determination as to which is to be
regarded as the main channel in those sections

Botswana-Namibia northern

where the river divides into two

The

key instrument to be considered in

any

determination of the modern BotswanaNamibia
ment

boundary is the Anglo-German Agree-

of

boundary. Article

HI of the

Agreement provides as follows:
Africa the sphere in which
the exercise of influence is reserved to
Germany is hounded:
[2.] To the east hy a line commencing at
the above-named point, andfollowing the
20th degree of east longitude to the point
of its intersection hy the 22nd parallel of
south latitude, it runs eastward along that
parallel to the point of its intersection hy
the 21 St degree of east longitude; thence
it follows that degree northward to the
point of its intersection hy the 18th parallei of south latitude; it runs eastward
along that parallel till it reaches the River
Chohe; and descends the centre of the
main channel of that river to its junction
In South West

with the Zambezi, where it [terminates!.
It is

quite obvious that Article III is the critical provision with regard to the disputed
sovereignty over the Sidudu Island. But it is also
apt to observe that Article VI of the Agreement
provides that:
All lines ofdemarcation traced in Articles
I to IV shall he subject to rectification hy
agreement between the tn'opowers, in accordance with local requirements.
The question that arises immediately relates
to the meaning of the phrase “main channel of
[that] river” in Article III. As

was

sometimes this is understood to

noted earlier,

mean

the thal-

weg^

of a river. This interpretation was articulated by the German Government in a note of
April 30 1910, in which it was observed, inter
alia, that:
The Agreement

of 1st July, 1890 contains

the

or more

chan-

nels. This

problem was identified quite early on
in the period following the conclusion of the
Agreement. Thus it has been reported that:
In a Confidential despatch of the 16th
March, 1910, the Resident Commissioner

of the Bechuanaland Protectorate drew
attention to the existence of an island in
the north-east corner of the Botswana
Reserve, the retention of the major portion of which within the Resen'e would
depend upon the decision of a Commission

to

as

whether the north

or

south

the main channel

of the
Linyati) River, this island
formed the most valuable hunting ground
for elephants. &c,for the Batawana.^^
stream

was

Chohe (or

The island referred to in this memorandum is

the Sidudu (or
as

the

Kasikili), but at the time known

“Swampy Island”. The question which
Secretary of State for Colonies was

the British
to

raise in

a

confidential communication to the

High Commissioner was this: “since Article III
Anglo-German Agreement of 1890 states
that the boundary descends the centre of the
main channel of the River Chobe to its junction
of the

with the Zambezi, which is the main channel
since the relevant section of its course, the river

divides into
wards

more

than

reunite?”''

The

one

channel which after-

problem arose due to an
apparent conflict between the claims of local inhabitants as to the location of the boundary between the

Bechuanaland Protectorate and the

Caprivi (Zipfel) Strip (forming part of South
West Africa) and the positions depicted on
various official maps at the time.
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Demarcation of the Southern

Boundary
According to what is apparently the first
published map of the area, published by the German

authorities in

1905, the boundary was

shown to be the channel

running to the south of
in an effort
to clarify this uncertainty that the Resident Com-

the Sidudu Island.

It was, in part

missioner for Bechuanaland, at the behest of the

High Commissioner, appointed Captain H.V.
Eason of the Bechuanaland Protectorate Police

investigation into the question of
boundary should properly be located.
instructions given to Captain Eason were
in his investigations he should not be con-

to carry

out an

where the
The
that

cemed with the width of the channel

as

such, but

rather that “the

question under consideration
by following up the
deepest channel in which there is the strongest
would have to be solved

current.”

In short, the search should be for the

thalweg.
Captain Eason undertook a boat expedition
up the Chobe River, and subsequently submitted
a preliminary report on August 5, 1912. The
relevant part of the report reads:
[Two] miles above the rapids lies Kassikiri Island. Here I consider that

un-

doubted!y the North should he claimed as
the main channel. At the Western end

of

the island the North Channel at this

period ofthe year is over one hundredfeet
wide and eightfeet deep, the South Channel about forty feet wide and four feet
deep. The South Channel is merely a hack
water, what current there is goes round
the North. The natives living at Kasikiri
in German territory are at present growing crops on

Captain Eason’s barely disguised plea for a
boundary was, surprisingly, not immediately taken up by the British
authorities. Or, at least, that was the implication
relocation of the river

that could be drawn from the relevant map

evidence. Thus, for

example, a map published
by the British War Office in 1933 still depicted
the south stream

as

the main channel of the

Chobe River, and thus the

boundary between

Bechuanaland and South West

Africa.'^

Subse-

quent maps produced in South Africa continue
show the boundary in a manner consistent
with the earlier German and British maps. In
to

fact, it

was

Botswana

not

until 1975 that, for the first time,

published a map on which the bound-

shown to be to the west and north of the
island, thus including it in the territory of the
Republic of Botswana.'"
ary was

20

Meanwhile, the five years preceding the outbreak of the First World War was marked by a

Powers decided that the Mandate for German

flurry of diplomatic and political correspondence and activity aimed at resolving the outstanding boundary delimitation problem in
Caprivi-Zipfel. In fact, the uncertainty relating
to the location of the boundary on one side or
the otherof the island was only one aspect of the
demarcation problem in the Caprivi Strip. The
entire area had not been properly demarcated,
and its alignment received no precise description in the 1890 Agreement. Although that
Agreement refers to the parallel 18 South, nonetheless the line is shown well south of the parallei on most maps after 1915 or so. meeting the
parallel a short distance before its intersection
with the Chobe. Its delineation as a ‘strip’ did
not carry the implication of exactly parallel
northern (Angolan and Zambian) and southern
borders, and in any case the northern alignment
was not finally established until 1915.'^
Early in 1910, the Secretary of State for

Britain, to be exercised

Colonies in London received

a

South West Africa be conferred upon

post-Second World War period, disputes concerning sovereignty over Sidudu Island have arisen
issue

all its

overseas

visited the island in 1948

categorically affirmed

the Bechuanaland Protectorate’s claim to the island. It

thus accordingly noted:
[joint] Report discloses that while
the main channel of the Chobe River is
shown on maps as passing to the South of
Kasikili Island it in fact passes to the
North of that island. It has been confirmed, as a result of e.xhaustive enquiries. that there has been no shifting of
the main channel of the river from South
to North within living memory. Thefacts,
was

The

to

colonial territories, in-

raised

Government of the Union of South Africa which

the

renounce

was

chuanaland Protectorate Government and the

informing him that Chief Mathiba and the

eluding South West Africa, in accordance with
Article 119 of the Treaty of Versailles. On May
7, 1919, the Principal Allied and .\ssociated

least two other occasions,

by the Eastern Caprivi
Magistrate, Major Trollope, who, relying upon
the earlier German maps, appeared to be under
the impression that the Chobe’s main channel,
and therefore the boundary, ran to the south of
the island. Ajoint inspection team from the Be-

confidential

boundary between their reserve and the
Caprivi Strip defined and recommending that
the boundary should be delimited as soon as possible.
Upon being approached on the matter,
the German Government at first suggested that a
mixed commission be set up to determine the
proper delimitation of the Caprivi-Zipfel boundary, including the southern sector of the strip.
Subsequent to this, the British Government
proposed that since the question at issue was the
interpretation of a phrase in a treaty, it should be
submitted to a purely judicial tribunal, either The
Hague Tribunal or three arbitrators to be agreed
jointly by the two Governments.'^ The
protracted correspondence which followed
these preliminary representations did not advance the matter in any significant manner. In
fact, the diplomatic impasse was, by the end of
1911, complicated by the insistence on the part
of the German Government that the Caprivi
question be resolved simultaneously with
another outstanding dispute concerning the
demarcation of the Orange River boundary. The
outbreak of the First World War on August 4,
1914, put the matter in abeyance for some time.
After the war, Germany was compelled to

on at

in 1947and in l985.0ntheformeroccasion,the

dent Commissioner for Bechuanaland Protec-

see

Africa.'"

In the

High Commissioner,
together with a copy of a despatch from the Resitorate

Great

its behalf by the

Government of the Union of South

communication from the

headmen of the Batawana themselves wished

on

therefore, point to the maps being incor-

rect.~^

The acceptance of the finding by the South
African Government, now the admini.stering

in the Caprivi, also put paid to the suggestion. first mooted by Major Trollope, that the
power

Bechuanaland Protectorate cede Sidudu Island
to

South West Africa in return for

continued
ern

a guarantee of
navigation rights through the north-

channel of the Chobe River, The Resident

Commissioner, R.R. Renew,

was

thus able to in-

form the British

Foreign Office in 1949 that:
The boundaryfollows the river along the
northern side of Kasikili Island but we
shall allow the natives of the Caprivi
Strip to use it for cultivation and grazing
[and] we shall enjoy uninterrupted u.se of
*>2

the northern waterway.'
A similar finding was made

by the BotswanaSurvey Team which was set
up to undertake a survey of the thalweg of the
Chobe. and thus the location of the boundary, in
1985, five years before Namibia’s independence. following an incident involving the
shooting by the Botswana Defence Force of
South Africa Joint

three South African soldiers who had been

travelling by boat

on the channel
the south of the Sidudu Island,

they were on
conclusion of

which runs to
believing that
Namibian territory." The main
the Joint Survey Team, that “the
Sapem November. 1992
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main channel of the Chobe River

now

♦

passes

Sidudu/Kasikili Island to the west and north of
it”, was jointly reached by the two parties on
July 5, 1985, and has been subsequently disowned or rejected by either Botswana or the
Republic of South Africa. It was this factual
finding, coupled with the interpretation placed
upon Article III of the Anglo-German Agreement of 1890, which was mutually acquiesced
in and recognised by the relevant parties at the
time of Namibia’s accession to indepedence on

1990.^'*

March 21,

Concluding Observations
It has been

seen

that under

general interna-

tional law, the determination of river boundaries

is dependent upon the characterisation of the
particular river in question as navigable or nonnavigable. For this characterisation determines,
in turn, the choice of the thalweg or the medium
filum acc/uae as the line of demarcation down

President Mugabe ofZimbabwe (right)

the river. However, as has been stated above.

dents

States are at liberty to depart from this general
presumption by providing for specific arrangements relating to the location of a river boundary. A treaty may provide, for example, that the
boundary between two adjacent riparian States
should be placed along one of the river banks,
thereby attributing exclusive territorial
sovereignty over the entire river to one of the
two States," or a treaty may provide that
sovereignty over an island located in a boundary river should be awarded to one state or the
other even while adopting the thalweg or median
line as the boundary.^^ Neither of these situa-

tions arises here.

has

mediated the May 24 Kasane bilateral talks between PresiNujoma (left) and Masire of Namibia and Botswana respectively

undergone a shift over the years." Improvein cartographic techniques have ensured

ments

that modem maps are more

reliable graphical
representations of boundary demarcations than
was ever the case in previous centuries. In
several early boundary disputes, courts and
tribunals were often presented with maps of
doubtful authenticity and origin which, in many
instances,

were

found to bear inaccurate

relationship to the geographical conditions they
purported to portray. This is a problem that was,
in fact, readily admitted and recognised by both

joyed by foreign nationals in boundary zones. It
is readily admitted by both parties to this dispute
that, in reality, Sidudu Island has always
remained uninhabited. At the
ther

als of South West Africa

national law that in the event of inconsistences

customary

relation to the identification of “the main chan-

between the text

within

nel of the river”

as stipulated in the provision in
question. The contradiction and inconsistent
picture presented in the various maps over the
past 90 years or so has only served to cloud the

issues

even

reconcile
map

a

further. How does international law

treaty

evidence

on

provision with contradictory
these matters?

It goes without saying that maps provide an
invaluable aid to the interpretation of boundary

agreements. Indeed, many boundary
tions

descrip-

almost

unintelligible unless accompanied by a pictorial representation of the lines
they purport to establish. However, it has been
argued that the judicial approach to the assessment

are

of the cogency

of such graphical evidence

Sapem November. 1992

there

boundary. In these circumstances,
developed a general presumption in inter-

description of a boundary and
a contemporaneous, or even a sub.sequent map.
the former prevails over the latter. On the basis
of these highly authoritative judicial pronouncements, it may justifiably be concluded that the
admittedly erroneous cartographic representations depicted on the early British and German, as well as subsequent South African maps,
cannot override the express provisions of the
1890 Agreement. This Agreement is binding on
the newly emergent State of Namibia, in accordance

with the rule of international law govern-

ing the succession of States to boundary treaties.
There remains

calls for

a

remarks:

one outstanding issue which
passing comment in these concluding
the question of customary rights en¬

(and

now

Namibia)

allowed to exercise certain territorial rights on the island relating, in particular,
to ploughing, hunting and grazing.
Now, the
question that might plausibly be posed is
whether the enjoyment and exercise by
Namibians of such rights in the territory of
Botswana might found a prescriptive title which
can legitimately be relied upon by Namibia in
its claim for territorial ownership of the island?

British and German authorities concerned with

West Africa

time, it is fur-

have always been

The problem in the present dispute essentially centres around the proper interpretation to be
given to Article III of the Anglo-German Agreement of 1890. In this regard, it has been observed
that for a long time the controversy has been in

the delimitation of the Bechuanaland-South

same

acknowledged that historically, the nation-

Tlie issue of the existence

or

survival of local

rights enjoyed by foreign nationals
disputed boundary zone has been addressed by international judicial tribunals
a

before: in the Case

Concerning the Right ofPas-

Indian Territory '', the Fisheries
(United Kingdom v Noi-wav) ca.se,’^' and the
32'
Rann ofKiitch Arbitration.' The issues in these
cases were, of course, admittedly different from
those falling for consideration here. But Judge
Bebler’s dissenting opinion in the last-mentinned case is particularly apt and instructive; the
learned judge observed, in relation to the grazing of cattle by Pakistan nationals in the disputed
territory, -that:
[Being] a purely private activity, [it]
would not constitute display of State
authority. It might constitute the basis of
sage over
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♦
a

a

claim for an

the
did

international servitude in
neighhours's territory; hut Pakistan
not formulate such a claim?^

boundary is in any case expressly governed by
treaty provisions and is not left to be determined
simply on the basis of considerations of acquiescence, estoppel, good faith, and customary

that the

2.

the basis of the

principles of international law
historical considerations. The question

of whether

or not

Botswana should accede

Namibia’s demands for

boundary

a

East

hitration lindia
3.

4.

5.

v

Pakistan,

tion.

Sidudu

Kasikili) Island is a small, generally uninhabited
island in the Chobe River, located within the area

E. Hertslet, The

by, approximately, the 25° 07’ and 25°
08’ E. longitude and the 17° 47’ and 17° 50’ S.
latitude. The Chobe itself forms part of the northem boundary between Botswana and Namibia in
the Caprivi Strip up to its confluence with the
Zambezi River (The Botswana-Namibia-Zam-

p. 468; See also Annex 1
to Protocol No.8 of the Conference: Report of
on

n.

4 supra

depth

See Memorandum cited ibid, para.

No.4 in African (South) No. 948, Memorandum

24.

Joint

den Schuz-

13.

See

26.

14,

Memorandum No. 91 in African (South) No.

n.

53 supra.

969. See Botswana National Archives, File

S/35/12.

27.

McEwen.

See G.S.G.S. 2460: also

28.

See Memorandum cited in

34,G.S^G.S. 2465.
For

Okavango. SE-

map, see

29.

17.

Brownlie, op.cit. pp. 1075-6.

River, to press for Namibia’s sovereignty over
the island. The incident was followed by a brief

18.

Letter dated 17

.30.

January 1910, No. J3 in African

(South) No. 948. See Botswana National Archives. Files S26/5; S27/1-3.
19.

A communication to this effect made to the German
see

Government in

a note

dated 8

n.

52 supra,

para.s.21

May 1911;

Botswana National Archives. Files S35/I0;

Some of the earliest recorded evidence of the

ex-

isience of these cutomary rights or usages may
be discerned in Captain H.V. Eason’s report of 5

3, 1984). Sheet 1725 C3 and Part C4.

the Botswana side of the Chobe

op.cit. p.28.

and 22.

War Office, 1943.

Republic of Botswana.
Dept, of Surveys and Lands. (Edition

current

1:50,000

small town to the north-east of

Survey Team (Botswana-South Africa),
Boundary Suney (Sidudu/KasikHi
Island). (Unpublished Report), (1985) p.3.
For example, the French-Liberian Agreement of
13 January 1911 relating to the Makona river on
theGuinea-Liberia boundary; see l.B.S. No. 131
(Guinea-Liberia Boundary )
See, for example. Treaty between .Argentina and
Uruguay of 7 April 1961 (Art 1 (A), 635 UNTS
p.98 See also treaties referred to in n. 16 supra.
Chohe River

25,

16.

deployment of troops and the erection of military
positions in the area by both countries before
diplomatic efforts to resolve the matter peacefully were put into motion. These efforts resulted
in the bilateral talks held at Kasane on 24 May

For a summary account of these events see
Mmegi/The Reporter. Gaborone, 15-21 May
1992, p.l6 and 22-28 May 1992, p.7.

gehieten. Bann XXII, (1909). Deulsch-Sudwesi-

Caprivi summoned the Di.strict Commissioner
on

aus

chuanaland Protectorate, Ibid.

23.

Afrika. 1:400,000. 1907-1914. Cart. Dept of the
Royal Prussian Ordinance Survey. Inter alia.
sheets 13 and 18; See also related map evidence
cited in Brownlie, op.cit. n. 48 pp. 1077-8.

the Namibian Resident Commissioner from the

a

Reproduced in Mitreilungen

was partly in
earlier letter dated 14 February
1949 from the Secretary to the Prime Minister/Extemal Affairs. Pretoria, to the High Com-'
missioner in Cape Town seeking, “to ascertain
whether agreement could not be reached on the

recognising the Union’s claim to
subject to its issuing a general
permit for the use of the northern waterway for
navigational purposes". The Resident
Commissioner’s suggestion was based on the
perception that the island was of more use to the
Caprivi Strip inhabitants than to those of the Be-

22 (ii).

1911.

Letter dated 21 March 1949. This

Kasikili Island

British Pari. African (South) No. 948, Enclosure

II.

of the northern channel

ministration

current.

10,

use

navigation purposes."

basis of the Bechaunaland Protectorate ad-

line of the

or stream

the
the is-

response to an

by Mr A.C.C. Parkinson
(Dominions Office) Regarding the Caprivi-Zipfel, para. 19.

dating back almost a hundred years, seems to
have been triggered off on 6 March 1992 when

Sidudu,

22.

the Project

on

it is understood that the Bechuanaland

for

op.cit, VoLII,

in No. 78. See also Conf D. 945/27 No. 103,

15.

as

undertake “to preserve

Herslet.

Memorandum

’quadripoint’). The present dis-

Botswana National Archives, File

authorities desire the

fastest

pute, the latest in a series of low-key disputes

from Kasane,

land

Map ofAfrica hy Treaty. Vol III,

The line of greatest

12.

see

(3rd ed., 1909) p.899.

8.

bounded

bia-Zimbabwe

1948;

rights of the Caprivi-Zipfel tribesmen

Brownlie, op cit n. 48, pp. 1073-77.

Namibians,

Minisler/Depart-

of External Affairs, Pretoria. 14 October

ment went on to

Secretary of State for Colonies to High
Commissioner for South Africa, 14 January
or, to

Letter from Office of Prime
ment

p.71

See

Footnotes
as

21.

Curzon of Kedleson (Lord), Frontiers. (1907)

from

Sidudu (also known

West Africa Mandate, See Botswana National

S93/3/L The Union (of South Africa) Govern-

7.

relocation of the

formally ad-

(1968).

6.

or

was

part of the Protectorate, thus

Archives, Files S26/5: S27/1-3; S/27/4/1-2.

cf Declaration
Respecting New Occupations on the Coasts of
Africa, Conf. 4361.

9.

as

rendering the determination of its southern
boundary temporarily irrelevant. It was not until
1929 that the Caprivi Strip was placed under
South African administration, as part of its South

to

merely continue to guarantee
Namibian nationals access to the territory and
resources of the disputed island is one for political and diplomatic, rather than legal determina-

1.

ministered

7 ILM 633

see

Caprivi Strip was occupied by the Be-

after, between 1922 and 1929 it

set

Africa. (1971) p.3. For the Rann of Kutch Ar-

In conclusion, it is the view here that

other

States had

A.C. McEwen International Boundaries

In fact, the

chuanaland Protectorate Police in 1915: there-

Mmegi/The Reporter. Gaborone, 22-28 May,
1992, pp. 6-7; and also 29 May-4 June, 1992, p. 1.
At the time of writing this joint team of experts
had not yet finalised its work.

Botswana’s

or

two

the issue and to

the Commission

sovereignty over Sidudu (or
Kasikili) Island cannot be challenged, whether

20.

agreed to reduce tension
up a joint team of expens to investigate the dispute and make final
and binding recommendations to the parties. See
over

usage.

on

S35/1L See also Enclosure in No. 15 in African

(South) No. 989.

Nujoma of
respectively, under the
mediation of President Mugabe of Zimbabwe. A
statement issued after these talks merely noted

The existence of local customary

rights — for
example those relating to fishing, navigation,
grazing, the use of land for cultivation—carries
a certain significance because of the
probative
value attached to such rights in determining the
location of a boundary. However, being rights
granted to and enjoyed by private individuals,
they cannot as such be regarded as providing a
basis for a claim of sovereign title by the State
itself over the foreign territory in which those
rights are enjoyed and exercised. This is especially the case where the demarcation of the

1992 between Presidents Masire and

Botswana and Namibia,

August 1912; .see n. 57
I.C.J. Rep. 1960, p.6.

31.

l.CJ.

32.

See

.33.

Ibid. p.

n.

Rep. 1951.

p.

supra.

116.

73 supra.

702.*

Tiyanjana Maluwa is a Senior Lecturer in the
Department of Law. University of Botswana
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In addition to the successful return state visit

THE KASIKILI ISLAND SITUATION

by

our President to the Republic of Botswana
last year, numerous high-level official visits, in-

eluding those by Cabinet Ministers, members of
the National Assembly (and here 1 include the
Honourable Speaker himself) and the Judiciary,
have been exchanged between the neighbouring, sisterly Republics during the past two years.
Other bilateral agreements and conventions

Theo-Ben Gurirab
Statement Made in the National Assembly, Namibia, May
AS IS known

by us all. President Quett Masire
Republic of Botswana was the first Head
of State who paid a state visit to our young
Republic, soon after the independence of
of the

Namibia.

“Protocol of Understanding on Defence and Security was signed on
the 26th July 1990 by Their Excellencies; President Masire and President Nujoma.
a

The Protocol of
inter alia, the
i.

Understanding underscored,
following three main objectives:

the need to further

strengthen and conexisting excellent relations between the two Republics;
the need to maintain lasting peace and
security between the two countries, especially along their common border;
solidate the

ii.

iii.

the need to promote effective liaison at all
levels in the fields of defence and security.

Joint Commission

on

Defence and

Security
In terms of the

provisions contained in the
Said Protocol of Understanding, the two
Governments established the NamibiaBotswana Joint Commission

on

Defence and

Security, which held its first meeting in
Windhoek

on

the 15th November 1990.

The

inaugural meeting in Windhoek of the
Joint Commission on Defence and Security was
a
preparatory meeting of the Joint Technical
Committee which had

met on

the 1st and 2nd

November 1990 in Kasane, Botswana, to determine ways

i

and means of investigating and implementing the terms of the Protocol of Understanding.
The Commission,

following in-depth discus-

sions, therefore, agreed:
1.

give special attention to the problems of
poaching and to institutionalise an effective Joint mechanism aimed at eradicating
to

the

menace

along the

2.
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5.to

joint border areas;

3.

avoid, at all costs, cross-border shooting

to

incidents

of these criminal activities

border;
to ensure free and justifiable access to the
common rivers, as they play a vitally important role, in the daily economic and social activities of the inhabitants along the
common

through the swift exchange of in-

formation

ments

During the state visit,

26,1992.

on

the activities and the

move-

of criminals and persons

threatening
stability and security of the two

the

countries;

4.

intensify efforts aimed at promoting and

to

have also been concluded, within the framework

of SADCC and various existing regional
tional institutions with

a

strengthening and consolidating bilateral and
regional co-operation and unity in action. These
are all important and indispensable
buildingblocks in our common efforts to uplift the living
standards in Namibia and Botswana.
Needless to dwell here, Honourable

Speaker
colleagues, on the origins and depth of the
long-standing and strong historical and cultural
ties which bind together our respective peoples.
The memories of common heritage between the
and

citizens of the

nations remain

clearly vivid
friendship and brotherhood are
equally very strong, capable of withstanding any
threat from whatever quarter. This is our belief,
two

and the ties of

at least.

This, then, is how things ought to be, and both
Governments of Botswanaand of Namibia have
a

continuing responsibility and duty

maintain and promote peace,

to secure,

security and

co-

operation between them.
Relations Between Namibia and
Botswana

Theo-Ben Gurirab: “The Government, not

being

Frankly speaking, however, things are not
in terms of the present state

aware of a possible conflict with
Botswana overKasikili Island, was unprepared

what they ought to be

for what has become manifest as
problem”.

Government believes that when it

an

engaging

protecting our fragile environment and
wildlife by launching an information campaign to raise awareness about the importance

•

and na-

view to further

of nature conservation issues;

urge

their nationals to use the designated

border

crossing points for all movements

between the two countries.

The next

plenary meeting of the Namibia-

Botswana Joint Commission

Security

was

on

Defence and

held in Maun, Botswana, from the

8th to 10th November 1991.
In this connection,

various sub-committees

which deal with certain
have been established and
tional in both countries.

specialised subjects
are now fully opera-

of relations between the

two

Republics. The
comes

to

neighbours and friends, peace takes on higher
priority over war-mongering, public postering
and grand-standing. When human lives are involved.

no stone

search for

a

should be left unturned in the

peaceful solution.

Namibians of many

generations, past and

present, know the horrors of war and will never

forget the brave martyrs of ours who paid the ultimate price for our liberty, human dignity and
nationhood.
For us in SWAPO, when we resolved and
enshrined, in our Constitution, certain

provisions, in this case, namely that Namibia
shall “promote international co-operation,
peace and security” and shall “encourage the
settlement of international disputes by peaceful
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we knew exactly what we meant thereby, and today we live by that creed. Let us live
by the Constitution and shun the politics of experience and belated bravado which was just not
there during the struggle for liberation.
Honourable Speaker, the dispute over the

means”,

attention

only recently, after the hoisting of
flag on Kasikili Island. No mention had been made of the issue prior to the hoisting of that flag, despite the fact that reciprocal

our

the Botswana

visits referred

state

to

earlier between Namibia

and Botswana had taken place

where wide-rang-

♦

national law, when two countries establish a

boundary between themselves, one of the
primary objectives is to achieve stability and
finality. It is in this context that we accept the
OAU Resolution of 1964

daries in Africa, and this

on

international boun-

principle to respect the

Kasikili Island has soured relations between

ing issues of bilateral significance were dis-

inherited colonial boundaries has, in most cases,

Namibia and Botswana. Oiir Government itself

cussed. We were aware of cross-border incidents

been observed.

has been

both ways,

the

dispute.

exercising maximum restraint, what
diplomats call, constmetive ambiguity, in its
efforts to find a peaceful solution, by pursuing a
quite preventive diplomacy. Negotiations may
seem slow and unproductive to an uniformed or
hot-tempered patriot. Whilst this is understandable when a wrong has been done to you
and you want quickly to avenge, the real test of
leadership does not necessarily lie in saying
what is popular or doing what can only result in
a short-term gain, without uprooting a problem,
root

and branch.

Leaders

(which

are

comes

known for courage,

with

a sense

timing
of history) and con-

sistency. SWAPO’s leadership, which is today
mnning the affairs of the State, stands on that
proud record of tenacity, vision and achievement. None here can challenge that, and we have
just started to show the way forward to peace,
unity and prosperity, in the process of nationbuilding and development.
Since independence, Namibia has had only
one known boundary dispute, namely the one
concerning the Orange River boundary with
South Africa. Negotiations on the issue commenced following our independence and the
matter has since been resolved amicably and
peacefully. What now remains to be done is
merely carrying out technical arrangements to
close that chapter of the colonial past.
As we all know, the Berlin scramble for
Africa, which took place in 1884, left behind a
legacy of horrendous patchwork of divided
communities, arbitrary demarcations, potential
political time-bombs, and unmitigated security
and economic threats

across common

the former UN Council for Namibia and
S WAPO in 1984 in New York

were

raised within

the context of South Africa’s destabilisation of
Botswana and other
was no

neighbouring states. There

discussion about Kasikili Island.

The Government of Botswana also claims
that the Kasikili Island issue

was

settled in 1985

Africa joint survey team. That report is available. Its findings
are quite clearly inconclusive. And this is how
in

a

report by a Botswana-South

the South African Minister of

Foreign Affairs,
Honourable Roelof (Pik) Botha clarified the

position of his Government. I am now quoting
some relevant aspects from his letter addressed
to me:

refer to in your letof which I attach, did come to
certain conclusions, hut according to
legal opinion in South Africa at that time,
did not prove conclusively that Sidudu island belongs to Botswana. The South
African authorities have therefore suggested to Botswana in a telex dated 17
The joint sun’ery you

ter, a copy

with the Government of an independent Namibia. This was not acceptable to Botswana as they considered the
joint sun'ey's report to he conclusive and
in fact expressed the opinion that “nofurup

ther discussion

on

the matter is

neces-

sary." The matter has therefore not been
resolved as South Africa has never offidally recognised Botswana’s claim to
Sidudu Island.

confess, the Government, not being

possible conflict with Botswana over

We also subscribe to the view that boundaries

case

in

point in this regard.
The Kasikili Island

Dispute

are

become manifest

ment

unprepared for what has
engaging problem.
Reports of the existence of a boundary dispute between Namibia and Botswana came to

our

conclusive.

the Kasikili Island, was
as an

the two countries.

Subsequent to the conclusion
Agreement, all official maps on the issue
published at that time by both Britain and Germany depict the boundary as following the
of that

southern channel of the Chobe River. Conse-

quently, Kasikili Island was accepted by both
Britain and Gemiany as forming an integral part
of German South West Africa which is today
Namibia.
It

was on

this basis that

Germany and, later.

South Africa, continued to exercise jurisdiction
over

Kasikili Island, even after the inde-

pendence of Botswana. Furthermore, it is an undisputed fact that since time immemorial the inhabitants of Caprivi regarded the island as an in-

tegral part of the territory on which they were
hunting, fishing, ploughing and grazing their
cattle without any hinderance. This reality was
recognised and accepted by the colonial
authorities themselves in the British Bechuanaland Protectorate.

International Law

November 1986 that the matter he taken

Hence

dispute between

Namibia and Botswana is but the latest

of a

Botswana’s stated references of contacts with

any

position that the said report is inNotwithstanding these facts, the
fundamental principle underlying our foreign
policy, as stated before, is our belief and conviction in the peaceful settlement of disputes between neighbours as well as in all nations
generally.

The Kasikili Islands

1 must

It is with this in mind that the Government ac-

cepts the Anglo-German Treaty of 1890 which
established the boundary in question between

borders of

virtually all neighbouring African states.

aware

boundary

but definitely not of

renounce

In this case,
state to

the

a

successor

the boundaries of

a

state to

predecessor state.

therefore, Botswana,

as a successor

Britain, is precluded from

renouncing

boundary in question.

if the main channel
longer flow to the
south of Kasikili Island due to the silting caused
by past floods or by any other means, this would
be irrelevant at the present moment as far as the
boundary between the two countries is concemed. The material point is that the boundaries
determined in 1890 and depicted in all maps subsequently produced and accepted by both
colonial powers are final and binding on the parties in accordance with accepted principles of inConsequently, and

even

of the Chobe River should

no

temational law.

on

the basis of bilateral agree-

Any boundary change, apart from those

between two

neighbouring countries and

boundaries delineated in all historical maps

the basis of unilateral pronouncements or

during the colonial period, should be subject to
bilateral negotiations between Botswana and

established

not on
acts.

Under international law, the rules of state sue-

cession do not allow

Moreover,

as

a

general principle of inter¬

25
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against bilateral negotiations. Happily,

our

doubts

not

were

proven

unfounded. We found

only cordiality and splendid hospitality of tl c
Botswana delegation but also her readiness, ai 1
indeed a preference for a peaceful an I
negotiated solution to the conflict.
What
was

1.

the

our

President took with him

to

Kasan

following negotiating position:

That, in the absence of

a

bilatera

negotiated settlement being reached,
1.1

the two countries should agree ant
declare that a border dispute doe:

exist;
1.2

1.3

that the

dispute should be resolved
peacefully through arbitration;
that acts of hostility be avoided at all
costs;

1.4

that normal communal activities

should continue;
1.5

that,

pending the outcome of the arproceedings, no unilateral
decision be taken or implemented;
that both sides refrain from making
unilateral public pronouncements;
bitration

SWAPO waged an armed struggle for 23 years against the most vicious military regime
African continent

Namibia and
a

cannot

be

imposed

on

the basis of

unilateral decision by one country only.
Namibian citizens have been subjected to

repeated drastic actions by the Botswana
Defence Force, supposedly in defence of their
national boundaries. We do

not

believe this

to

be

approach towards finding a solution to
problem. This is why we deplored this
development and instead advocated a dialogue
m the interest of
peace, friendship and co-operaa correct

the

tion between Botswana and Namibia.

We know the

deva.stating effects of war as a
result of over a century of anti-colonial struggle,
including an armed struggle waged for 23 years
against the most vicious military regime on the
African continent. With the demi.se of that evil

apartheid .system in Namibia, we had hoped that
the sub-region, like the rest of the world, was
entering a period of peace and political stability.
We also believe that peace is a necessary precondition for committing our collective resources and energies for the
prosperity of all our
peoples in Southern Africa. We wonder why it
is so difficult to live by that commitment when
we are not only
neighbours but also brothers and
sisters. For our part, we have exercised maximum restraint and will continue to
uphold the
letter and spirit of our own Constitution, the

was
we

There

were two

earlier rounds of meetings

1.6

of President Mugabe.

What 1 have stated

far reflects the back-

so

ground to the dispute, as we
position of the Government.

see

it, and also the

Regrettably, the letter and spirit of the
Understanding as well as the established mechanisms for dealing with the conflict
were either ignored or circumvented. And this
Protocol of

created

suspicions, hostilities and indeed
dangerous war psychosis.

a

We decided not to aggravate

the situation in
by word or by deed. Instead, we once
again enlisted the good offices of President
Mugabe, a common neighbour and Chairman of
the Frontline States, to help arrange a face-toface meeting between Presidents Nujoma and
any way

Masire.

The Kasane

Meeting

why and how the Kasane meeting,
place on the 24th May 1992, was or-

ganised.
When

with all these considerations in mind
to

our

delegation went there, we expected
intransigent and

find that Botswana would be

26

1.7

that both sides agree to
result of the arbitration;

1.8

that both sides consult and agree on
a mechanism for
agreeing on or set-

ting

in

sultations in the presence

This is

took the initiative of involving our com¬

!

Gabarone, Botswana, and in Arusha, Tanzania,
where Presidents Masire and Nujoma held con-

which took

It

I

neighbour and Chairman of the Frontline
States, His Excellency President Robert
Mugabe, to facilitate a process of dialogue as the
most desirable way to resolving the dispute.

Nations.

that

the

mon

OAU ('fcarter as well as the Charter of the United

Dialogue

on

up an

abide by the

Arbitral Tribunal.

After extensive and frank discussions in

Kasane,

a way was opened to pursue a practical
speedy solution through bilateral negotiations. All the parties saw a lot of wisdom in this
approach and thus agreed on a way forward. The
Communique that I will now read out to this
august House is a resumé of what was agreed
upon in Kasane;

and

Their Excellencies President Sam

Nujoma of Namibia and Sir Ketumile
Masire of Botswana met in Kasane, on
24th May 1992 in the presence ofHis Excellency President Robert G. Mugabe of
Zimbabwe to discuss the boundary bern'een

Botswana and Namibia around

SedudulKasikili Island.

After the arrival
of President Mugabe and President
Nujoma, the three Presidents went on a
tour of the Chobe River and viewed the
SedudulKasikili Island, after which they
examined various documents defining the
boundary around the Island. These ineluded the 1890 Anglo-German Treaty,
the 1892

Anglo-German-Portuguese

Treaty and Maps. The two Treaties define
the Botswana-Namibia boundaiy along
the Chobe River as the middle ofthe main
Sapem November, 1992
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the

channel of that river.
The three Presidents, after a frank discussi on, decided that the issue

d)

should he

peacefully. To this end, they
agreed that the boundary between
and

Namibia

Sedudu!Kasikili Island should he

a

across

military

tourists;
presence on the Island
should he lessened except for the

The team shall submit its findings to

Botswana and Namibia.
The Presidents of Namibia

and Botswana
agreed that nothing should he done which
is likely to adversely affect the good relations between Namibia and Botswana,

and accordingly

a)

resolved that;

each Government shall politically
and

administratively impress upon
people to reduce tension he-

their

tween

h)

two

countries;

the Island should
of tension;
existing social interaction between
not

c)

their

the situation
he

on

seen as one

the river;

f)

purpose

with Botswana about the Kasikili Island. Never!
If anyone,

including Hon. Muyongo or Hon.
Katjiuongua, wants to make an issue of it, 1 challenge them to prove it. For there are no closets
to begin with. None at all!

of anti-poaching activities.

'

Conclusion
Honourable
me

Speaker, before 1 conclude, let
firstly, our work

make three brief remarks;

now

has been cut out for

us.

We must do

our

homework, and prove on the basis of irrefutable

documentary evidence and historical as well as
in the light of the socio-economic life patterns
of our people in the region, that the Kasikili Island is an integral part of Namibia;

Secondly, in this connection the Honourable
Chief Moraliswani and his delegation, accompanied by our Regional Commissioner, by
mutual understanding, managed to get to
Kasane. This enabled

us to

brief Chief Moralis-

plans.- Our delegation also listened to his very useful insights about the issues

wani about

our

ensuing negotiations. We intend to closely
who
may have relevant information on the subject. '
Thirdly and lastly, 1 want to repeat once more
that there will never be any skeletons in
S WAPO’s closets revealing past or present deals

consult all the persons, as much as possible,

navigation should remain unimpeded, including free movement of

technical experts,

the
three Presidents. The Presidents agreed
that the findings of the team of technical
experts shall he final and binding on

the

e)

sub-

ject of investigation by a joint team of six

(three from each
country), to determine where the houndary lies in terms of the Treaty. The team
should meet within three to four weeks.

the economic activities, such as fish-

he laid

around

particularly about the history and

life patterns of the inhabitants in and around the
island. He will, no doubt, play a crucial role in

ing, shall continue on the understanding thatfishing nets should not

resolved

Botswana

involved and

people of Namibia and

Botswana should continue;

On the other hand, the Botswana-South

Africa

joint

elusive and

survey team’s report (albeit incondisputed) came out in 1985, the year

of the so-called interim government.
tion then becomes; “What did the
that

The quesmembers of

bogus government know, and when did they

know it?”
In the
who

same

vein, let it also be .said that those

today postering as super-patriots may
soon be haunted by the ghost of the doomed
republic of Itenge, when their past dealings with
certain neighbouring countries will be exposed,
as they certainly shall be. Let’s wait and see who
will have the last laugh. ♦
are

Theo-Ben Gurirab is the Namibian Minister

of Foreign Affairs

The Editor-in-Chief and staff of SAPEM would like to wish their

valuable readers

a

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
and

a

PROSPEROUS 1993
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Head of the Economic
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Herald, which, while lamenting the likely negative consequences

of the credit squeeze on
productive sectors, has rejoiced in the resulting
drastic decline in the prices of vehicles and the
brake on the escalating prices of housing.
Major commentators in the financial press
have put the blame not so much on bank-lending as on the expanding money supply, thereby
placing the blame for the spiralling rate of inflation squarely on Government. Thus on the one

THE CREDIT CRUNCH IN
ZIMBABWE
The Trade-Off Between Stabilisation and

Structural

Adjustment.

hand, Mr E. Bloch, in the Financial Gazette,

Guy C.Z. Mhone

identifies the Government

as

the

called for “draconian cuts

AS A CONSEQUENCE of the escalation

official annual rate of inflation from 15.5% in

press. There is general agreement that the rate of
inflation has been escalating and that it needs to

1990 to 28.1 % in 1991 and to about 40%

be reined in, but the views are

end of July

gent as to the causes of the problem and the solutions to it. The Government seems to have con-

of the

by the
1992, the Government of Zimbabwe
has, through the Reserve Bank, progressively
tightened the squeeze on credit availability in the
economy. The Governor of the Reserve Bank
has been quoted as follows in defence of the
squeeze;

markedly diver-

eluded that excessive

bank-lending is the major
tighten the
squeeze on credit availability. This position has
been welcomed by the official press, such as The

cause

of inflation, hence the need to

The

higher inflation progresses, the
higher the rate of return required hycomponies, and therefore, the more the re-ordering of current product mix to quickselling and more profitable products and
investment activities. [Financial Gazette,
April 16, 1992]
The Governor proceeded to note that such
portfolio realignment would reduce long-term
productive investment, undermine the state’s
fiscal base, thereby encouraging deficit spending and worsening the income distribution.
The Credit

Squeeze

that the Government will

con-

tinuously monitor and review the situation and
will consult with the business community on
possible ameliorative measures for key activities, the policy has generated a lively debate
in the public media, particularly the financial
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government

expenditures”, and on the other. Professor Hawkins, of the University of Zimbabwe, has on
similar grounds called for “stringent constraints
on money supply”. In the event, Mr Bloch and
Professor Hawkins have
and

even

had

an

unfruitful

unhelpful controversy over the relative
importance of the government deficit versus
money supply in underpinning inflation.
This controversy has rather obfuscated the issues at stake because of a lack of clarity in the
definitions of money supply, and a reluctance on
their part to examine the facts pertaining to
recent trends in both 'monetary' and ‘real’ variables. A more balanced view, perhaps, has been
presented by Mr Cleary, the chief executive of
an

the Standard Chartered Bank of Zimbabwe who
JULtO

has

supported present policies, but lamented the
“fine-tuning tactics” manifested in the ‘yo-yo’
swings in money supply, observing that it is
necessary “to stick with the policies we have,
implementing them more efficiently, by avoiding sudden lurches in one direction or the other
and concentrating on creating a stable, level
playing field” [Financial Gazette, August 27,

MOV to

MAR91

JULOt

NOV

Although the initial unequivocalness and
single-mindedness of purpose with which the
policy was begun has recently been tempered by
assurances

MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION

culprit and has

on

MAR 92*

1992]. On the far, and rather eclectic side, have

JUL 92

been calls to increase the money
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reduce interest rates and thus

The current problems associated with the
high rate of inflation place the Zimbabwe

Government in
Source; Zimbabwe Economic Review,

1992, Zimbank

September,

supply so as to
cheapen credit!

a

dilemma, and in an unenviable

position. Indeed, the political legitimacy of the
ruling ZANU-PF party is constantly being ques29
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In Ancient Legend, an Apple
once

changed the World.

: A

I

Southern African Apple Dealers: Angola: via Portugal Tel. Lisbon (35)1-84.70.513 thru 519. Bots

I

Francistown: Northern Botsalo Books Tel. 216020. Lobatse: Micro Peripheral Systems Tel. 332461. Lesotho: Mas

g
a

Tel. 783530. Mauritius: Port Louis: Axsys Tel. 2120021. Mozambique: Maputo: Transtechnica Tel. 423670; also
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tioned and

outcries

real incomes

on

the

one

(e)

unsustainable current account and fiscal

side constraints

deficits.

need to devise ameliorative and facilitative

Unfortunately, current efforts to rein in inflation, by having an unintended contractionary effeet on production and employment, are merely
fanning the discontent among the public and in

(0

the business sector. What in fact the Government

acerbate the biases and distortions in the ‘real’

of Zimbabwe is confronted with is the classic
economic

policy dilemma precipitated by the

need to balance stabilisation conditionalities to
restrain aggregate
*

overvalued exchange rates; and

haviour;

sec-

the other.

demand and restore external
and internal disequilibria as required by the Intemational Monetary Fund as a stamp of approval on continued multilateral, and often
bilateral aid, and structural adjustment measures
and expectations to resuscitate production,
employment and incomes arising from policy
measures of the sort supported and promoted by
the World Bank.

Stabilisation Measures

in Zimbabwe is best clarified

by considering
degree to which the financial crisis in
Zimbabwe deviates from the general case and
thus why and how the present policies may be
misdirected; and second the nature of supply-

by the government’s over-extended
absorption of financial resources as a consequence of its deficit-financing be-

hand, and by the wor-

sening business expectations in the private
tor on

credit

gradually being eroded by the public

against escalating prices and declining

The existence of ‘financial

‘monetary’ sphere is seen

repression’ in the
to reinforce and ex-

first the

against the expansion of the
growth of traditional exports, the emergence of non-traditional
exports, and the stimulation of efficient import
substitution activities. Since the ‘financial

repression’ relates to distortions in major
roeconomic market indicators

mac-

(interest rates, ex-

change rates, and the average price level) financial liberalisation and the restoration of current
account

and fiscal balances emerge as necessary,

although not sufficient, prerequisites to strucrural adjustment.
If the situation

the

the ‘ real ’ side that call for the

supply-side policy packages that should be
synchronised with appropriately devised and
targeted stabilisation measures.

that militate

sector

tradeable sector in terms of the

on

Zimbabwe’s

Monetary Policy

Between 1980 and 1991, Zimbabwe’s gross

domestic

product grew at an annual rate of about
was equivalent to the estimated annual rate of population increase, so that per
capita incomes were stagnant during this period.
3.2% which

However, both

narrow

(notes and coins) and

broad

(including near money) money supply increased by more than 300% over the 1980 to
1991 period. Similarly the price indices for both
higher and lower income urban families had increased by more than 300%.

ground in a particular
diagnosis and
manifests the symptoms indicated above, then
stabilisation measures of one degree or another
are indeed a necessary precondition to any
programme to revive the economy, and it may
be nonsensical to call for their suspension once
implemented. Indeed, the monetarist dogmatism
on the uncompromising manner in which
on

country fits the theoretical
In

general, while, it is accepted that stabilisaby stabilising prices and interest
rates, effecting positive real interests and
balancing supply and demand for financial
resources do establish a ‘level playing field’ or
enabling environment, which, complemented
by the usual structural adjustment measures, can
be exploited by entrepreneurs to stimulate
production and generate increased employment
tion

measures

and incomes, there has not been a consensus on
how stabilisation

to be

implepractice, without unduly straining the
economy. Theoretically, stabilisation measures
are predicated on the assumption that a developing economy is characterised by ‘financial
repression’ in that the combination of increasing
money supply and controlled interest rates and
foreign exchange rates results in
(a) demand for financial resources exceeding
supply, which is discouraged by negative
measures

are

mented in

real interest rates in that the rate of inflation

be higher than the rate of interest;
the shift of investments from long-term
may

(b)

productive activities into speculative and
short-term high yielding unproductive activities usually in the sphere of circulation
(buying and selling by the ubiquitous briefcase

(c)

businessmen)

or

into non-tradeables;

credit-rationing, which breeds corruption
and sustains the historical bias in credit al-

location;

(d)
32

the crowding-out of private sector access to

stabilisation

should be implemented is
belief that the situation on
the ground in many controlled open developing
economies is akin to the theoretically anticipated case. Thus, first, an immediate problem
arises, analytically, as to whether this, indeed, is
based

on

measures

the strong

the case, in Zimbabwe, for instance; and

second,

whether, given that stabilisation measures are
viewed

as

necessary,

but not sufficient precon-

ditions for revitalising the economy,

appropriate
complementary measures on the ’real’ side are
in place not only to safeguard against the likely
contractionary consequences of the stabilisation
measures, but to actively promote growth in
productive sectors in general, and in the tradeable sector in particular.
It is

our

tion both

contention that the Zimbabwe situathe monetary

and real sides deviate
somewhat, from the archetypical case that is
generally theoretically anticipated, and that not
only are present monetary policies mistargeted
in the monetary sphere, but that they also lack
complementary and facilitative supply-side
policies on the ‘real’ side of the economy. In this
respect, the current debate over monetary policy
on

Source: Zimbabwe Economic Review,

September,

1992, Zimbank

During this period, interest rates

were con-

trolled but varied within fixed ranges,

and a wide

spread between deposit and lending rates was
by all financial intermediaries. For
the greater part of the post-independence
decade, the exchange rate had remained constant
following a depreciation in 1982 until the end of
the decade when it was depreciated further.
maintained
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The

financing strategy changed from year to
with differing degrees of reliance on each
of the foregoing borrowers. Nevertheless,
government’s deficit financing behaviour was
definitely a factor in the expansion of the broad
money supply and may have had the effect of
crowding out private borrowers as well. Interestingly, it was not until the end of the post-independence decade that the unsustainability of
the government’s monetary policies came to a
year

head. Prior to 1990, the Zimbabwe government
seemed to have been succeeding in effecting a

.

stabilisation

policy of its own, for the usual
symptoms of excessive financial repression
were not

that visible.

Between 1980 and 1990, the economy was
characterised by low rates of inflation, at less
than 15% per year,

the absence of credit rationing, and the absence of pervasive black markets
in both the real and monetary sectors.

Source: Zimbabwe Economic Review.
1992, Zimbank

Indeed,

contrary to theoretical expectations, both

September,

savings (and fixed deposits) and loans and adhad increased by more than 500%. Thus
both the supply and demand for financial resources not only increased
by more than the increases in money
supply and prices, but did not
appear repressed as well; savings were
forthcoming and loanable funds were being advances

The government budget experienced deficits
throughout this period. The budget deficits were
financed by a combination of borrowing from
the banks, from the public and from external
sources.

vanced. In addition, both the domestic and the

foreign resource gaps
generally negative.

Government Deficit (Z$ million)
1988/89

1989/90

were

small although

The

seeming financial stability of the 1980’s
actually being sustained at the expense of
growth in the ‘real’ sector. The seeming absence
of financial repression was being manifested in
recessionary tendencies in the ‘real’ sector,
which was characterised by secular declines in
per capita, real private consumption and
declines in real gross fixed capital formation.

1990/91

was

Deficit

(-)
Financing
Foreign (Net)
Domestic (Net)
-Bank Borrowing
-Non Bank Borrowing
Source:

-1111.0

-1142.6

-1596.7

1111.0

1142.6

1596.7

129.1

201.6

285.5

981.9

941.0

1502.4

29.6

125.8

140.3

952.3

815.2

1362.1

Quarterly Economic and Statistical Review,

Vol. 12, Nos 3 and 4 1991.

The 3.2% average

GDP for the

annual rate of growth in
post-independence decade is mis¬

Distribution of National
Item
At Constant Prices percent

leading in that it is based on

a

♦

summation of ex-

traordinarily high growth rates in the boom
period following independence, with secular
rates

of decline from 1984 up to

the close of the
capita incomes were stagnant
or declining,
private sector consumption, which
1980’s. While per

had increased from about 66% of national gross

disposable income in 1980,

to 72% in 1983 had

declined to less than 50%

by the end of the

decade.
showed

Similarly,
a

net domestic investment
secular decline over the period while

private capital inflows were negligible. The
economy was plagued by shortages of foreign
exchange and excess capacity in the industrial
sector, adverse weather shocks, economic destabilisation, public sector expansion and a
general lack of investor confidence, all of which

exacerbated

by a poor policy environment
by redistributionist policy interventions controls and regulations combined
with an inherited inward-looking import-substitution policy regime with its
accompanying
biases against tradeables and the reinforcement
of import dependency.
were

characterised

Thus while

of the credit expansion was
of money creation, a significant
portion of it was a consequence of the increasing propensity to save in the economy. It is clear
that on the one hand, given the slow rate of expansion in gross domestic product and the
declining rate of net investment in the economy,
the phenomenal increases in credit expansion, in
a

some

consequence

nominal terms,

primarily reflected short-term
working capital borrowing by the private sector,
the value of which was generally escalating in
tandem with inflation through indexing. On the
other hand, private consumption was being
automatically suppressed in the absence of an
expanding supply of goods and services, and indeed in the face of a general shortage of basic
commodities, let alone income elastic durable

Expenditure for Selected Years (Percent)

1974

1978

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

61.9

64.8

63.5

66.3

64.9

72.0

58.0

47.2

44.5

1.3

1.4

1.0

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

(1980)

Private Consumption
Consumption of non-profit
making bodies
Net government current

consumption
Gross fixed capital formation
Increase in stocks
Net exports

Statistical
Total

of goods and services

discrepancy

expenditure
product

10.0

19.9

19.7

20.4

21.1

22.9

25.6

25.3

25.4

28.7

14,7

15.3

18.6

19,7

18.9

15.5

13.6

14,1

5.8

-2.8

3.4

5.9

0.7

-4.1

-0.5

4.4

4.7

-0.7

4.2

-3.0

-8.4

-7.8

-4.2

0.6

1.4

5.2

-7.0

-2.3

0.1

-3.6

0,7

-6.2

0.0

7.3

5.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

.

on gross

domestic

Source: Statistical Yearbook 1989, Zimbabwe p 102
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Gross Public Debt of Central Government, Z$ Million, 1971-1987
At end of external

borrowings

Domestic borrowings
Registered

Other

Stock

Registered

Other

Stock

Otfier

Savings and loan

Roating

Capital

issues

bonds

loans

issues

bonds

loans

certificates

deb!

NabiJities

Total

1980

101.0

257.6

56.2

1030.3

155.6

2.2

28.4

208.9

3.1

1843.3

1981

71.9

233.1

209.2

1098.2

190.0

30.4

27.3

235.8

2.8

2098.6

1982

78.3

321.3

441.8

1248.0

129.9

6.4

0.5

252.4

2.7

2481.3

1983

74.5

315.6

596.4

1486.6

149.1

5.9

0.3

221.9

2.7

2853.0

1984

69.3

508.3

860.1

1919.3

139.4

25.3

0.1

222.2

2.7

3746.7

1985

68.1

613.2

1147.6

2395.6

138.1

24.8

251.2

2.7

4641.3

1986

52.4

825.4

1345.2

2809.3

133.8

24.6

259.4

2.7

5452.8

1987

38.5

844.1

1801.5

3459.4

130.6

29.6

248.7

2.7

6551.1

Source:

Treasury Department, Statistical Yeartx>ok 1989. Zimb^we

Savings With Financial Institutions (Z$ million)

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

Commercial

Accepting

Finance

Banks

Houses

Houses

P.O.S.B.

Societies

Total

1981

541.6

167.1

158.8

279.6

573.1

1720.2

1982

738.1

172.8

150.4

349.9

576.6

1987.8

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

801.0

180.5

169.3

409.4

597.3

2157.5

Source:

Building

1018.0

179.0

174.8

543.5

585.4

2500.7

1038.9

204.3

203.2

708.3

618.0

2772.7

1139.0

158.8

252.4

903.0

663.9

3117.1

1346.2

208.5

318.8

1066.4

766.4

3706.3

1494.4

324.2

399.0

1213.2

954.7

4385.4

1972.0

354.2

532.1

1368.9

1279.2

5506.4

2228.0

295.4

697.8

1555.4

1840.5

6617.1

2612.8

241.4

1159.9

1886.9

2331.5

7081.6

Quarterly Ecommic and Statistical Review, Mol 12 Nos. 3 & 4 Sept/Dec 1991 p24

Monetary Banking Sector
Gold and

Foreign

Loans and Advances

Assets

End of

Total

Private Sector

Government

Total

Other

Total
1640.6

1980

207.6

818.2

433.3

1251.5

181.5

1981

207.0

1169.3

392.7

1562.0

211.9

1980.9

1982

214.2

1341.2

563.2

1904.4

157.7

2276.3

1983

204.5

1681.7

513.8

2195.5

237.3

2637.3

1984

245.6

1679.1

466.9

2146.0

498.3

2889.9

1985

317.4

2010.1

370.4

2380.5

544.8

3242.7

1986

332.9

2331.0

360.9

2691.9

449.9

3474.7

1987

400.4

2442.8

688.7

3131.5

466.7

3998.6

1988

416.2

2883.2

675.6

3558.8

898.2

4873.2

1989

456.9

3668.6

856.7

4525.3

769.0

5751.2

1990

553.1

4662.5

1215.9

5878.4

814.8

7246.3

Source:
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goods. From the mid-1980’s onwards, the
economy was caught in a low income equilibrium trap, which, although seemingly stable
was nevertheless undesirable from the point of
view of growth and development.
Government Debts
That the

underlying situation

clearly

was

un-

sustainable in the long-term was demonstrated
by the escalating domestic and external government

debts.

Between

1980 and 1990, the

government’s domestic debt had increased by
about 370% and the external debt

by

than

more

1000%.
The external debt service ratio had increased

from about 10% in 1980 to a high of 33% in
and

only began

decade

so

that

to

1987

decline toward the end of the

by 1990 it stood at about 25%.

The semblance of monetary

the rediscount rate and later

was

requirements to drastically place

a

lending. Thus while aggregate lending had increased by 18% and 48% in the first
and second halves of the year in 1991 respeclively, it only increased by 6% in the first half of
1992. The resulting credit squeeze has
precipitated an outcry from the business community with actual and impending threats of
retrenchments and shut downs

on

the increase.

However, the government has implemented this

tight credit policy without necessarily embarking on a tight monetary policy since both the
monetary base and money supply have continned to expand as credit-lending has been
squeezed. Thus money supply has continued to
grow at more than 30% per year with the rate of
inflation currently above 40%.
More

importantly, government expenditures
expand. Indeed, it may not be

have continued to

disrupted by the abrupt expansion in the
monetary base and the money supply that followed the rapprochement with the Bretton Wood
institutions and the adoption of the Economic

entirely fortuitous that the credit squeeze has
come Just at the time that the government needs

Structural

sidised seed, fertilizer and

Adjustment Programme in 1990.

The combination of

gradual price decontrol,
deregulation, devaluation, import liberalisation,
and the increased inflow of foreign aid gave an

expansionary boost to aggregate demand in the
economy. Between January 1990 and September 1991, the monetary base had expanded by
about 180% with foreign aid more than doubling, bank deposits increasing by 78% and
notes and coins increasing by about 59%.
Broad money
that

supply increased by 63% over
period whik loans and advances increased

by 64% and savings in commercial banks by
34% over the same period.
The economy,

however, did not

seem to

be

picking up as the situation was aggravated by an
unprecedented iirought. Consumers complained
about escalatin;, prices and the absence of new
employment opportunities while businesses
were merely i iigaged in refurbishing and reslocking, and v hile higher income groups satisfled their pent-up demand for imported durables.
Thus around 990, the economy was propelled
into a stagflationary spin which the government
was immediately determined to partially control
by attempting to curtail its inflationary aspect.

Curtailing Inflation
The government
two

polii

y

applied a combination of
instruments by initially increasing

Sapem November. 1992

combat the effects of the drought
imports, and, currently, with sub-

resources to

with food

ing rain

season.

inputs for this comThe financial resources being

withdrawn from the financial intermediaries
a

consequence

reappear as

of increased reserve-ratios

as

may

increased net claims against the

government to finance drought relief programmes.

In addition, the government

has yet to

seriously address the trimming of its
tended

over-ex-

public sector.

In the final analysis the credit squeeze, by indiscriminately denying financial resources to
both productive and unproductive (speculative
and rent-seeking) activities, is likely to aggravate stagflation by reducing aggregate supply while aggregate demand is increasing. This
tendency will be reinforced by the general tendency for savings to increase while real consumption and real gross fixed capital formation

decline.
The fundamental

problem with current
credit-squeeze is indiscriminate in its impact and that growth indueing measures on the supply side are incoherent.
The aim of ES AP is not only to establish an enabling environment conducive to growth, but to
also actually stimulate growth. In Zimbabwe, it
is important to underscore the oft ignored implications of ESAP in terms of restructuring the
economy and resuscitating economic growth.
monetary policy is that the

First,

increasing the

squeeze on

stability that had

been maintained in the decade of the 1980’s

ratio

reserve

♦

given the inward-looking import-sub-

stitution bias of the past

development strategy
legacy of UDI, ESAP will have to entail the demise of many economic activities that
benefited from a protected and controlled policy
that

was a

environment, and that

are

unable to compete in

deregulated and outward-looking engrowth of
new activities
primarily in non-traditional exports as well as the expansion of traditional exports. Now the historical legacy in credit and
foreign exchange allocation and in government
an

open

vironment. Second, ESAP entails the

subsidies has been institutionally biased toward
protected industries and traditional exports so
that
in

new

activities still tend to be

marginalised

spite of ESAP.

Thus a country such as Zimbabwe with a fairly developed import substitution sector is confronted with some very unique problems compared to countries such as Ghana or Uganda, for
instance, where industrial development was almost non-existent prior to embarking on structural adjustment.

Implications of Stabilisation Measures
First, the adoption of Bretton Wood style
stabilisation

measures

is

likely to result in de-in-

dustrialisation in the shortAnd second,

to

medium-term.

by the same token, Zimbabwe faces

the dilemma of balancing

imperatives for ensuring short- to medium-term growth with those for
long-term growth and structural adjustment.
Sources of growth in the short-term can only
come from reducing excess capacity in
existing
industries by ensuring that such industries (e.g
textiles) have access to credit and foreign exchange. In the medium-term these very industries may be encouraged to expand. But then,
many such existing industries may be the very
ones destined to decline given that they
may be
absorbing more domestic and foreign exchange
resources per unit of output than the resources
incurred in importing competitive products from
abroad, especially South Africa. Further, it may
be possible that under ESAP the same resources
could generate more

employment, more valueforeign exchange if redirected
emerging non-traditional export activities.

added and
to

more

Considerations of short-term social welfare
demand that the old

protected and possibly inefsupported, but the expectations of ESAP are that they should be allowed to
ficient industries be

die. This dilemma also extends to the

over-ex-

tended social and economic infrastructure which

35
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was

established

over

the years

for social welfare

regional security concerns or to support
protected industries. Short- to medium-term imperatives demand its rehabilitation, while ESAP
goals may require its being scrapped in favour
of new infrastructure compatible with newly
emerging economic activities. Obviously, the
or

efficient of the old industrial and in-

more

frastructural investments in the context of ESAP
need not pose a
remains

as to

problem. Nevertheless, the task

how to balance short- to medium-

demands for

employment and income
generation with the long-term goal for structural
realignment and resource allocation reswitching
toward activities compatible with a liberalised
outward-looking strategy.
term

At

one

level, the foregoing dilemma concerns

the need to formulate
mental strategy

and

appropriate develop-

an

properly balanced package of policy measures and incentives to guide
the market-driven economy toward a particular
a

outcome. And at another

for

an

toward

a

a marketparticular outcome.

by the ascendancy of stabilisaand the adoption of ESAP in

government has no option but to move away

policy fine-tuning; with
soliciting, administering, monitoring and servicing external donor aid; with administering controls and

be

as

of

consequences

of ESAP; and with

countering criticisms emanating from various
disgruntled constituencies by defending a seem-

economy

long-term development goals.
In conclusion then the

while

necessary step,

a

current

is not sufficient

as a

basis for formulating

comprehensive and complementary packages of
incentives

addressing and facilitating foreign
technology acquisi-

and domestic investment,

tion, skill formation, market identification and
The latter concern,

regarding management
capacity, is important since the government’s
collapsed with the onset

sion, in favour of short- to medium-term
economic management
as

the

with the annual budget

key instrument. This development has

away

(b)

on

their

at

stake

on

the ‘real’ side of the economy
as a matter

of urgency

generalised despondency is to be reversed.
Note

The statistics cited have been calculated from data in
the

Quarterly Economic and Statistical Review
(Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe) Vol. 12, Nos 3 and 4,
(C.S.O.) 1989, and the Zimbabwe Economic Review
(ZIMBANK) September 1991 and September 1992.

com-

1,

These issues

are

discussed

by Tony Killick,

patibility with long-term structural needs

editor, in The Quest For Economic Stabilization:

of the economy

The IMF and The Third World (London:

under ESAP;

multiple interest rates
term

to encourage

Heineman Educational Books, 1984).

long2.

investment in desirable activities and

controlling money supply at the source,
that is, by controlling government expenditures and bank borrowing.
With

Bevan, Paul Collier and Jan Gunning: Controlled

Open Economics — A Neoclassical Approach to Structuralism (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1990).
3.

economy

prompted to

and constraints entailed by
legacy of import-substitution industrialisation are discussed by Dan Ndlela:
“Problems of Industrialization

diversified, auto-centrically driven

—

Structural and

Policy Issues”, in Ibbo Mandaza, (ed), Zimhahwe: The Political Economy of Transition

able to absorb shocks and to sustain

growth with equity. On the basis of such

The prospects

Zimbabwe’s

tional, non-traditional and import-substitution

a

Sensible Macroeconomics in the Third World

(Oxford: Claredon Press, 1988); and David

the government needs a long-term explicit strategy that clearly postulates the tradi-

ensure

approach addresses stabilisation
along these lines. See for in.stance Killick,
The Quest For Stabilization; Lance Taylor:
Varieties of Stabilization Experience—Towards
a

regard to supply-side stimulation of the

economic activities that need to be

The structural
issues

discourage investment in inefficient,
speculative or rent-seeking activities; and
to

(c)

Thus the current

September/December 1991, the Statistical Yearbook

promoting differential credit availability to
economic activities based

away.

policy debate merely diverts confrom the more fundamental economic

stabilisation measure, and is, in the absence of

with medium- to

long-term planning
of the 1983/84 reces-

gradually slips

which need to be tackled

economy,

infrastructure support.

concern

cem

if the

as a

as a consequence

adoption of stabilisation and
adjustment measures, the

preoccupation with and overdramatisation of the

issues

credit-cmnch,

long-term

government’s ability to manage and direct the

credit-crunch

deploy to a creative and susof the economy toward

tained management

needs to be elaborated in

microeconomic detail

structural

slack that it could

and structure of the

course

especially when,

to a

uncritical

economy

and incentives. Second, in this same

desired future

an

ingly elusive economic record. In short, the
government does not have the management

such they need to

respect, a supply-side strategy anticipating the

of, and without reference

cal disaster,

complemented by targeted supply-side policy

measures

sence

negative

negative impact

productive sectors, and that

1980-1986 (Dakar: CODESRIA, 1986). ♦

a

strategy, targeted supply-side packages of incen¬

Guy C2.. Mhone is the Head of the Southern
Africa Regional Institute for Policy Studies
(SARIPS), at SAPES Trust
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a

long-term developmental preoccupations.
in the ab-

ministering drought relief and the short-term

(a)

non-

preoccupations into adopting

management posture that is totally imbued by

strategy is an invitation to economic and politi-

with ad-

economic in nature, have an indiscriminate

both productive and

current

needs of the old industrial constituency;

With regard to stabilisation, the
government may need to consider the following;

on

from its

In this respect,

Short-term fine-tuning of the economy

tural adjustment.

macro-

exploited by the private sector to

realise the desired strategy.

regulations, particularly related to
foreign exchange allocation and the trade
regime, in support of the short- to medium-term

stabilisation

policy instruments, being

or

short-term monetary

government recognise that demand-oriented

requires, first, that the

concern

dustry

microeconomic level

by sector, infirm need to be formulated and imple-

on a

mented to be

supply-side complementary measures, likely to
militate against the expected outcomes of struc-

The former

tives

general. Thus government management
capacities are currently fully preoccupied with

level, it entails the need

appropriate capacity to manage

driven economy

been reinforced

tion management

Sapem November. 1992
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PEACE HAS

MOZAMBIQUE EXPERIENCES ITS FIRST
MOMENTS OF

^as got off to an inauspicious start.

The peace agreement,

PEACE, BUT THERE IS STIUU

' tober 4 by President

signed in Rome

joaquim

on

Oc-

Chissano and

I Renamo leader, Afonso Dhlakama, has already

A LONG ROAD TO TRAVEL.

I

I

Fernando

finally come to Mozambique, but

been violated. Renamo, in less than

a

week, has

occupied four district capitals in the face of
government troops, powerless because they

Gonsalves

have adhered to the order not

volved in any

to

become in-

aggressive action after October 4.

Ceasefire Violations
Incidents in violation of the peace agreement
to be

were

expected. However, violations of the

present magnitude raise serious doubts as to the

possibility of a peaceful and orderly transition
to peace in Mozambique. Furthermore,
throughout the entire history of the long process
of negotiation. Renamo and its leaders have
never shown themselves to be
particularly exemplary in honouring promises made before the
international community.
Bearing witness to the climate of violence of
the post-ceasefire period, government forces
counter-attacked and,
town

on

October 22, re-took the

of Angoche,

northern

the largest urban centre of the
province of Nampula, which on the

18th of the month had fallen into rebel hands.

Following the
is

Pic: AIM

The December

I, 1990 agreement led to the establishment of the above international Joint
Verification Commission

success

of this mission, the army

hoping to repeat this feat in the other areas
occupied by Renamo following the ceasefire.
In Maputo, Renamo's spectacular actions are
now

viewed

as

symptomatic of the existence of a fac-

tion within Dhlakama’s movement which

MOZAMBIQUE VIVE OS PRIMEIROS MOMENTOS DE PAZ,
MAS O CAMINHO AINDA É LONGO
Fernando
FINALMENTE A paz

da magnitude

que, mas nem

colocam

chegou em Mofambitudo comecou bem, o acordo de
cessar-fogo, assinado no dia 4 de Outubro em
Roma pelo presidente Joaquim Chissano e pelo
liderdaRenamo, Afonso Dhlakama, jacomegou
a
registar os primciros incidentes de viola^ao,
com a

Renamo.

em menos

de

uma .semana, a

pela forja das armas quatro sedes distritais, ante a impotente reac^ao do exercito
govemamental, o qual observou ordens de nao
se envolver em ac^oes belie istas, desde o dia 4
ocupar

de outubro.
As actuais

viola^oes enun esperadas, incidentes proprios de percurso. Contudo. viola^oes
Sapem November, 1992

Gontfalves

verifica actualmente,
as possibilidades da
transii;ao a uma paz completa em Mozambique
vir a ser de fomta pacifica e ordeira. pois na historia deste longo processo de negociagoes, a
em

Renamo

e os

emplares
sumidos

que se

serias duvidas

seus

Testemunhando
cessar

lidetes

nunca

foram

ex-

honrar os compromissos asperante a comunidade intemacional.
em

fogo.

as

o

clima de violencia do pos

formas govemamentais

-

contra-

atacaram, e no dia 22 de outubro recuperaram a

Vila de

Angoche. na provincia setentrional de
o maior centre urbano que no dia 18

Nampula,

do

mesmo mes

des. Dada
sar os

a .sua

tinha caido

nas maos

bem sucedida missao

dos rebelem

expul-

ocupantes, o exercito vé agora as suas

capacidades de repetir a proeza nas outras areas
também ocupadas pela Renamo depois do cessar fogo.
As

espectaculares ac^oes da Renamo sao visMaputo, como um sintoma da existencia
de uma fac^ao dentro do movimento de
Dhlakama que pretende distanciar-se do acordo,
enquanto que outros circulos vem nestas ac^oes
a incapaeidade
jä manife.sta do lider da Renamo
fazer respeitar os compromissos por ele assumidos junto dos seus comandantes.
tas, em
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wishes to distance itself from the peace agree-

Ceasefire Commission (CCF),

already manifest incapacity of the Renamo
leader to enforce the promises he made together

responsibility for
carrying out the process. The CCF includes representatives of countries chosen by each of the
former warring parties, and is headed by a rep-

with his commanders.

resentative of the United Nations.

ment,

while other circles

see

in these actions the

The CCF itself acts under the Commission for

which marks the conclusion of all hostilities, is

Supervision and Control (CSC), which is the
body responsible for overall political control of

document of

three pages,

obliging the
two parties to be guided by the stipulations of
the seven protocols signed during the negotiating process which has been taking place in
Rome since July 1990.
According to the general agreement, the
Mozambican government and Renamo are also
obliged to abide by the four documents signed
in Rome, including the agreement of December
1, 1990, regarding the partial withdrawal of
Zimbabwean troops stationed in Mozambique,
and the Joint declaration on the guiding principles for humanitarian aid, signed on July 16

a

a mere

this year.
But of all the documents, that of

paramount

importance is protocol number six, which,

en-

titled “end to armed conflict," .sets out the practical actions to be taken in terms of the im-

plementation of the general peace accord.
This protocol assigns the government and
Renamo, acting within the ambit of the
O acordo

de Mo^ambique^^que
um simples
documento de tres paginas, que obriga as duas
partes a guiarem-se pelo estipulado dos .sete
protocolos que fotam sendo assinados a medida
que o processo negocial ia decorrendo em Roma,
sela todas

geral de

as

paz

hostilidades, é

the ceasefire.
In essence, the structure of

supervision, coninspection is similar to
many cases of this type, the most recent being
the process which brought indepiendence to
trol, verification and

Namibia, and which in

humanitaria, assinado

a

16 de Julho deste

ano.

Mas de todos os documentos é de

particular

o

importäncia
protocolo numero seis. o qual sob

titulo termo do conflito armado. delinea as

praticas a serem tomadas no quadro da
implementazao do acordo geral de paz.

aczoes

Este

protocolo atribui ao governo e ä

Renamo, actuando

no

ambito da Comissao de

Cessar-Fogo (CCF). a resptonsabilidade pela
execuzao do processo. A CCF Integra ainda representantes dos paises que forem escolhidos por
cada uma das partes ex-beligerantes, sendo
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Image

of Dhlakama’s movement

opportunity, following the ofmarking October 4, Renamo

showed its true eolours. Whilst its forces

oc-

cupied district capitals in the north of the
country, its representatives in Maputo justified
men to

take part

in the various

supervisory commissions, alleging that the government had not provided them
with accommodation.

por urn representante

das Na^oes

Unidas.
Por seu lado, a CCF subordina-se a Comissao

de Suftervisao e Controlo (CSC), orgao responsavel

pelo controlo politico global do

cessar-

fogo.
a

estrutura de

supervisao.

con-

tes aqueles que conduziram a Namibia a indeptendencia, e Angola ao fim da guerra de 16 anos
que opunha a UNITA ao MPLA.
Porem, o que jd nao se pode considerar semelhante no caso de Mozambique, é aqualidade e a
natureza dos actores principais no processo.
A primeira oportunidade, depois das
ceremonias protocolares do 4 de Outubro, a
as suas

verdadeiras

cores.

En-

quanto as suas forzas ocupavam sedes distritais
norte do

pais, os seus representantes em
Maputo justificavam a nao chegada da sua equipa de 30 homens para integrar as diversas comissoes de controlo, alegando que o govemo nao
Ihes tinha disponibilizado alojamento.
Quando o governo. na voz do seu representante na CSC, o Ministro dos Transportes e
Comunicazoes Armando Guebuza, anunciou
no

Anselmo Victor—

for

a

high level delegation, and that they did not

have

of communication such

means

telephones

or

as

fax machines.

Mozambique is facing

a grave housing
shortage, and many people who once lived in the
areas

have been forced

to move

into the

which has

aggravated
the already fragile housing situation in the urban
Political and

war.

military analysts in Maputo in-

terpret Renamo’s arguments as being part of a
series of

dilatory manoeuvres destined to
discussion at an official level of the
occupation of the four strategic points, especially at a time when the United Nations Mission to
Mozambique (UNOMOZ) is reduced to the interim special representative of the Secretaryprevent the

existiam onde os membros da
delegay'ao da Renamo, chefiada por Raul
Domingos, deveriam ser instalados, o representante politico do movimento de Dhlakama.
que casas

Anselmo Victor, mudou de discurso. afinniuido

pre-fabricadas disponibilizadas
nao estavam dotadas das
condizoes necessarias para alojar uma
delegazao de alta nivel, e que nao dispunham de
meios decomunicazao taiscomo telefonese maquinas de fax.
Mozambique enfrenta graves carencias de
habitazao, e muita gente que vivia nas zonas
rurais foi obrigada a migrar para as cidades
devido a guerra, agravando a ji debil situazao
que as casas

trolo, verificazao e fiscalizazao é semelhante a
de muitos casos do genero, sendo os mais recen-

Renamo vestiu

—

suddenly switched his argument and claimed
that the pre-fabricated houses provided by the
government were not adequate accommodation

centres.

presidida

an-

the members of the Renamo delegation (led
by Raul Domingos), the political repre.sentalive

rural

of

the non-arrival of its team of 30

and

nounced that houses had indeed been allocated

process.
At the earliest
ficial ceremonies

repre-

Communications, Armando Guebuza,

cities because of the

case

through its

the CSC. Minister of Transport

Mozambique differs in
the quality and type of the principal actors in the

However, the

Na essencia,

Segundo o acordo geral, o Govemo Mo^ame a Renamo obrigam-se tambem a
cumprir outros quatro documentos as.sinados em
Roma, que incluem o acordo de I de Dezembro
de 1990, sobre a retirada parcial das tropas Zirababweanas em Mozambique, e a declarazao conjunta sobre os principios orientadores da ajuda

years

of war between UNITA and the MPLA.

desde Julho de 1990.

bicano

Angola ended 16

Renamo’s

on

to

Mozambique General Peace Agreement,

The

When the government,

sentative

pelo governo

habitacional

nos centros

urbanos.

Analistas

politicos e militäres em Maputo interpretam os argumentos da Renamo como parte
de um conjunto de manobras dilatorias destinadas

a

evitar que a questao

da ocupazao dos

quatro pontos estrategicos seja discutida a nivel
oficial, especialmente numa altura em que a
Missao das

Nazoes Unidas para Mozambique/United Nations Operation in Moziunbique
(UNOMOZ) encontra-se reduzida ao representante especial interino do Secretario-Geral
das Nazoes Unidas, e a um simbolico continSapem November. 1992
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General, and

a

symbolic contingent of military \ wean Defence Minister, Moven Mahachi, the
no more than 25 men.
authorities in Harare are determined that they

observers who number

UNOMOZ will not be

completely estabshall not be held responsible for any failure to
Mozambique until the presént interim
observe the Rome agreement,
representative presents his report to the United I
Nations Secretary-General, who in his turn, will |
submit it for the approval of the Security Counlished in

♦

But the recent

aggressions by Rename may
give the Zimbabweans second thoughts,
given fears that the present wave of instability
could spread to the south of the Zambezi, affectwell

cil.

Zimbabwean

Troops

j

Agreement also stipulates the !
foreign troops stationed in \
Mozambique, but this point refers mainly to the '
Zimbabwean forces, a contingent officially es- !
timated at 5,{X)0 men, which has been present in ^
Mozambique for six years, protecting i
The Peace

withdrawal of

Zimbabwe’s

access routes to

the Indian Ocean.

The Zimbabwean troops,

against whose
Mozambique President Robert
Mugabe has persistently fought — at least until
complete stability has been established — have
.scrupulously complied with the date set for the
commencement of their return tp Zimbabwe,
October2l, and they have until November 15 to
complete their departure.
Desf)ite the difficulties which the Zimbabweans expect to face in dismantling their equipment, as has already been noted by the Zimbabwithdrawal from

gente de militäres de observagao que nao

ultrapassa

os

sera

inteiramente destacada

Mogambique ate que o actual representante
interino apresente o seu relatorio e recomendagoes ao Secretario Geral das Nagoes Unidas,
que o submetera por sua vez a aprovagao do
Conselho de Seguranga.
para

Os acordos de paz

preconizam tambem a
estrangeiras estacionadas em
Mogambique, mas este ponto refere-se fundamentalmente as forgas do Zimbabwe, cujo
contingente oficialmente estimado em 5.000
homens, encontrava-se em Mogambique hä seis
anos para a proteegao das rotas de acesso do
retirada das iropas

Zimbabwe

ao

Oecano Indico.

As tropas

Zimbabweanas, contra cuja retirada
Mogambique o Presidente Robert Mugabe se
bateu afmeadamente pelo menos até quo fos.se
-

uma

j
;
■

[
j
Zimbabwean forces have been protecting the country’s access routes to the Indian Ocean
reconhecido

pelo Ministro Zimbabweano da

estabilidade absoluta

-

cumpriram escrupulosamente o prazo do inicio
do seu regresso, o dia 21 de Outubro, devendo
completar a retirada a 15 de Novembro.
Apesar das dificuldades que .se espera que o
contingente Zimbabweano venha enfrentar na
desmontagem do seu equipamento, como fora jå

Sapem November. 1992

as

autoridades de

Harare estao

empenhadas em nao ser elas os
responsaveis pelo incumprimento dos acordos
So

as recentes

aepoes

belicistas da Renamo

poderao levar os Zimbabweanos a segundos
pensamentos, dados os receios de que a actual
onda de instabilidade podera alastrar-se para sul
do Zambeze, afectando o principal corredor
economico do Zimbabwe, constituido pela linha
ferrea,
Beira

rodovia

a

e a

transiy'ao a uma paz duradoura se desenrola de
forma impecavel.
Foram estabelecidos 49 pontos de acantonamento para as forpas do governo e da
Renamo, de onde

de Roma.

e o

fronteira

oleoduto entre

o

porto da

comum.

os

efectivos dos dots

beligerantes nao poderao sair sent a autorizapao
dos oficiais das Napoes Unidas. Um grande
problema que se coloca nesses pontos estara
relacionado com a logistica, e a montagem de
um rigoroso sistema de controlo que nao permitira que os soldados abandonem os locais de
acantonamento com as respectivas armas.
O novo exercito nacional unico .serd composde 30 mil homens, que deverao ser recrutados
de ambas as partes, numa base de 50 por cento
to

O Zimbabwe
redores

encara a

Mogambicanos

.se

utilizagao dos cordireito inter-

como um

que

para cada lado. segundo estabelecem os acordos
de Roma, se se considerar correcta a actual es-

prende com a boa vontade do governo do dia

timativa de 100.000 soldados do actual exercito

nacional inalienavel.

de

estabclecida

j

Defesa. Movem Mahachi.

25 homens.

A UNOMOZ nao

\

no seu

Mas

e nao uma concessao

vizinho do leste.

muito que .seja desejada em
Mogambique. ela coloca serios desafios ao
governo do Presidente Joaquim Chissano, actualmente a bragos com uma crise economica
sem

a

paz, por

preeedentes.

S6

elevado

empenho da comunidade inespiecial dos paises ocidentais,
poderå pennitir que o actual processo de
um

temacional,
é que

e em

govemamental, entao
mobilizar de

uma

o governo terd de dess6 sentada. 85.000 homens,

terå de assegurar empregos e a sua
reintegrapao ordeira na vida civil.
As forpas da Renamo estao estimadas cm 2530,000 homens. o que significa que pelo menos
10,000 ex-guenilheiros terao de passar para a
dtsponibilidade. Tomando em conta que a
maioria do contingente da Renamo é constituido
para quern
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ing Zimbabwe's principal corridor, the railway,
pipeline between the port of Beira and
the border shared by the two countries.
road and

Zimbabwe
corridors

rather than
may
hour

sees

as an

the

use

to

the

right,

concession

east.

poses

serious challenges for the govern-

of President

Joaquim Chissano, presently
grappling with an unprecedented economic
ment

the Italian government to convene a

25,000-

conference
organisations to raise
funds for the elections and emergency relief and
the re-integration of the refugee populations and

signifying that at least 10,000 exguerillas will have to be disposed of. Taking into

the demobilised soldiers. However, the present
international economic climate, affecting also

Renamo forces

30,000

estimated

are

at

of donor countries and

men,

account that most

the countries of the North, may

of Renamo's forces consist of

crisis.

Only a special undertaking of the intemational community, and especially the West, will ensure that the
present transition to lasting peace
proceeds smoothly.

There is a concern that the Mozambican question will not

gain the same support as the Angolan question, where the West had an interest
in guaranteeing the substitution of the marxist
MPLA government. In Mozambique, most
Western nations, including the United States,
were on the side of the government, and in the
case of the United
Kingdom, actually helped to
arm the Mozambican army in its
struggle against

Mozambique will also have to repatriate
than 1.5 million refugees who are presently dispersed in neighbouring countries, and
resettle them in their places of origin, plus
more

another 2.5 million who

were

forced

to

abandon

their homes because of the conflict.

Creating a New Army
Forty nine assembly points have been established for the armies of Renamo and the Government,

and which the combatants of both sides

organise
and provide funds for all
political parties registered with the Ministry of

^e West’s desire
strong.

Justice.

the

may not leave without the authorisation of the
United Nations officials. A serious problem arts-

ing at these assembly points relates to logistics,
a rigorous system of

and the establishment of

control which will be able to prevent

soldiers

leaving the assembly points with their arms.
The new national army will be composed of
30,000

men,

who

must

be recmited from both

parties, on a basis of 50 percent from each side,
according to the Rome agreement. If we consider that the current estimates of the size of the

government forces are correct at 100.000 men,
then the government will have to demobilise

pof jovens adolescentes, é de assumir que estes
terao de passar por um processo

preliminary phase of
registration alone will require 80,000
brigades each consisting of five people. This
process alone will cost around USS80 million.
The government can only afford to provide 5
percent of this sum.
All this must be concluded 12 months after
the

signing of the peace agreement, which raises
as to the government's
capacity
respond to the complexities of the process.
Protocol seven of the peace agreement stipu-

serious doubts
to

lates that the government

and Renamo must ask

Tudo isto devera estar concluido 12

guerra.

colocadas

donarcm

as suas

residencias devido

ao

conflito.

O Govemo teni tambem de

organizar o
processo eleitoral, e dar financiamento a todos
os partidos politicos que estiveram
registados
junto do Ministerio da Justina.

apos a

capacidade de
exigencias

pela complexidade do

processo.

O

protocolo numero sete. dos acordos de paz,
estipula que o govemo e a Renamo deverao
solicitar ao govemo Italiano a convocagao de
uma Conferencia de paises e
organizazoes
doadoras para o financiamento do processo
eleitoral e de programas de emergencia e reintegrazao das populazoes deslocadas e dos
militäres desmobilizados. Mas

a

actual processo

economiea mundial, que

afecta também os
paises do norte, podera limitar as quantidades de

dinheiro

stituidas por cinco membros
so eleitoral requerera cerca

bique

40

se a

meses

paz, o que

resposta do govemo esta a altura das

Estima-se que so para a fase de regi.sto
eleitoral serao necessarias 80,000 brigadas con-

cada. So o procesde 80 milhoes de
dolares americanos. E o govemo podera apenas
suportar 5 por cento deste montante.

assinatura dos acordos de

a ser

doado.

Hä preocupazao

de que a questao de Mozam-

aderencia que teve a
questao Angolana, onde o ocidente tinha interesse em garantir a substituizao do
govemo Marnao tera a mesma

xista do MPLA. Em

Mozambique, a maioriados

to see change

And if there is

It is estimated that the

voter

coloca serias duvidas sobre

Mozambique terä tambem de repatriar mais
refugiados que sencontram
espalhados pelos paises vizinhos. e recoloctu' nas
suas zonas de origem, outras cerca de 2.5 milhoes de pessoas que foram obrigadas a aban-

to

The Future

de reeduca^ao
civica, para retirar de si as imagens das horrores
que cometeram ou que presenciaram durante a

de 1.5 milhoes de

Renamo. In these circumstances, it is feared that

the electoral process,

The Government will also have

well limit the

funds available.

adolescents, one assumes that these will
have to undergo a process of re-education into
civilian life, in order to erase the images of the
horrors they have committed or witnessed
during the war.
young

Peace, however much longed for in Mozam-

bique,

in a single operation, providing
employment and ensuring their orderly re-integration into civilian life.
men

them with

of the Mozambican

inalienable international

granted by whoever
be the government of the day in its neigha

85,000

[

will not be

very

determination not to repeat

a

Angolan experience, where at the time of the
elections there were three armies, allowing
UNITA the luxury of refusing to recognise the
election results, it will be necessary in Mozambique to form a single army six months before
the elections.
On the other hand, it will also be necessary to

quickly as possible that all roads are
cleared of landmines, so that all areas come
ensure as

under state control, and all
access

to the

entire

political parties have
population.*

Fernando Goncalves is

SAPEM Cor-

a

respondent based in Mozambique

paises ocidentais, incluindo

os

Estados Unidos,

estiveram sempre do lado do govemo, e no caso
do Reino Unido, ajudou mesmo a armar o exer-

cito

mozambicano na luta contra a Renamo.
Nestas circunstancias, receia-se que nao serä
tanto o

desejo de

um

maior envolviniento

ocidental para que haja mudanzas.
E se hä empenho em nao repetir os precalcos
do processo

Angolano, em
eleizoes havia tres exercitos,
UNffA dar-se

ao

luxo de

que a
o que

nao

altura das
pemtitiu a

reconhecer

os

resullados do processo
necessario que o exercito
seis

meses antes

Por

outro

eleitoral. entao serå
unico esteja fomiado
das eleizoes.

lado,

sera

tambem necessario

as-

segurar o mais rapido. a desminagem de todas
as vias de comunicazao para o interior do pat's,
de modo

permitir que a administrazao estatal
seja estendida a todas as areas do
pais, e que todos os partidos politicos tcnha acesso a todas as populazoes do pais.
a

do govemo
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ANGOLA: ANOTHER CIVIL WAR?
Fernando

Gongalves

IN ANGOLA, the confrontations of the last
weekend of October resulted in the deaths of
than 2.0()0 people, with the capital, Luanrecording the highest incidence of 1,200
deaths, according to unofficial estimates.
more

da.

This latest carnage marked
deterioration of the political

the climax in the
situation in the
country, a crisis which began in the first days of
October, when Jonas Savimbi and his Union for
the Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA)
rejected the results of the first multi-party
general elections, which took place on September 29 and 30, and were won by the party in
power, the Popular Movement for the Liberation
of Angola (MPLA).
One might say that in this Southern-Central
African country, history dares repeat itself. In
1975, at the climax of the South African invasion, which

was at

the invitation of UNITA

and British mercenaries

(the latter in the pay of

Holden Roberto’s National Front for the Liberation of

Angola

—

FNLA), the MPLA with the

Arlindo Chenda Pena

“Ben Ben”, the

former UNITA chief-of-staff died in the battle for

Luanda

ANGOLA: NOVA GUERRA CIVIL?
Fernando

Gonsalves
O

OS CONFRONTOS do ultimo fim-de-semana

Cubanos,

Outubro, em Angola, resulUtfam na morte de
niais de 2,000 pessoas, com a capital, Luanda, a

aqueles dois movimentos. ironicamente sig-

UNITA, Abel Chivukuvuku foi ferido

natorios dos acordos de alvor.

pernas,

tendo sido submetido

registar o recorde da 1.200 mortos, de acordo de

pretendiam afasta-la do
pais.

ven^oes

cirurgicas.

de

estimativas

nao

oficiais.

A ultima carnificina

e a sua

marcou

o

auge

da

Uniao Nacional Para

a

In-

dependéncia Total de Angola (UNITA)
rejeitaram os resultados das primeiras eleigoes
gerais multipartidarias, realizadas nos dias 29 e
30 de Setembro, e ganhas pelo partido no poder,
o Movimento Popular para a Liberta<;ao de Angola (MPLA).
É mesmo ca.so para se dizer que naquele pais
da Africa Central

c

repetir-se. Em 1975,
Africana.

a

Austral,

convite da UNITA.
a

historia

a

no auge

Britanicos, estes ultimos

tern

de

da invasao Sule

de mercentirios

.soldo da Frente

Nacional para a Lihertagao de Angola (FNLA)
de Holden Roberto, o MPLA, com a ajuda dos

Sapem November. 1992

uma

pesada derrota militar
e

que por sua vez

processo

politico do

Os confrontos dos dias 31 de Outubro

e

1 de

Novembro foram de tal ordem de violencia,

ao

mais desvice-presidente

ponto de UNITA perder tres dos setts
tacados lideres. incluindo

o

Jeremias Chitunda.
As outras dias vitimas foram

os

irmaos Elias

Salupeto Pena, ex-chefe da delega^ao da UNITA
na Comissao Conjunta Politico-Militar
(CCPM), o orgao de cupula criado para .supervisao dos acordos da paz de 1991, e Arlindo
Chenda Pena Ben-Ben. ex-chefe do estado
maior da UNITA. Dias antes, tinha sido Salupeto

Pena, quen

responsavel pelas rela^oes exteriores da

Outros oficiais

,

deterioia?ao da crisc politica que se instalou no
pais, desde os principios de Outubro, quando
Jonas Savimbi

inflingiu

declarara que a UNITA iria reduzir o
pais a cinzas, caso o govenio nao agisse com
juizo e acomodasse as exigéncias da UNITA
sobre a parti lha do poder.

renderam-se

as

a

nas

dias

duas inter-

superiores da UNITA

dezenas, enquanto outros eram

feitos

prisoneiros pelas formas policiais, estandoa negociar a sua libertagao, em troca de
elementos das novas formas tumadas Angolanas,
raptados pela UNITA.
Pouco antes das elei^oes, o General Ben-Ben
(nome de guerre) tinha sido cmpossado. conjuntamente com o general Antonio dos Santos Franca Ndaht, para chefiar o estado-maior-general
das for<;as armadas Angolanas, mas veio a abandonar aquele posto juntamente com outros
se

ainda

elementos da UNflA
contra a

no

exercito,

em

protesta

alegada fraude eleitoral.

Os lideres da UNITA fbram mortos. segundo
informa^oes nao conftrmadas, no bain o de Sambizanga, uma tradicional bolsa do MPLA, quaildo pretendiam fugir de Luanda.
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aid of the

Cubans, inflicted

two movements,

a heavy defeat on the
ironically signatories to

taken

prisoner by the police, and are presently
negotiating their freedom, in exchange for members of the new Angolan armed forces captured

today’s agreement, and which in their turn have
attempted to distance themselves from the political process in Angola.

by UNITA.
Not

November 1

were so

violent that UNITA lost

three of its
the

highest-ranking leaders, including
vice-president, Jeremias Chitunda.

The other two victims

were

the brothers Elias

Salupeto Pena, former chief of the UNITA
delegation to the Joint Political-Military Commission (CCPM), the umbrella
created to

supervise the

peace

organisation
agreement of

UNITA leaders

suburb,

UNITA would reduce the country to

ashes if the

a

together with

was,

were

Sambizanga
stronghold, as they

from Luanda.

Causes of the Confrontation
No one, neither from UNITA

from the

nor

government, has ever come out in

public and

presented what might be considered

an

official

government did not act wisely and accommodate UNITA’s demands with regard to power-

version of the events of that fateful weekend, nor
even tried to give the
point of view of each of

sharing.

the two sides.

UNITA’s

foreign relations representative,

Abel Chivukuvuku, was wounded in both

legs,

and twice had to

Other

undergo surgery.
high-ranking UNITA officials

rendered in their dozens, while others

Nunca

ningueni,

surwere

quer o governo quer a

UNITA, veio para o publico com uma versao
que pudesse .ser considerada como oficial, pelo
menos do ponto de vista de cada uma das duas
partes, sobre os acontecimentos do fatidico fimde-semana.
Duas

versoes

Por coincidéncia, o comando

geral da policia
Turismo,
ocupado inteiramente por oficiais da UNITA
ainda nao desmobilizados. Mas quando os agentes da policia se aproximavam do .seu comando,
o alegado general saltou da viatura, correndo em
direc^ao ao hotel. Foi nessa altura que os soldados da UNITA abriram fogo, provocando a
resposta da policia.
A segunda versao revela que a UNITA piedira
as autoridades
municipals de Luanda
autoriza^ao para a realiza^ao de uma manifesta<;ao de apoio a Savimbi, manifesta^ao que nao
foi autorizada. alegando as autoridades,
que
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a

escassos

presently two (popular)
of the confrontations. The

are

causes

first concerns a UNITA general, who was already integrated in the new army, who tried to
break down a police road-block. He was then

tao

o momento

de

tensao

que se

tipo de manifesta^oes

eram

vive no ptiis.
desaconsel-

metros do Hotel

UNITA officials who had

yet been

police drew near to their
headquarters, this alleged General leaped out of
the vehicle in which they were
travelling, and
off in the direction of the hotel. It

ran

was

then

that the UNITA soldiers
a

response

opened fire, provoking
from the police.

The second version discloses that UNITA had

requested authorisation from Luanda's
municipal authorities to hold a demonstration in
support of Savimbi, authorisation which was not
granted, according to the authorities, who
believed that, given the current tension in the
country, such demonstrations were not advisable

at

the time.

However, UNITA, which from the time of the

signing of the peace agreement had been conducting itself like a kind of parallel government,
disobeyed this decision and held the demonstration, which was compounded by persistent
scenes of provocation
against the police.
According to this second version, during the
demonstration, individuals riding in a UNITA
bi

e

de outros

dirigentes da UNITA,

no

luxuoso

bairro do Mira-Mar.
Trcs dias depois dos sangrentos acontecimen-

Contudo.

a

UNITA, que desde

dos acordos de paz se tem
a

not

demobilised. When the

haveis.
a

assinatura

comportado

como

especie de govemo paralelo, desobedeceu
decisao do govemo, e realizou a manifestaijao,

uma

(populates) correram em Luanda, sobre o que teria originado os confrontos. A
primeira refere que um general da UNITA, ja integrado nas novas forfas armadas, tentou
romper uma barreira da policia, tendo esta o
levado até o comando geral da policia, para o
esclarecimento do problema.
flea

In Luanda there

versions of the

dado

By coincidence, the police headquarters is
only a few metres away from the Hotel
Turismo, which was occupied entirely by

killed in the

traditional MPLA

tried to escape

former UNITA chief-of-staff.

Only days before,
Salupeto Pena who declared that

guerre)

golan armed forces, but had abandoned his position together with other UNITA members in the
army, in protest at the alleged electoral fraud.
According to unconfirmed sources, the

1991, and Arlindo Chenda Pena “Ben Ben”,
it had been

long before the elections. General Ben-

General Antonio Santos Franca Ndalu, commissioned to head the chief-of-staff of the new An-

The confrontations of October 31 and

to ex-

situated

Ben (name de

Casualties

taken to the police headquarters in order
plain himself.

misturada. alegadamente, com insistentes

cenas

de provocatjao contra a

president Angolano, José Eduardo dos
quebrou um longo silencio edirigiu-se a
na?ao, acusando a UNITA de ter tentado consumar naquele fim-de-semana. um
golpe de estos, o

Santos

tado.

policia.
Segundo esta segunda versao, durante a
manifesta^ao, individuos fazendo-se transportar
numa viatura da UNITA
dispararam contra o
guarda que guamecia a sede da policia de
emergéncia. ao que o guarda respondeu com
fogo.

Dos Santos foi mais longe, afinnando que na
impossibilidade de conseguir um golpe’ de estado, a UNITA pretendia exigir negociay'oes em
posifao de for^a para obter solu^oes naodemocraticas de eventual partilha de poder ou
de gestao paritaria dos assuntos de
govemafao.

Simultaneamente. prossegue esta versao,

lan^ado quase por todo o pais uma vasta campanha de ocupaijao de cidades e vilas nas provin-

outros

individuos que se supoe serem da

UNITA, fizeram tiros
tambem identificada
contra a sede do

corpo
estes

a

partir de

como

MPLA bem

se em

tava a

incidentes que a policia terd decidido

mobilizando todos os meios a sua disposi^ao, e esmagar tudo quanto fosse UNITA.
Todos os comites-pilotos da UNITA foram
destruidos

em

toda

a

cidade de Luanda

e ar-

redores. incluindo a residencia de Jonas Savim-

antecedentes,

a

UNITA tinha

Benguela. Cuanza-

Norte, Lunda-Norte, Malanje e Zaire, .saldando-

sede do

avan^ar,

semanas

ciasdo Bié, Huambo, Huila.

em resposta a

como na

de salva^ao publica. Foi

viatura
UNITA,

uma

sendo da

Nas

1975
so

varias centenas de mortos. A UNITA

e

dos

es-

repietir uma estratégia que empreendeu em
1976,
sens

antes

de Savimbi ordenaro regres-

guerrilheiros

a mata.

Noticias postas a circular antes dos

trdgicos

acontecimentos, indicavam que a UNITA estava
preparar. com essas ocupa^oes, as

condi^oes

para lan^ar o assalto final a Luanda, com o apoio

Sapem November. 1992
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vehicle fired at the

garrison of the police emerand the guard opened fire

gency headquarters,
in return.

a

vehicle also identified

as

belonging to UNITA, at the MPLA headquarters
headquarters of the fire brigade. It was
in response to these incidents that the police
decided to advance, mobilising all the resources
at their dispo.sal, and laying waste anything
belonging to UNITA.
All UNITA’s pilot committees were
destroyed, throughout Luanda and outlying
areas, including the residences of Jonas Savimbi and other UNITA leaders, in the plush suburb
and at the

of Mira-Mar.
Three

days after that bloody weekend, the
Angolan President, José Eduardo dos Santos, interrupted a long silence and spoke to the nation,
accusing UNITA of attempting to carry out a
coup d'etat.
Dos Santos went further,

stating that when it
reali.sed the impossibility of bringing about a
coup d'etat, UNITA then attempted to demand
negotiations and by means of force obtain an
equal position of power and an equal share in
government.
de 10,000 homens fortemente armados
tacionados

e es-

longo do triangulo Jamba-LicuaMavinga. O equipamento belico da UNITA incluia, segundo as mesmas informa^oes, artilhariapesada e tanques de combate.
Na sexta-feira que antecedeu aos combates, a
UNITA tentou tomar de assalto o aeroporto inao

temacional de Luanda, uma aci;ao que se saldou
morte de 15 pessoas,

na

dente.s

na.s

Mas

maioritariamente resi-

cercanias do aeroporto.

UNITA de facto

pretendia realizar
golpe de estado, este foi mal calculado, uma
vez que uma ac^ao dessa natureza nao podia set
realizada com toda a direc^ao do movimento
dentro de Luanda, cidade que é bem conhecida
se a

urn

como o

maior baluatte do MPLA, Foi

da onde
em

a

FNLA

e a

em

Luan-

UNITA foram derrotadas

1975, e foi tambem na capital Angolana onde

MPLA

maior percentagem de
votos
85 por cento — nas ultimas eleigoes.
Outro aspecto é que para os dirigentes da
UN ITA empreenderem uma fuga por estrada, era
o

conseguiu

a

—

sera

duvida, uma ac^ao de suicidio, uma vez que

todas

as

viaturas da UNITA

conhecidas
como

leading
a

up to the elections,
country-wide offensive

with the aim of

Simultaneously, this version continues, other
individuals supposedly belonging to UNITA,
fired shots from

In the weeks

UNITA had launched

sao

Angola, tanto pelas
pelas suas chapas de registo,
em

tintas das outras viaturas.

Sapem November. 1992

sobejamente
suas marca.s
que .sao

dis-

occupying cities and towns in
the provinces of Bié, Huambo, Huila, Benguela,

I
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UNITA inside Luanda, a
most

city well-known as the
important MPLA stronghold. It was in

Luanda that the FNLA and UNITA
defeated in 1975, and it was also in the

were

capital

Zaire, which resulted in several hundred deaths.

city that the MPLA gained the largest percentage of votes — 85 percent — in the recent elec-

Here UNITA was

tions.

Cuanza-North, Lunda-North.

Malanje and

repeatihg a tactic used in 1975

A further

and 1976, before Savimbi ordered his soldiers
to return to

point is that

UNITA’s leaders to escape

the bush.

certain act of suicide, since all UNITA’s vehicles

Before the Battle

are

very

well-known throughout Angola, both
they are of a certain make, and because

Reports circulating before the tragic events
took place, indicated that the purpose of these

because

offensives

other vehicles.

was

to

create the conditions

UNITA’s final assault upon

for

Luanda, with the

support of 10,000 well-armed men stationed

along the Jamba-Licua-Mavinga triangle,
UNITA’s weaponry included, according to the
same reports, heavy artillery and combat tanks.
On the Friday preceding the battles, UNITA
attempted to take Luanda’s international airport,
an

any attempt by
by road would be a

action which resulted in the death of 15

people, mostly residents of the surrounding
areas.

But if UNITA indeed intended to carry out a

d'etat, this was badly thought out, considering that an action of this type could not possibly be undertaken with the entire leadership of
coup

Hä tambem a po.ssibilidade das acgoes armadas terem sido iniciadas por uma fac^ao
militar dentro da UNITA, que farta da retorica

their

number-plates

There is also
were

a

carried out

are

quite different from

possibility that these actions
by a military faction within

UNITA, which, tired of Savimbi’s rhetoric,
sensed that the
mal

possibilities of returning to a nor-

life, and possible integration into the new

armed forces

becoming increasingly

were

remote.

The

Angolan saga emerged at a time when the
holding talks to
try and find a way out of the imbroglio. The
MPLA, basing itself on previous experience,
and also with reference to the recent example of
Algeria, foresaw that UNITA would try somegovernment and UNITA were

de Setembro

como

livres

e

justas, continuava

a

insistir para que a UNITA demonstrasse adulteza

Argelia, previa que a UNITA iria
tentar fazer algo para fortalecer a sua posigao
negocial, ou no caso mais extremq, tomar o
poder pela forqa.
É nesse contexto que se pode enquadrar a

politica e aceitasse a vitoria do MPLA, enquanto se preparavam as condi§oes para a realizaqao
da segunda volta das eleiqoes presidenciais, uma
vez que o Presidenie Dos Santos nao tinha conseguido os cinquenta por cento mais um vote
para ganhar a eleiqao.
O govemo insistia que o desmantelamento
das forqas armadas da UNITA, que em confermidade com os acordos de paz do ano passado
deveria ter acontecido em Margo, era a condigao
essencial para a realizagao da segunda volta. Por
seu lado, Savimbi defendia que s6 aceitaria as
exigencias do govemo se este desmobilizar a
policia de emergencia, que a UNITA alega ter
sido forraada pelo govemo com base em alguns

pronta e compreensivelmente excessiva reac9ao

elementos desmobilizados das

de Savimbi, via as as

possibilidades de passar
para uma vida noimal, e possivelmente integrados nas novas formas armadas, a ficarem
cada vez mais remotas.
A saga

Angolana surgiu numa altura em que
negocia?oes entre o govemo e a
UNITA para se encontrar uma saida para o
embroglio. O MPLA, baseando-se em experiendecorriam

cias anteriores,

e

tendo ainda

como

referencia

o

recente caso da

da

policia,

jä tinha sido posta em estado de
alerta, desde o periodo pre-eleitoral. Uma
semana

bureau

que

antes dos confrontos de

politico do MPLA,

nura

Luanda,

o

comunicado,

recomendara tambem, a tomada de medidas

energicas com vista
guerra da UNITA.

a

extinqao da maquina de

A comunidade internacional. que na sua es-

magadora raaioria havia jä declarado as elei^oes

madas do govemo, as

Nos

ex-forgas

ar-

FAPLA.

principios de Novembro,

o

Secretario-

Gerai das Nagoes Unidasenviou a AngolaoSubSecretario
Marrack

responsävel pela manutengao da paz,
Goulding, que se avisou com o presi-

dente Dos Santos

e

com

Savimbi. Mas

a

influencia das Nagoes

Unidas sobre a UNITA
sao limitadas, depois daquele orgao mundial ter
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thing to strengthen its negotiating
position, or in the most extreme
case, take power by force.
In this context,

Under-Secretary responsible for
Peace-Keeping, Marrack Goulding, who was briefed by President

the prompt and

Dos Santos and Savimbi. But the
United Nations’ influence

apparently excessive reaction of
the police can be understood. They
were already on the alert, ever since
the period preceding the elections.

over

Savimbi is limited, since that international

A week before the confrontations

organisation rejected
allegations
of
generalised fraud during the elec-

in Luanda, the MPLA Politburo

tions.

recommended, in

UNITA’s

communique,
the exercise of vigorous means in
order to do away with UNITA’s war

attempts to defuse the tension,

machine.

support of its two traditional allies,

a

Despite all the United Nations’
UNITA continues to

The international
an

overall

the idea of a governunity, in total disregard of the wishes expressed by
the Angolan people themselves by

sist that UNITA display some
political maturity and accept the
MPLA victory, whilst the condiPic: Howard Burdett

South

the emergency

needed to win the election.

The government

insisted that the dismantling
of UNITA’s armed forces which, according to
last year’s peace agreement should have taken
place in March, was an essential condition for
the holding of the second round of elections. On
his side, Savimbi stated that he would only accept the government’s demands if it demobilised

rejeitado as alega^oes da UNITA de frause
generalizada nas elei^oes.
Apesar de todos os esfor^os das Naqoes
Unidas para desanuviar a tensao, a UNITA continuou a contar com o apoio dos seus dots
tradidonais aliados,

os

Estados Unidos

e

Africa

do Sul, que defendiam a

foima^ao de urn governo de unidade nacionai, desrespeitando o desejo
expresso pelo povo Angolano através da sua
ftfluencia as
'

As

umas.

declaraqoes do Secretario de 'Estado As-

Sstente paraod Assuntos Africanos dos Estados
Unidos, Herman Cohen, ficaram aquem de

leged

police force, which UNITA alfounded by the government on the

was

basis of

some

individuals who had been

demobilised from FAPLA, the former government

army.

The International

beginning of November, the United
Secretary-General sent to Angola the

envolvia

knife in the wound when, instead

demanding that Savimbi comply strictly with the peace agreement of May
1991, appealed to the government not to exclude
UNITA from the administration of the country,

adding that the movement constituted an important political force and should be taken into consideration.

Meanwhile, the South African Minister of

Foreign Affairs, Roelof Pik Botha, implicated

UNITA, ao mesmo tempo que pas-

processo em que o vencido é nomeado vencedor,
tera sido elaborado por uma agencia Sul-

armamento a
seava nos

corredores do

poder

em

Luanda,

pretensamente a procura de uma solu§ao para a
crise.
Botha

chegou mesmo a apresentar ao goverAngolano um documento de esmdo, contendo sete principios, entre os quais a necessidade
de formafao de um govemo de transi^ao de interesse nacionai, em que o MPLA e UNITA parno

Financas. do Plano,

0tuia uma fon;a politica importante a tomarem

stituido pelo Presidente Dos

Enqu^nto isto, o Ministro dos Negocios
Estrangeiros da Africa do Sul, Roelof Pik Botha,

Cohen, gave a further twist to the

unidade nacionai antes da segunda volta das
eleigoes presidenciais, dizia o documento de

de Maio de 1991, apelou ao govemo para
que nao excluisse a UNITA da govema^ao do
pais, acrescentando que aquele movimento conconsidera§ao.

Secretary of

State for African Affairs, Herman

o seu pais em mais um escandalo
diplomatico, ao set declarado 'persona non
grata’ pelas aiitoridades Angolanas, que o
acusaram de ter organizado abastecimentos em

tilhariam

paz

Perspective

repre-

of

At the
Nations

apontar o dedo na ferida, e em vez de exigir que
Savimbi cumprisse e.stritamente os acordos de
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of their vote in the elections.

The US Assistant

had not obtained the 50 percent
one vote

of national

means

African Foreign Affairs Minister, Pik Botha, with UNITA
presidential elections werp made sentative to the National Election Council, Elias
Salupeta Pena
ready, since President Dos Santos
plus

the

who' support

ment

tions free and fair, continued to in-

tions for the second round of

on

the United States and South Africa,

community, of
majority had already declared the September elecwhich

rely

os

Ministros da Defesa. do Interior, da

Informagao, da Administragao Territorial, das
e da Justiga.
Os sete principios de Botha defendiam, igual-

mente, a criagao de um Conselho de Estado, con-

Santos e por Savimbi, numa base de igualdade absoluta.
O Sr Dr Savimbi deve ter {e desempenhar) um

papel apropriado no periodo de consolodagao da

Botha.

O documento, que nao

é mais do

que um

Alricana de estudos

politicos, denominada
Strategic Concepts, seja uma frente dos Servigos

Secretos da Africa do Sul.
O que resta de

Angola neste momento crucial
que os ultimos esfor^os para
garantir a longevidade da paz näquele pais sejam
bem sucedidos, e que a UNITA reconheca a
Vitoria pa^lamentar do MPLA, e aceite a segunda volta das presidenciais. Se estes objectivos
nao forem alcanqados, os Angolanos deverao
estar preparados para uma nova guerra civil
prolongada, eem que o regime minoritdrio branda

sua

CO

da Africa do Sul continuara, indubitavel-

mente,

historia, é

do lado de Savimbi. Essa guerra Jd com-

ecou nas

cidades, e

se nao parar,

continuarä nal-

gumas das mais ricas florestas tropicais do continente Africano, com as tragicas consequéncias
que

dela se podem e,sperar. ♦
Sapem November. 1992

ANGOLA

COUNTRY FOCUS

♦
■

his country

in yet another diplomatic scandal by
being declared persona non grata by the Angolan authorities. He was accused of organising
supplies of armaments for UNITA at the same
time as he was treading the corridors of power
in Luanda, ostensibly .seeking a .solution to the
crisis.

Strategic Concepts is

ly equal footing.

African secret service.

“Dr Savimbi must have (and play) an appropriate role in the period of consolidation of
national unity before the second round of
presidential elections”, stated Botha’s docu-

presented the Angolan governstudy document, containing seven

even

with

a

principles. Among them the need to form a Transitional National Government, in which the
MPLA and UNITA would divide between them
the Ministries of

Defence, Home Affairs, Infor-

mation. Land, Finance, Planning, and Justice.
The.se

seven

creation of

a

principles also proposed the
consisting of

Council of State,

front for the South

Angola in this crucial

to ensure

the

success

of

the latest attempts to ensure

country, and that UNITA

lasting peace in the
recognises the elec-

toral

victory of the MPLA, and accepts the
presidential elections. If these
objectives are not attained, Angolans must
prepare themselves for a new and prolonged

This document, which is

process
ner,

a

All that remains for

period of its history, is

ment.

Botha
ment

President Dos Santos and Savimbi, on an entire-

second round of

nothing more than a
whereby the loser is declared the win-

could well have been drawn up by a South

civil war, in which South Africa’s White

African

political studies organisation, called
Strategic Concepts, run by Sean Cleary, a former

minority regime will continue, indubitably, to
support Savimbi. This war has already begun in
the cities, and if it is not stopped, will continue
in the depths of some of the.Continent of Africa’s
richest tropical forests, with the inevitable tragic

director of the South African

Department of
Foreign Affairs and who worked for the South

African government in Namibia, before that
country’s independence. It is also believed that

consequences. ♦
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LETTER FROM AMERICA
local dictators and misled

WAITING ON CLINTON

by socialist

ideology”.
Focus

Jim Cason and BUI Martin

The Democratic

language. Focu.sed

Africa

on

platform spoke a different
the transition in South

on

Africa, it called for the maintenance of state and
local sanctions, restrictions on South African

ac-

IMF funds, the full

investigation of the
perpetrators of violence, and the consideration
of reimposing Federal sanctions in light of the
Boipatong massacre. Clinton and running mate,
A1 Gore, also met Nelson Mandela during the
cess to

Democratic Convention in New York, and the

campaign issued a public statement condemning
the Boipatong and Bisho shootings. And Clinton did return a call from Mandela right after his
victory — and then several days later returned a
call from De Klerk.
As for South Africa

so

too

for Africa;

Democrats attacked Bush for
tance

leaders

himself from
...

refusing to dis“corrupt or dictatorial

in Africa”. In

a

Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin

speech, Clinton argued that “we should encourage and nurture the stirring from democratic
reform that are surfacing all across Africa —
from the birth of an independent Namibia to the
pressure for democratic reforms in Kenya.”
In

printed interviews, Clinton furthercharged
being “tepid,
when it should have been decisive” in ending
aid to Mobutu and responding to the situation in
Somalia, and called for “strong support" for the
elections in Angola and expanded trade and inthe Bush administration with

Pic: AP'Wide World Photo

President-elect Bill Clinton: Does he have

new

policies

Africa?

on

vestment

.\FRICA SHOULD be
the

next

high

on

the agenda of

U.S. administration. One of Bill

Clinton’s closest advisors,

a man

who briefed

the Arkansas Governor every morning during
his successful campaign, was a long-time

Africanist

—

and at least for

some

time

an

academic Marxist. From Clinton’s 1990 re-election

campaign for governor, to his run for the
presidency, Stanley Greenberg’s advice and
opinion polls have been essential to Clinton’s
victories.
Yet

Clinton had little

issue other
than trade. As one advisor commented during
the campaign, “Clinton isn’t going to talk about
foreign policy because there aren't any votes in
foreign policy.”
sues,

As President. Bill Clinton is

planning to

spend his first 100 days focusing on the U.S.
economy. But he may well be forced almost immediately to respond to crises in Angola.
Liberia, Somalia and, possibly. South Africa. To

the nature of changes in store for African
as the opportunities, one has only
to compare the brief mentions of Africa in the
Republic and Democratic party platforms.
gauge

Greenberg and Clinton must not have

talked much about Africa

—

the continent's

rarely passed the candidate’s lips, and
African policy, if measured by the level of campaign rhetoric, will be very low on any list of
priorities for the White House.
name

policy, as well

After

celebrating the

“armed freedom

note was

For candidate Clinton there
issue: the disastrous
direct result of

state

was

only

one

of the U.S. that is

a

George Bush's abandonment of

national issues. When it

came to

success

of constructive

engagement, the Republicans reported that they

fighters and helped force the
troops.” The only new

withdrawal of Cuban

Bush Versus Clinton

46

to say on any

international is-

the call for other rich. Northern states

to take on a

proportion of the White
Man’s Burden as “we enter the long season of
building, trying to revive faith in democracy on
a continent ravaged by Marxist wars, looted by
greater

after the vote (a statement made before

the elections

were

held).

Future relations with South Africa also follow
this advice, with Clinton

promising “a
investment incentives
democratically elected
government overcome the bitter legacy of apartprogramme of aid and
that can be used to help a
heid”.
Such statements were part anti-Bush posturing, and part the sign of politics to come. Clinton lacks of course any substantive foreign
policy experience; unlike most governors, he
had not even been engaged in attracting foreign
capital to Arkansas, his main claim to employment generation being the building of industrial
chicken plants. African policy has thus
depended on a disparate group of advisors.

Clinton’s Advisors
The democratic

platform and drafts of many
by Michael Clough, the
new head of the World Policy Institute after five
years as African expert at the Council on Foreign
Relations. Author of Free at Last: U.S. Policy
statements were

written

Sapem November, 1992
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Towards

Africa and the End of die Cold War.
Clough briefed Clinton and Gore prior to their
meeting with Mandela. Clough has said
however, that he had no interest in replacing
Hank Cohen as Assistant Secretary of State for
Clinton’s

foreign policy advisors are drawn
almost entirely from Jimmy Cater’s administration. The four principle advisors are Anthony
Lake, who directed policy planning at the State
Department under Cyrus Vance. Samuel Berger,
who was Lake’s Deputy and is an old Yale Law
School classmate of Clinton’s, Nancy Soderberg, who is a former Kennedy aide, and Marc
Ginsberg who worked both at the State Department

respond to included the right wing, anti-Castro
exile community in Miami. Looking to pick up

can

quickly translate into application to Africa of
equally globalist if “democratic” policies. Like
recent Pentagon planning, Clinton bas committed himself

Africa.

The constituencies candidate Clinton did

Indeed, the replacement of Cold War policies
with the rhetoric of democratic liberalism

votes

go on Cuba, even as the Bush admini.stration was

struggles. The Governor has repeatedly stressed
military budget cuts were not
greater than Bush’s. The difference is that Clinton would cut nuclear strategic forces and commit greater funds to standing military forces and
the creation of rapid deployment forces. This
matches his full support of the Gulf War and the

expressing reservations about supporting the bill
(Bush later endorsed this legislation and it became law this October). Progressive activists in
the U.S. and Latin America are hoping that this
was only a tactical campaign decision and that
Clinton’s rhetoric of support for indigenous
people and human, political and social rights can
be translated into policies which end U.S. antidrug and counter-insurgency programmes that
have already supported repressive military

that his overall

use

of force in Bosnia, and the call for

Nations

rapid deployment force. As

a

one

United

foreign

leaders in Latin America.

Offsetting this group are a well-known numincluding Rep. Stephen Solarz,
who led the charge to support the Gulf War, and

The African-American
The

several neo-conservatives who have worked at

Enterprise Institute and the social

Africancontinuing interests in South
Africa (such as campaign co-chair California
Rep. Maxine Waters) and the Hon. (Texas Rep.
Craig Washington). But the African-American
community has problems of its own in the
Americans with

being written, no one has yet anforeign and African policy posi-

tions.

Democratic Liberalism

None of these translates

United States (Waters, for instance, represents
South Central Los Angeles) and will be pressing
the

president to attend to domestic conwas dramatically illustrated earlier
this year when the Chair of the House of Committee that deals with Africa, Mervyn Dymally,

bi, Dhlakama

or

or

Buthelezi.

S.^PEM November. 1992

new

cems.

This

announced his retirement and

no

one

from

the Black Caucus wanted to become
Sub-Committee Chair. (The most likely candidate. Rep. Donald Payne of New Jersey, said
he had to spend more time on “urban issues”
among

Pic: USIS

us President Bush
distance

was

attacked for refusing to

himself from corrupt
Africa

or

dictatorial

leaders in

and could not afford to take

the chaimian’s

The broad-based networks of activists that

policy advisor, Madeleine K. Albright noted,
Clinton favours a strong U.S. force “to defend
American [sic] interests multilaterally, if possible, unilaterally if necessary.”
But if Clinton has new policies on Africa, he

interests”.

on

Africa Committee.)

post at the

directly into inpriorities for Africa. Supalso has few core constituencies that have been
port for democracy may mean upping the
powerful advocates for the continent. Central to
rhetorical pressure on De Klerk, Mobutu and
Clinton’s victory was a strategy of winning back
Moi. It may also mean pressure to force comWhite, suburban Reagan voters. Africanist
promise and partial settlements in Angola,
pollster Greenberg has argued that the
Mozambique and South Africa. Military support
Democratic Party, before Clinton, had come to
for Cold War “friendly” dictators may end;
be, identified with Blacks and the urban poor;
equally likely is a new level of denunciation and
j thus the Arkansas governors’ well-calculated
possibly conditions restricting aid to states that
} tactic of publicly distancing himself from some
spend large portions of their budgets on military'
African American leaders—notably Jesse Jackforces, even if these expenditures are going to
son and his supporters — in order to demonstrate
combat amied Cold War opponents like Saviinpublicly Clinton’s distance from such “special

crea.sed assistance

key constituency for Africa remains the
community. Among

Clinton’s strong supporters were

nounced to fill

ministration would have moved in this direction.

Community

African-American

democratic Freedom House.

Regardless of the individuals chosen, the
globalist. East-West framework that drove even
Carter policies is as dead as the Cold War that
generated it. In its place North-South policies
will increasingly be couched in terms of support
for democracy, human rights, and international
coordination of aid, investment and peacekeeping. Most importantly, U.S. policy will be tied
to promoting American exports and jobs for
American workers. (Recently, Democrats in
Congress challenged U.S. foreign assistance in
Mozambique for spending $50 million on
Japanese trucks and equipment — money that
could have been spent to buy U.S. trucks and
equipment). Even a second-term Bush ad-

legislation strengthening the U.S. embar-

vision of North-South

to a new

ber of hawks,

As this is

in Florida, Clinton earlier this year en-

dorsed

and in the White House under Carter.

the American

♦

mobilised

to

force the passage

of sanctions

over

Reagan veto are also disappearing. Clough has
argued that a vigorous, Washington-based new
work of policy-oriented NGOs, human rights
and relief organisations could help create a
Capitol Hiss centre advocacy network. There is
a

little evidence, however, that such groups
will be able to generate more
African policies.
!

alone
progressive

Escalating racial inequalities, contlict and
potential for greater

rebellions do offer the
mobilisation

on

African issues. Even the

en-

vironmental and women’s grassroots move-

directly tackle the global racial order.
Charges of racist disparities between resources
committed to White Eastern Europe/Bosnia verments now
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Black Africa are

already proving more effecappeals to liberal charity.
As with successful mass campaigns in the
1980s, the critical issue is whether groups in the
U.S, will be able to successfully mobilise strong
grassroots activity across the country—the core
activists in the state and local legislative movement, the churches, the unions and community
coalitions around which the anti-apatheid movesus

tive than

ment

of the 1980s remains active. But these

coalitions

are

shrinking fast.

Under the pressure of a stagnating economy
and rivalry with Europe and Japan, domestic

concerns

may

overwhelm these constituency efcampaigning on Clinton’s

forts. Some of those

behalf in the last few months reduced his
sage to a narrow,
Yet

none

mes-

one

using ugly facts such

that the life expectancy of an AfricanAmerican man in Harlem is less than the average
as

South African?

fortress U.S. policy.

of this resolves either the massive

problems of the U.S., nor dictates a new set of
policies for the post-Cold War period. Making
visible the linkage of domestic and foreign
politics will become increasingly important:
Can

fate of African-Americans,

As traditional pillars of African policy have
disappeared, linking such facts will depend
upon new coalitions and groups, particularly
those cutting across the boundaries of Africa and
the United States. ♦

link the concentration of wealth and

poverty at home with the concentration of

Jim Cason is the Associate Director

wealth and poverty on a

American Committee

world scale? Is it

pos-

sible to make obvious the fate of Africa and the

of the
Africa. Bill Martin
is Professor ofSociology and African Studies
at the University ofIllinois, and an E.xecutive
Board Member and Co-Chair of the Political
Action Committee of the Association of Concerned Africa Scholars (U.S.j.
on
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GENDER ISSUES
WOMEN AND THE CONSTITUTION: WHAT TO DO WHEN CULTURE

STRIKES BACK
Thandahantu

•

Nhlapo

The

abilities

currently underway in
South Africa offer a unique opportunity for individuals, groups and organisations to mobilise
support for the incorporation of their visions of

more

ists not

the future in the

gender is

THE NEGOTIATIONS for
tional order which

a new

founding instruments, and even-

tually in the everyday life, of the
In

some

constitu-

are

senses,

emancipation of women requires
than a declaratory commitment to
equality and legislation prohibiting dis-

also in

and in the social interests, values a?id

shall he

practices and the political system that the
law upholds and reflects.
What emerges from this is a clear determina-

no

discrimination
necessary

on

and

the basis

of

serves as a

new state.

tion that

this country’s history of

(a)

disregard for basic rights has had posispawned a nation of
people more genuinely determined that the horrors of the past should not recur. It had also
brought the language of human rights firmly to
the fore in the debate. In the attempt to remedy
the political inequities of apartheid it has become abundantly clear that injustice in all its
forms is inimical to peace and stability.
Women’s concerns for Justice and the ending of
subordination are now firmly on the agenda in

some

tive side-effects. It has

basis

(b)

A Women’s Charter
A Women’s Charter would be

than

and nature of women’s

point of reference for the mobilisation of
opinion around gender issues and for the education of the public (Murray 1992:3, quoting Sachs
1990:62),
The dominant

social, political and economic

order conspires to

relegate women to a position
of inequality in all areas of life

value. However, such

abuse, violence

stitution.

The
The

for the

prioritisation of the removal
is clearly made out. There appears
to be an emerging consensus, too, (up to a point)
about the strategies to be adopted.* Thus while
it is acknowledged that the opportunity offered
by the present negotiations to insert an equality
case

of oppression

clause in the constitution should be seized, this
should be seen as a strategy and not a goal.
cal of this mood is Ginwala’s statement:

Sapem November, 1992

whether

of intent and has

or not

a

a

normative

declaration,

it is entrenched in

can amount to no more

a con-

that

a

token gesture,

Emancipation of Women

Typi-

It

Pic: Joel Chiziane/AIM

statement

the street.

detailed

a

society (Murray and O’Regan 1991: 12).
Women are also more likely to suffer physical
on

a

mechanisms for enforcement, it would serve as

of female-headed households in South African

workplace or

more

Bill of

Rights which, of necessity, would
contain principles couched in general language.
The Charter would spell out the different rights
and would also establish a programme of action
to realise them. And apart from establishing

Oppression

harassment in the home, the

such a declaration should be seen, not as an
end in itself, but a starting point. It is in this

regard that the idea of a Women’s Charter
is being mooted.

There is little

or

language should appear in the conoutlawing discrimination on the
of gender, and yet

stitution,

this debate.

dispute today over the existence
oppression! In the home,
at the workplace and in the sphere of public life
women are variously ignored, or put down, discriminated against and subordinated. The
dominant social, political and economic order
conspires to relegate women to a position of inequality in relation to men in all areas of life.
Women are poorer that men. They own less
property, earn less income per capita and are
more likely to be unemployed (Albertyn 1992:3)
This despite clear evidence of the high number

affecting women. Inequality exonly in the letter of the law, hut
its practice and interpretation,

crimination. A declaration that there

blatant

Women’s

'

ifthe material, ideological,
educational and cultural underpinnings
of gender oppression are not simultaneously addressed, so as to provide a
basis for giving reality to national
equality (1989:2).
The same sentiment is expressed by Albertyn
(1972: 7) in the words:
The eradication

of the inequality of
women is thus not merely a matter of
amending prima facie discrimination
laws or removing the remaining legal dis¬

an

seems

clear from all of this that there exists

awareness

of

a

certain tension between

gender issues and the status quo: that the claims
for the eradication of women’s oppression will
inevitably be met with resistance from many
quarters. There is a clear indication, too, that
such quarters include the political, social and
economic structures of a patriarchal society. The
debate is therefore largely about who stands to
lose if gender oppression is abolished. An important part of this debate seeks to understand
the effect of claims of women’s emancipation,
based as they are on human rights notions, on
societies in which the status quo is routinely
defended

on

the

This

bpis of culture ^aijd tradition.

brings into sharp relief questions about the
indigenous African value system: whether it exists and what it entails for

The

women.

Family in the African Value System

The link between the

al value systems

family and the traditionof most African societies is not
49
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♦

difficult to establish

(Kuper 1947. 1963; Phillips

1953; Radcliffe-Brown 1950). The fajnily is
where African

peoples construct the foundations
of
kinship and marriage in pre-capitalist times
sought to serve the purposes of an agrarian
society in which the family constituted a centre
for production, distribution and consumption. It
is not surprising that the structure which
emerged had as its overriding value, the communal or non-individual imperative in marriage
and family life (Nhlapo 1991: 138).
This communal ethic arose from the position
and role of marriage in many African societies

of the

as a

rest

of their social lives. The system

culture will have in the

negotiations for a new
order. Indeed, the rest of this paper is given over
to an examination of possible arguments that
may be deployed to defeat these claims.
To recapitulate them, we are asserting

that as
law aims at preserving
outlined above, where
women are seen solely as adjuncts to the group
serving the anachronistic end of clan survival
as African family
the view of marriage

long

rather than

as

valuable in themselves and deserv-

ing of recognition for their human worth
same

terms as men,

on

the

then the eradication of

gender oppression is not yet taken seriously.

judgements which

can be made across bounvalue judgement is relative to the
community wherein it is sought to be applied.
According to such arguments there is nothing
that is simply bad. What is bad in one community may be perfectly acceptable in another
daries: every

because of their different cultural traditions.

Thus, traditions of gender

inequality are
nobody’s business but that of the group involved
in such practices.
Such arguments invariably overlook the essential

nature

of moral discourse. The human

rights debate is pre-eminently

a

moral

vehicle for the attainment of ends and the

protection of interests deemed to be superior to
those of the marrying couple. In the main, those
ends had to do with survival.
But in those societies

decision-making

were

political leadership and
the prerogatives of male

elders. In the event, the rules and institutions
which

emerged

were

largely about women and

children, not by them. It was thus possible to
mask
ests

inequality under the guise of group interwomen and children (having no say

where

in the articulation of those

interests)

were cer-

tain to be

disadvantaged.
Such patriarchal structures are still the subject of attack" today and this underlines the truth
of the statement that family matters invariably
resolve themselves into "women's issues'

precisely because in the African context women
are (or are seen as having the obligation to be)
first and foremost, w'ives and mothers.
Once this
cem a

point is reached, it is possible to dis-

connection between what

we

have called

the values of the African

family and the abiding
underpinnings of any other type of family. When

Ginwala says:
It is generally

Pic:

We have to learn about the various values and institutions which

recognised that the siiborof women arises from relationships within thefamily based on a model
in which men are regarded as the
'breadwinners' doing productive work,

we

Biddy Partridge

seek to criticise

dination

while

women

remain

at

home with

responsibility for all the domestic work
and the rearing of children.
she is not necessarily speaking only of the
traditional view of an African family.
Nevertheless it is the thesis of this paper that
the greatest threat to the constitutional protection of women's interests is likely to come from
stiuctures such as the family, which can plausibly lay claifn to immunity from external interference on the ground of'culture'.^ Focus on the
African family and the culture from which it
emerged is, as will be seen in the following

simply dictated by an appreciation of the
special claims to an enhanced profile that this
pages,

50

Traditional Cultural Values in

a

Bill of

Rights
No problem would be presented by the multiplicity of cultural traditions around the world
if there was a universal understanding of the
content of 'human rights’. Sadly, there is no such
understanding. Whatever rights are entrenched
in the South African constitution of the future

(whether first generation or second, or both)
there will

inevitably be debate about their meaning and their reach. But even before the stage of
inclusion there will arise claims that

some

prac-

tices

ought to be free from external supervision
by reason of their 'cultural' nature. Arguments
in support of such claims are invariably based
on

notions of cultural relativism, which in its

strong

form"*

denies that there

are any

moral

enterprise. To be at all intelligible, a truly moral
judgement cannot be made subject to a fundamental exception in favour of the perpetrator
which does not apply to the victim (Nhlapo
1991: 139). Strongly relativist arguments are
typically arguments of authority, justifying the
continuation of a status quo that is comfortable
for some but not for all. They exemplify the classical confusion between what is and what ought
to be! To assert that a society that has always had
authoritarian practices must continue to have
them as a matter of critical mortality is to accept
an extreme form of moral and legal positivism
(Teson 1985:891). It is thus possible to refuse
arguments based on cultural relativism on their
merits.

Unfortunately, this does not dispose of the
In South Africa there exists a purely prac-

matter.
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tical reason why cultural arguments cannot be
easily dismissed. Decades of political and cultural domination have left African peoples highly suspicious of the agenda of the proponents of
modernisation. With the imminence of liberation and self-determination, the claims of the

majority culture to a greater visibility in a free
South Africa are strengthened. These claims can
be very persuasive. Proof of this can be found in
the various proposals that the Bill of Rights
should contain some protection for ‘cultures’ (eg
18 of the South African Law

Article

Commission’s Interim

Report

on

Group and

Human

Rights).
Astrategy is required not only toconfront cul-

tural arguments

head-on

on

their philosophical

merits, but also to defuse the insistence of their

political appeal. One
more

way of doing this is to leam
about the values and institutions which we

seek to criticise, and the

deeper motivations for
people’s loyalty to them. In the area of family,
for instance, people invest a great deal of emotion, cultural identity and a sense of continuity:

sewhere

(Nhlapo 1992:10) I have referred to this
‘disinfecting’ the platform from which we

as

wish to launch social criticisms.

Our approach must thus avoid too reckless a
push for cultural uniformity based on Western,
or international, values. The guiding principle
should be the guarantee of a life of dignity to
every person. Cultural variations (based as they
are on a different, though not necessarily inferior, view of the meaning of life) should be
ousted only when they manifestly fail to protect
human dignity. The Bill of Rights can then come
into its own as the locus for agreed values, old
and

new.

dignity test is a test based on
moral defensibility. Racism and apartheid are
morally indefensible. So in sexism. A standard
which enables us to assess cultural practices on
their merits, to see whether they adequately
protect human dignity or not, will free us to
make concessions in those
to our cause

is

come to

represent the foundation of the

Being armed with devastating statistics about
be enough. The
activist, the reformer, the gender campaigner
will need to be amied with sensitivity as well.
In any negotiation of a set of values for a new
the effects of patriarchy may not

South Africa, it is crucial that the refomier be

equipped with a more than merely superficial
understanding of the deeper levels of African
culture.^ The claims of the majority culture to a
greater visibility in the new order are not all
spurious. Broadly speaking a ‘domestic’ South
Africa will have to seriously grapple with the
need to display a family resemblance (in social

where

no

harm

of the paper will be
the role of culture

served if attention is paid to
provider of a sense of
identity to groups, and to the strength of feeling
invested in the symbols of such identity. For a
more

6.

for cultural

identity, esptecially in a country such
identity has been
manipulated and abused in the service of apartheid. Such an approach requires sensitivity to
those areas of the majority culture which holds
no dangers for the women’s struggle. The role
as

South Africa where such

on

culture

see

Kees-

For the distinction between
.see

deep and superficial
Ngubane (1992).
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ARTS AND CULTURE
SHOULD THE MEDIA BE
CONCERNED ABOUT THE LEGACY
OF CULTURAL IMPERIALISM?
I

Fred Zindi

DO WE still have any

values and

norms

that we

comfortably call Zimbabwean in
origin? There is an apparent shift in orientation
of what a few years ago was known as the Zimbabwean culture.
The apparent

cultural drift has to a large exby the media, mainly the
newspapers, magazines, radio and television.
One’s culture gives one a sense of identity,
security, strength and clarity, but in these days
of modem civilisation, it appears that the youth
are turning up their noses at traditional Zimbabtent

this subject always ends up with the defence
mechanism fromZ.B.C.’s spokesperson who always points out that it is Radio Two which is

still

can

been influenced

designed to cater for the masses and not Radio
I Three. There is also statistics to prove that the

|

rnajority
of Zimbabweans listen to Radio Two.
If all this is
tme,

then

why is it that it is the

evidenced by the way they seem to emulate
those at Radio Three. Lately, most Radio Two
have begun to concentrate on music
by South African singers at the expense of local
talent. Some have even gone to the extent of
competing with Radio Three by playing the
same disco-cum-rap-hip-hop and ragamuffin
announcers

borrowed from Western societies.

The Print Media
If

one was to

tunes. Where is the sense

look at all the local issues of

Where is the

newspapers and magazines that deal with
modem dress fashions, he or she would find that

sense

norms

of her

r

notice which

reminder to

serves as a

she would find

a

big

60 minutes of their programme.
ask why Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) has found it necessary to put up
every

would

announcers

probably ignore music by local artists in
coming from their idols in Britain

favour of that
or

America.

It is a known fact that records made locally
yield higher sales than those by foreign artists.
Yet Radio Three has failed to respond to the
needs of the majority in favour of the urbanised
and colonised minority. A typical argument on

52

most

us

copy

of their radio and

direct bearing

on

For

Culture

gives one a
strength and clarity

sense

of identity, security,

announcers

One may

this notice, but without it, most

are the
intellectual styles and fashions, the majority of the
people there feel a great sense of ownership of

television programmes have a
their daily lives and culture.

(or D.J.s) to play at least three locally made tunes

during

Western countries, which

their media because

print
only. It is also pervasive in the electronic
or

Programmes

countries from where most of

This observation is not found in the

casting studio today, he

here? Where is the
being proud to be Zimbabwean being

In many

own.

media. If one walked into Radio Three’s broad-

of self-worth here?

of identity

Television

National Radio Stations

media

of

sense

shown?

nearly 80 percent of the coverage is on foreign
non-African styles. Other aspects of Zimbabwean culture such as indigenous
languages, and
food types are rarely included in the print media
thus compelling foreign visitors to this country
into thinking that Zimbabwe does not have
values and cultural

privileges and benefits enjoyed by those at
Radio Three especially when it comes to hosting private functions. This is probably the reason
why several broadcasters from this station seem
to aspire to becoming Radio Three announcers
as

culture in favour of values, interests and

wean

norms

Apart from the problem of inferior equippeople's favourite Station (Radio Two) do not often enjoy the same
ment, broadcasters at the

minority station which is equipped with modem
and high technology broadcasting facilities
while the majority of listeners are subjected to
inferior equipment. Radio Three broadcasts in
stereo

while Radio Two broadcasts in mono. The

only time Radio Three listeners are subjected to
poor sound is when transmission is coming from
its Montrose Studios in Bulawayo. Worse still.
Radio One. which has
of listeners,
the
the

an even

smaller number

according to ZBC’s stati.stics, has
privilege of broadcasting in stereo. Why are
authorities not swopping equipment here?

example, in Miami, 99 percent of
locally based.
In Cuba. 70 percent of television and radio
programmes are local. In Britain 85 percent of
the programmes shown on television such as
television programmes are

“Crossroads”, “Coronation Street”,
“Eastenders”, “Top of the Pops’’, “Mr and Mrs
Blue Peter”, “Desmonds”,

“Lenny Henry
Surprise” and
many more, are made there. Yet in Zimbabwe,
locally made programmes such as “Mutinhimira we Mimhanzi/Ezomgido”, “Around
Zimbabwe”, “Insight" and the occasional
drama series barely touch the five percent mark
Show”, “Blind Date”, “Surprise

of what is shown
A lot of

on our screens.

people

that locally-produced
exciting, but how can the

argue

programmes are not
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programmes

improve unless

make

we

an at-

tempt at making them? The same people must
have been

surprised when ZBC produced the

local drama series "Nhambetambe

ne

Hupenyu". The programme attracted those who
complained that there was nothing to do at

often

home, to their television

screens.

It is said that

a

number of

public bars lost thou.sands of customers on those Monday evenings when almost
everyone scurried home to catch the drama.
It is programmes of this nature that will make
Zimbabweans feel a sense of pride in their culture. Most

of

our

old folk

can

recognise them-

selves and their children

through such programmes especially if the medium used is their
mother tongue. It is argued that its too costly to
produce local films. Any suggestions in the
direction of solutions? Yes: There
of Zimbabweans who

are

hundreds

professional video
equipment. ZBC should give these an opportunity to develop a video culture, and buy local¬
own

ly made programmes from them at the
rates they pay for Western soap operas.

Unfortunately, most of ZBC's
are

same

screening of Black American faces on our
screens in programmes such as "Benson" or
“The Cosby Show” which all speak in a foreign
language and also foster foreign values is not the
solution. For as long as these foreign Black faces
eat different food from ours, dress differently
from us, and behave differently from us. they
a

threat to

our

culture and

our

fun-

damental traditions values. The effect of this

on

the minds of the young may go
it accumulates to

undetected until
complexly new cultural

values. While “L.A. Law",

"MacGyver" and other such

being relevant to our culture; otherwise, we shall
remain slaves of Euro-American cultural in-

programmes

filled with Euro-American values. The

continue to be

“Dallas",

filtration which has
called 'no.se'

need
which are
entertaining and educational as well as

recently created the

so-

and ‘bhibho’

about this before

buying

a

brigades. Think
satellite dish.

Editor’s Note
It is understood that Radios Two and Four

recently acquired superior equipment compared
to that at Radios One and Three. What only
remains is for the stations to turn on their equipmeat thus availing to the listeners broadcasts in
.stereo.

1.

A

colkx)uial temi referring to those who imitate
British speak by using

the way the Americans or
"fake" accents.
2.

Those who cut their hair in

programmes are

quite entertaining, there is also

♦

that created
street

an urgent

a

fashion similar

to

by New York’s African-American

kids.

to look at home-made programmes

both

Fred Zindi is

a

lecturer in the

Department of
University of

Educational Foundation at the
Zimbabwe
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WAR AND DIPLOMACY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Changing Fortunes, War and Diplomacy in Southern Africa, edited by S. Jaster, USA; Ford
Foundation, 1992.
Reviewed

by Joseph Burton

THE PUBLICATION of the book

Constellation of Southern

Changing Fortunes, War and
Diplomacy in Southern Africa marks
an important scholarly contribution to
our understanding of the conflict in

African States
Pretoria
of

Southern Africa.

primarily

on

ly collaborate

the 1980’s, is divided into three sec-

tions. It examines, inter alia, the

‘mutual

war

diplomatic relations, economic
rivalry and interdependence and the
role of superpowers in the region.
Despite the thematic arrangement of
the chapters, one should bear in mind

of

was to

direct the orientation

neighbouring countries

denial of support

aw ay

from

and sanctuary to the

ANC and SWAPO.
The CONSAS idea

was

defeated

with the birth of SADCC which

origins, sustainment and resolu-

to

tion of the conflict in Southern Africa.

sought

strengthen economic co-operation

between member states and lessen de-

Strategy”

pendence

In the first

chapter. Jaster examines
the military dimension of the conflict
its origins, development, the role of
the major protagonists and the con-

had

on

South Africa. The ANC

(offices, military bases
training facilities) in Angola.
Botswana, Lesotho. Mozambique.
a

presence

or

—

a

economic and

Soviet and Western influence and the

the interconnectedness of these factors

elusion of

on

security pacts'. The principle

objective

and

“Total National

envisaged the construction

Constellation of Southern African

States (CONSAS) which would close-

The book, with a focus

in the

a

Swaziland. Zambia and Zimbabwe.

settlement for Namibian
P#c;

These ‘forward areas'

were

central in

Afrapix
independence. Under the pretext of a
Increased military conscription for White males and the incorpora- launching attacks into South Africa.
“total national strategy” from Mostion of Blacks into the armed forces was part of the total national
Pretoria responded to the attacks
cow. allegedly spearhead by the ANC
strategy
with typical “kragdadigheid"—an atand SWAPO in the region, the Botha
tack on ANC headquarters in Maputo
administration formulated a ’total national
pansion of the period of military conscription for
White males; the incorporation of Blacks into
during 1981. a raid on Maseru in 1981 and
strategy ’ to avert this onslaught. Elements of this
another attack on Maputo during October 1983.
the armed forces; the establishment of army and
strategy were the establishment of a national

security management system; the reinforcement
of the State Security Council (SSC) which became a de facto cabinet within a cabinet deciding national strategy and security issues; an ex¬
54

air bases

near

the Mozambican border

the utilisation of

an

linked local defence units
bases.

to

as

well

as

network that
nearby military'

emergency

In line with the militant confrontation that

en¬

gulfed South Africa the .ANC adopted a .strategy
of 'people’s war' during 1985 which saw an escalation of armed conflict inside South Africa.

Sapem November. 1992
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According

to Jasper there were a total num-

population, political system, history, official

(natural allies). However, the inability of the

her of 1(X) attacks (twice the number of 1985)

ideology, economic performance, natural

.socialist bloc to

and 245 attacks in 1988 of which 73

resource

directed at civilian targets.
the ire of Pretoria which

—

a

bination of factors frustrated attempts to

mini-

facilitate stable

responded with

mise economic

new

Military Infrastructure

region is due to its military infrastructure
large defence force coupled with impres-

unparalleled by its neigh-

—

had ramifications for the kind of development

vestment and

brink of collapse,

from

dependence. These

were;

frequent acts of destabilisation by
order to deal with ‘security threats’

SADCC countries in

areas

vulnerable; the economy.

pendence

are

vestment and

where it

Central

was most

areas

of de-

arouse

doubts

on

its

the utilisa-

Africa,
did

en

its

vaderland’; the mobili.sation

(media, churches) in
etc; the

opposition to military conscription.

Interdependence of the Economies of
Southern Africa
Moeletsi Mbeki and

an

Despite punitive

against its neigh-

measures

hours, Pretoria “failed to defuse their political

hostility

as a group or to

apartheid

as a permanent

gain

any acceptance

dependence

on

f

faceted focus it broadens

countries, and how this facilitated their

In the

The
que,

and

on

our

in the

study which could
restrictive. Its

analysis,

as

opposed to narrative,

understanding of the forces

and their interests in the

concluding chapter, Michael Clough

1980’s.»

at

play

region during the
'

es-

independence of Angola and Mozambi-

with their socialist orientation,

member states themselves

a

have remained otherwise very

emphasis

creased

Sapem November, 1992

Changing Fortunes is essential reading for
Through its multi-

.scholars of Southern Africa.

deepens

South Africa. Vast differences existed among

regarding size.

large, radical involvement in

welcome.

missing element in this section is the extent of
the impact of austerity measures on the SADCC

calating conflict in the region.

minimise their economic

of

institution” (p. 105). A

of the economies of Southern Africa. As

to

as

I990’s; preliminary
projections by Clough would have been most

examines the role of the superpowers

tinned earlier, S ADCC member states attempted

of the US

Southern Africa in the

exposition of the interdependence (and rivalry)
men-

have claimed, but the country

experience heavier casualties than before”

Africa with its

raproachment with South Africa.

Morley Nkosi give

clear defeat for South

major player in world
politics, the abolition of regional socialist experiments, the imminent independence of South

subjected

erosion of ‘borders’ in the conflict and attempts

with

many

not a

With the demise of the Soviet Union and the

conscription

campaign of armed propaganda,

to deal

was

(p.l25).

adequately problematised

of the necessary resources

as

emergence

pupils to the cadet system in schools in

defence of‘volk

Havana, Moscow, Pretoria and

Cuanavale

dependence

which later ‘included’ females and

was a

when he states that “the battle for Cuito

placed .serious constraints

South Africa; \\\t extent of military

(1988)

However, Clough doubts the decisiveness of

by Jaster are the relationship between ANC
propaganda and mass/armed resistance inside

White

The Battle of Cuito Cuanavale

Cuito Cuanavale in the resolution of the conflict

military preoccupation.

Some aspects not

the

Washington (each for different motivations) effectively ended the cold war in Southern Africa.

foreign technology as well as the size of its
military which impacted on the need for skilled
on

aid

Angola.

between

was

on

labour in the economy

on

turning point in the resolution of the conflict in
Southern Africa. The agreement of a settlement

against guerilla attacks

and internal attacks. Furthermore,

from

The battle of Cuito Cuanavale

fequirements. Its capacity for
arms reveals its military

tion of nuclear warfare

secure

Mozambique,

migrant labour.

production of nuclear

preoccupation, but

and unable to

moved closer into the orbit of
capitalist development by means of aid from the

transportation routes, trade and in-

budget, estimated at tw ice the size of the

weapon

war

IMF and the World Bank. Namibian inde-

largest arms producer in the world
by 1980 and able to supply about 85 percent of
own

Ravaged by

from the Soviet Union,

pendence, especially during the latter half of the
1980’s, was closely linked to Cuban withdrawal

rated the tenth

its

in

region.

neighbouring states, ie denial of support

ground and naval weaponry. A
relatively strong economy enabled å massive
six Frontline States combined. South Africa

the

for the ANC and SWAPO, Pretoria attacked

hours viz, air,

defence

development in Southern Africa

periodic droughts, unstable commodity prices, a
heavy debt burden, political instability,
economic mismanagement, lack of foreign inPretoria. In

campaign abroad.

sive inventions

levels of

These attacks evoked

Ja.sper as.serls that South Africa’s dominance
in the

necessary

economic, political and military support to

leged ANC targets in Botswana. Zambia and
impacted on
diplomatic relations and intensified the saneSouth Africa’s

provide the

com-

Zimbabwe in 1980. These raids

tions

endowment and

geography. A

were

raids, for example simultaneous attacks on al-

1

♦

saw

in-

cooperation between these. Moscow

revolutionary forces in the Third World
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SOUTH AFRICA’S OPPOSITION MOVEMENTS
Lessons
Oxford

of Struggle: South African Internal Opposition, 1969-1990, by Anthony W. Marx,
University Press, Cape Town, 1992.
Reviewed

ANTHONY MARX’S book is
cisive contribution to the

a

timely and in-

ments.

The book focuses

on

the

move-

The book traces the way
movements have

Democratic Front and the Union Movement
1960-1990. The

strength of Marx’s

analysis lies in his reconstruction of the character

of South Africa’s social movements

through
a multiple-cause view of history which does not
fall into the trap

of privileging either structure or

idea.

Combining

a concern

structures and ideas in

for the role of both

social

change, Marx is

guided by two key dilemmas in his inquiry:
“First, what

are

the central ideas around which

opposition has organised and how have these
ideas been seized

by the masses as ideology and

influenced their action? Second, how have state

policies, economic conditions, international
pressures

and the interpretations of these deter-

mined the

ideology and actions of the regime’s
opponents?” (p. 235)

Posing the question in this way allows Marx
to capture the often complex and nuanced interaction between the

ideological and strategic ob-

jectives of South African opposition
ments.

He argues

that the identity of opposition

has been determined
ment

move-

by the continuous evolve-

of and interaction between the

subjective

Lierus
ac-

Ideology and Collective Action

development of

the Black Consciousness Movement, the United

from

von

meanings of “race”, “nation” and “class”
cording to predominant conditions.

body of historical

analysis of South Africa’s opposition

by Bettina

in which opposition

shifted and revised their

mining relationship between ideology and collective action. It is this relationship that allows
explore the ensemble of continuities

and differences between different

opposition

this

that while

movements. In

the

regard he

argues

strength of Black Consciousness lay in its

cultivation of unifying

ideas, its weakness lay in
inability to develop concrete strategies for ef-

its

fective collective action. Charterism

was

strong

its capacity to develop sustained strategies for

on

active resistance, but weak on

establishing
ideological principles that could unify their core
constituency. The unions combined a concern
for

ideological cohesion with corresponding
strategies for opposition, but remained
economistic.
concern to

analyse how opposition

ganised unrest, encouraged both division and
unity and forcing realignments.
Marx’s textured analysis of South African op-

position movements is an invaluable guide to an

understanding of the character of South Africa’s
period 1960-1990. It is
only when we consider what the legacy of these
movements for the reordering of South African
society in the 1990’s is, that perhaps the book’s
strength becomes its weakness.
social movements in the

The
and

indepth focus of the book on the logic
identity of social movements prevents Marx

from

examining their wider effects on the struc-

turing of South African society. Marx might
have considered the ways in which the ideology
and action of South Africa’s social movements
have affected the overall anti-democratic order-

ing of the apartheid state and its society. For example, to what extent did South Africa’s social

ideology into action (and
ideology) not only ventures beyond
very generalised and linear interpreta-

tions of social movements in the South African

literature, but also provides an insightful inter-

pretation of the relationship between collective
action and material conditions. In this

regard.

lay the structural foundations for

democratic civil

movements translated

action into
the often

reces-

ideologies and
strategies, resulted in different levels of or-

movement

Marx’s

that economic growth and

sions have affected different

con-

cepts of identity as a result of the mutually deter-

Marx to

Marx argues

a

society/state relationship?

Nonetheless, this book stands out

as an

able reminder that “liberation is

a

invalu-

continuous

process

without end” and that “the South

African

opposition continues to learn this les.son

it lives the dialectic between pragmatic
organisation and idealistic principle”. (p.271)
even as

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
dress of the writer but

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full

and ad-

pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be about three hundred

words. Letters should be sent to: The
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Qompiled by Thomas Deve
xlie
GENDER BRAINSTORMING WORKSHOP

need for such

a

network arises from

a context

in which Black

scholarship in South Africa, has been undemiined and marginalised by
the effects of Bantu education and the colonisation of research skills and

publication networks. In addition, from the conferences on gender held
The Women Studies Association and the SAFES Trust Gender

Project
Coordinator, Ruth Meena, organised a one-day brainstorming workshop
on gender-related issues at the University of Zimbabwe on September
25, 1992.
The participants, who were drawn from more than 15 organisations
based in Harare, gave brief outlines of their projects, research in progress
and perceptions on how such meetings will contribute to the goals of
their various

organisations.
Participants broke into working groups and discussed mechanisms of
networking, developing strategies and research capacity, strategies for
influencing policy relating to women and gender issues; and lastly
mechanisms for sustainability and strategies for documentation and exchange of information.
It was resolved that the organisations should develop good conceptual frameworks to guide their action and perceptions. In addition to
focusing on practical actions on the grassroots, some members should
have intellectual engagements to sharpen certain paradigms and disseminate results in a journal that would give a cutting edge to the tools
of analysis.
In terms of affirmative action, participants resolved to have political,
networks which would organise around specific issues. For example, in
Zimbabwe, the current drought and power crisis were cited as good issues to organise around. Delegations should be sent to relevant
authorities, while at the same time increase the organisations’ physical
interaction with the media. Media monitoring and more efficient ways
of information dissemination were considered very important short-term
goals of the network. Participants exchanged notes on activities especially the weekly social hour meetings which are meant to facilitate better coordination and cooperation on gender issues.

in South Africa in 1991/92, it has become clear that issues of race, class
and activist

academic have become

pertinent in the gender
existing power
relations within research, particularly within gender-related research.
The network hopes to be a catalyst in this regard.
The workshop was divided into eight themes and a total of 27 papers
(primarily work in progress) was received. The first session was held in
plenary, in which papers related to the theme “Conceptual and
Methodological issues and the Restructuring of Research” were
presented. In this session. Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri highlighted the need
to contextualise concepts, both historically and ideologically; Shirley
Sebakwane dealt with problems faced by Black women researchers and
those associated with feminist conceptual research methodology. She
contended that there was an under-representation of women in analysis
and that White women wrote from their own perspectives. Elinor Sisulu
looked at research conducted on work and employment — who does the
research, how it is conceptualised and the ways in which it could be
transformed to integrate a gender analysis.
In the second session the themes dealing with policy issues, culture
and ideology, education and technology, health and environment,
economic development, politics and marginalisation of the female
youth, were discussed. Participants were asked to identify the main challenges, problems and strategies for Black women’s research. The lack
of skills and financial assistance were prioritised as areas that needed
redressing.
versus

debate. Central to this debate is the need to restructure

The workshop proved to be successful in drawing in a wide range of
people who are committed to advancing Black academia. It was indicated that a definite need exists for Blacks to empower themselves and
not to wait for paternalistic and patronising gestures on behalf of the
White establishment.

BLACK WOMEN’S RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES

POST-APARTHEID SOUTHERN AFRICA

The Black Women’s Research and

Development network held a
workshop in Johannesburg, on October 10, 1982, which was attended
by approximately 75 participants ranging from academics to activists.
one of the organisers, the workshop was
intended, in part, to engage women in dialogue, to look at the challen-

According to Namani Magau,
ges

facing

women

researchers and to provide

a

platfonn to develop

ideas.

The network

originated out of a perceived need for a supportive

vironment in which Black
enabled to conduct and
mental issues and have

women,

en-

both activists and scholars, would be

publish research, engage in and with developa community-based orientation.
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Professor Thomas Ohlson from the

Department of Peace and Conflict
Upsala University, Sweden, presented a paper entitled “Trick
or Treat? Conflict, Conflict Resolution, Security and Development in
Post-Apartheid Southern Africa,” at the SAFES Head Office in Harare
Research,

on

October 14, 1992.
In

intellectually stimulating one hour presentation, it was strongly argued that the future post-apartheid Southern Africa has to be underan

stood within the context of the East/West conflict which is now charac-
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by the collapse of the bi-polar world, and the emergency of a
unipolar world dominated by the USA. The US A not only faces increasing economic warfare from Europe and Asia, but China whose current
position is ambiguous in this new dispensation. It was argued that
Southern Africa, from the USA point of view, is economically and
terised

geostrategically

no

longer an intere.sting area in determining its global

sub-region’s level of economic returns is relatively lower
than other regions. To make matters worse, there is a general donor
fatigue because of the economic decline and depression being experienced in the north.
interests. The

Origin.s of Conflict
early as 1632, there has been a visible struggle between
White minority rule and the African liberation movement in South
Africa. At the present moment, it is clear that Apartheid is losing, whilst
imperialism is winning. The SADC countries, consisting the bulk of
Southern African countries, are facing political and economic ‘crises’
of varying degrees and the solutions advanced range from the market
economy, SAPs and plural-partyism.
As the struggle against Apartheid is intensifying and numerous solutions are in the offing, the dramatic transformations that are likely to be
triggered off, suggest that Southern Africa will experience more conflict because remnants of the past conflicts will filter through to the new
dispensation as the central conflict recedes into the background.
Ohlson argued that at the domestic level, that is within the various
nation states, there is and will be increased scope for people to look
seriously into is.sues like control over government and territory; transitions from war to peace and the issue of reconciliation; political participalion; unequal distribution of resources and finally, identity conflicts occasioned by nation-building.
From

as

Regional Scenarios
argued that these categories of problem areas are repliregional level in three forms. First, there is the past in the
present scenario where conflict legacies are carried over. The basic conflict between White domination symbolised by Apartheid and African
liberation is likely to spill over and continue through activities of organisations like UNITAand RENAMO. Second.diffusion conflicts, that
is national conflicts within borders spreading across borders, could take
two forms. There can be a re-escalation of violence throughout the
region due to processes internal to South Africa. Such a conflict in
Southern Africa can result from a mix of legitimacy conflicts invoking
reconciliation of enemies, political participation, economic distribution
and competing ethnic identities. According to Ohlson, regional
securities in Southern Africa will therefore depend on how its component states resolve these conflicts. The economic and political crises
in the separate countries have an enormous potential to spill over bounIt

was

cated at

further

a

daries.
Another explosive source

of insecurity stems from basic regional as-

development theory as opposed to the market one
‘pure’ economic theory. Its concern with development
stresses peculiarities obtaining in the Third World: different economic
size and political systems of member countries, and different levels of
industrialisation. This model also presupposes the presence of state intervention as a mediator of market forces and a common political will
towards redistribution measures among the participating states. The last
is the neo-fiinciional integration model in which actors such as technocrats, bureaucrats, industrialists and other interest groups (rather than
governments) initiate cooperation in projects, project areas or economic
which is derived from
derived from

sectors

where distinct mutual benefits

can

be discerned.

For Southern Africa, all these models have

disadvantages when conperspective of integration possibilities. None of them
seem to offer an appropriate model for dealing with the inequitable distribution of economic power in Southern Africa, and the conflicts that
may arise from it in the future.
From a regional security point of view, the possible scenarios range
from amelioration, that is the implementation of power politics based
on military force, with those in power trying to liquidate all forms of organised resistance, to Security Community where national transition
processes are consolidated and regional states will consequently be
characterised by healthy and developmental tensions between capable
sidered from the

states

and vibrant civil societies.

The

Way Forward

If Southern Africa is to achieve enhanced

regional security, stability
cooperation, national and regional identities need to be harmonised
around shared perceptions of mutual benefit. Institutions and organisations on the national level must enjoy legitimacy from national citizens.
Military violence within and between countries should not be seen as a
legitimate way of pursuing goals and resolving conflicts. More importantly. the warring parties must be satisfied with negotiated outcomes,
so as to accept to resolve out.standing or future conflicts of goals and interests through non-military means.
and

Achieving the desired goals makes it mandatory that top priority mu.st
placed on ending armed conflicts and helping to insure against their
recurrence; domestic consolidation must be attained through the
development of both capable states and thriving civil societies; and
finally balanced regional cooperation in matters of socio-economic
development must be expanded and institutionalised.
be

VISITORS TO SAFES TRUST
During the month of October, SAFES Trust was honoured by the visits
its Central Secretariat by the following people;

to

Embassy of Sweden; Boisgallais Anne-Sophie—Canal France International; Stanislaus Chigwedere — Foreign
Ihari Rankatari
Ambassador of Finland.

Affairs, Zimbabwe and

—

symetries, that is, the grossly inequitable distribution of economic and

military
pendent

on

conflict resolution

NEWS FROM THE LDC

concerns.

On the framework of

regional integration, three models were idenintergration model which refers to the
linear development from free trade to economic union and, possibly, a
political union. The next model is the development integration model
tified. First, there is the market
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between the states in the region. These are solely deinter-state relations and are not at the foreground of present

power

are underway to expand the LDC, since there is now a .serious
shortage of space. It is hoped that renovations to the building can take
place during the Christmas period so as to cause the minimum inconvenience to Library users.

Plans

Sapem November. 1992
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Tlie Micro CDS-ISIS
the first

user

to attend

the

hosted by SAFES, takes place on
of this software are welcome
held at 2.30pm, at SAFES head-

group,

Monday of every month. All
meetings, which

are

users

quarters. We would also like to hear from libraries and individuals who
are interested to receive
monthly lists of new acquisitions and our index
of articles in

periodicals received by the LDC.

will be

provided henceforth. In this context we encourage subscribers
SAFES if they have not been receiving the magazine, or if
they have had any other problems to do with subscriptions.
The LDC is currently planning the setting up of a databank of
to write to

economic indicators, in order to assist researchers in the

gathering of

background statistical data.4

The LDC has also been involved in reviewing and updating the subscriptions to the SAPEM magazine, and it is hoped that a better service

SAFES TRUST
SAFES TRUST

SCHOLARSHIPS

The Southern Africa Political

Economy Series (SAFES) Trust is a regional organisation that was set
up to operate in Southern Africa with the objectives of facilitating and promoting social science
teaching, research and publication. As an extension of these objectives, the SAFES Trust also promotes
young scholarship by supporting post-graduate students pursuing further studies in the social science
field in Southern Africa.
From

1993, the SAFES Trust is offering scholarships to post-graduate students doing research degrees
or dis.sertations that entail
travelling within the region to one or more institutions in search of data. The
scholarships are tenable at any university in the Southern Africa region and cover some of the research
expenses within the region. This support gives such students a chance to work on their individual
research proposals, with financial and service support from SAFES. We believe that such a
support

contributes to the development of social science scholarship in the region, besides
harnessing the exodus of post-gradg^ite students to the North.
programme

Initially, the SAFES Trust scholarships are tenable for one (1) year, subject to renewal for a further year.
Applicants seeking these scholarships must enclose a detailed research proposal which includes a
budget.
Flease send your

applications, with a detailed curriculum vitae and University transcripts, letters of
support from the Dean of your Faculty, the Chairman of your Department and also from your supervisor
to:

The Executive Director

SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111

Mount Pleasant
Harare Zimbabwe

The

closing date is 28 February, 1993.
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Zambia’s

largest trading company — dynamic toward looking with unlimited growth

potential, it can state categorically that it is the only parastatal organisation
manufacturing a wide range of carbonated cordial drinks; is introducing a liquid line
to manufacture essential

medicaments, and, of its

in its retail chain stores where the
If this is not

own

initiative, has created outlets

public can conveniently settle their electricity bills.
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comfort and style, For a fantastic choice of outstanding
destinations. For fabulous DC 10 performance to London, Rome,
New York. Frankfurt, Cyprus and Bombay. For swift onward connections

For

more space,

to anywhere in the

world- For friendly, personal service.
flying colours.

For all of this, and more, Zambia Airways gets

Fly Zambia Airways, the friendly way to discover the world.
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afrikainstitutet ■

Zambia Airways
A

new

pleasure in the skies
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